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PREFACE.

His Highness the Nizam's Government desire to preface this

Report with an expression of their extreme regret at the recent death of

Mr. Abdul Majid, Census vSuperintendent of the Hyderabad State.

Mr. Abdul Majid was an officer of twenty years standing when he was

appointed Superintendent. The actual enumeration was carried out

eniirel}' under his directions : the statistical tables were compiled under

his supervision. It only remained to complete the present volume at

the time of his death. His Highness' Government now wish to place

on record their high appreciation of the unflagging industry, zeal and

patience with which Mr. Abdul Majid performed his duties. His

death has deprived the Service of an officer of the highest character

and ability.

2.> The material for the present volume was provided by

Mr. Abdul ^lajid, and it was arranged in accordance with his wishes

that the volume should be written in collaboration with Mr. K. Natara-

jan, Editor, the Indian Social Reformer, Bombay, whose services were

temporarily engaged by Government for this purpose. Owing to

Mr. Abdul Majid's death the volume has been completed by

Mr. Natarajan alone, and the descriptive chapters are almost entirely

the work of his pen. His Highness' Government take this opportunity

of making a full acknowledgment of Mr. Natarajan's authorship and of

expressing their high appreciation of his work.

R. I. R. GLANCY, I.C.S.,

Assistant Minister, Finance.
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K-EFOI^T

ON THE

CENSUS OF HIS HIGHNESS THE NIZAM'S

DOMINIONS, 1911.

Chapter I.

DISTRIBUTION OF TEE POPULATION.

1. TliP territories of His Higlmess the Nizam iiave remained imcliauged

both as regards their area and boundaries since the last Census. The description

given of them in the Census Report for 1891, therefore, needs no modification.

They lie bet\v(!eu 15= 10' and 2r 40' North Latitude, and 74° 4' and 81° 35' East

Longitude. They occupy a polygonal tract, 8i',698 square miles in area, in the

central portion of the table-land of the Deccan. They are bounded on the north by
Khaudesh (a district in the Bombay Presidency), the Berars and the Central Pro-

vinces ; on the south by the rivers Tungabhadra and Krishna, which divide them
from the Bellary, Kurnul and Krishna Districts of the Madras Presidency

; on the

east by the Wardha and the Godavari ; and on the west by the Bombay Districts of

Dharwar, Sholapur and Ahmednagar. The Deccan table-land is one of the twenty

Nai.ural Divisions into which, on the basis mainly of similarity of meteorological

conditions, the Indian continent has been divided. It is one of the largest Natural

Divisions from the point of area, covering 155,177 square miles, or V)*l per cent, of

the total area of the Indian Empire. Its mean annual rainfall was calculated to be

•2d-7 inches. The population of this area in 1901 was 23,441,57 '.» representing

8 per cent, of the total population of India and a mean density of 15T1 persons

per square mile. The Nizam's Dominions, occupying as they do 53"2 per

cent, of the area of this table-land at its heart and centre, reproduce in

an exaggerated form all that is typical of this great Natural Division. The
total population of this State in 1901 was 11,141,142 or 47'5 of the population

of the Deccan plateau. The density of population for the State was in the same
year 134'72 per square mile as against; 15ri per square mile for tho whole
table-land. The normal annual rainlall for the State is between 30 and 32
inches, which is slightly higher than the mean annual average for the Deccan
plateau. While the area has remained as at the previous Census, the population
of the Nizam's Dominions lias increased at the present Census to 13,374,676,
raising the density to 1(52 persons per square mile. The corresponding figures

for the Bombay and the Madras Deccan Districts are 172 and 145 per square
milo respectively. The Nizam's Dominions enjoy an advantage over the Deccan
Districts of Bombay and Madras, in that they are better endowed in respect of

natural water I'acilities. The hill ranges which encompass the State are the
watershed of the two great river systems, the Godavari and the Krishna, which
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with their tributaries, the Purna and the Tranhita aud the Manira, and the
lunoabhadra, the Bhima and Uic Musi, go to increase the productive capacity
of the 80li. ^ -^

2. Principal events affecting the condition of the people during the decade.

The soils, the seasons aud the climate of the State have beon described iu
previous Census Reports. Inlbrniatiou regarding the uiiueral and other natural
resources, the principal industries, the irrigation works aud roads and railwavs
has been brought up to a very recent date hi the accounts of the Nizam's
ijoniinions, its divisions, districts and towns in the recent P:ditiou of the Imperial
Gazetteer published in 1908. It is, therefore, only necessary here to allude
briefly to evems which have occurred during the decade bearing on the coaditir,n
oithe people. Ihe opening of the Mahbubuagar Canal, so named after HisHighness the late Nizam, iu 1904, is such an event of the first importance The
canal l.ikes oft Iron, the Maujra river, is 27 miles long, aud is estimated (o irri-
gate about 10 000 acres ol laud in the Medak District. Its total cost of construc-
tion was li lakhs of rupees. The reorganisation of the Irrigation Department
aud the increased attention paid to the repair and maintenance of existiuo' worksdunng the decade, are also administrative measures of great utility. Dnnno- the
period covered by the Census, the Barsi Light Railway was extended to Tadwalam 190b and to i.attur lu 1911. The Furna-Hiugoli line, thou.-h opened lo
tiafhc in the year after the Census, may also lie mentioned here. The line ^t isworthy of note, was built out of current revenue. A comprehensive scheme
of railway extension has been adopted for execution iu the next few years The
subject of roads has also engaged the serious attention of His Hio-Jmess's
l^overnment The coal mining and cotton mill industries in the State havesliowu marked progress. A Company has been working since 1901- with
prospects of success for gold in the Raichur District. Schemes for the diffusion
ot general and technical education are under consideration.

3. Administrative Divisions.

For administrative purposes the State is divided into lour divisions
(bubahs) each under a Revenue Commissioner called "Subahdar" These
are again sub-divided into districts each under a Magistrate and Collector
called Ist Talukdar. Each district is composed of a number of minor sub-
divisions called talukas or tahsils each under a Tahsildar. Two or three taluk-is
are placed under a Sub-Divisional Officer called 2nd or 8rd Talukdar accordino-
to grade in the service. Includiug the Sarf-i-khas (Crown lauds) district o"
Atraf-i-balda, which is under a lalukdar, subject to the direct control aud super-
vision of the Sart-i-kiias Secretary, the total number of districts is 16 The

sof«§« ''?! *"*'

t ^''^'''\}l
^^66 square miles, whilst the average population is

? r n
^^^^'p^^l'stnct is M araugal with an area of 7,943 square milesand the smallest Atraf-i-balda with an area of 2,561 square miles. The districtwhich has the largest population is Gulbarga with a population of 1 150 98S

persons and Atraf-i-balda, with a population of 520,159 persons, is the least
'

populous ol auy district.
^ i-^asi

A general reconstitution of divisions aud districts was etfecfed durino- thedecade under review. The district of J.ingsugar was abolished, its four Khn'4and three Jag,r talukas being transferred to the Raichur District and two Khals-i
talukas to the Gulbarga District. The small district of Sirpur-Taudur was raised
o he standard of other districts by the addition (,f two talukas from the Nizama-
bad

(
iidnr) District and two talukas from the Karimnagar (Eigandal) DistrictIhe district of ^algouda was transferred from Waranoal to Medak Division -in,)the districts of Sirpur-Tuudur and Bidar from Medak Division to Warar'aal

and Gulbarga divisions respectively. The old districts of Sirpur-Tandur Elo-^n-dalandindur were renamed Adilabad, Karimnagar aid Nizau.abad. 'St^ral
talulcas wei-e also transferred from one district to another. Ei-htoeu talukaswere abolished altogether and their villages distributed amongsTthe adioiniuo-
talukas Ihoaccompanymg map of the Nizam's Dominions sh°ws the d-nsitv
ot poinilation in the several districts.

^ ^^



NATURAL DIVISIONS.

Map of Hyderabad showing densktj of population i>ir sr/uare milt in the several districts.
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trappean or black cotton soil country is a land ol' wlieat and cotron
;

wliile

Telingana or the granitic region is a land of rice and tanks." * These differ-

e'.ices of physical nature are associated with social, economic and linguistic

differences in the two Natural iMvisions of the State, wjjich are desifjnated as

jMaiathwara and Telingana, owing to Marathi and Teliigu being the principal

languages sjioken in these two tracts respect ively,

5. Statistical Tables.

The materials for this chapter are those contained in Impenal Tables I, III,

1\ and V. Provincial Table I, printed after the Imperial Tables, contains

information in respect of Talukas. At the end of this Chapter are geven sub-

sidiary Tables showing :

—

(i)—Density, water supply and crops
;

(ii)—Distribution of the population classified according to density
;

(iii)—Distribution of the population between towns and villages
;

(iv)—Number per nrjille of the total jiopulation and of each n.ain

religion who live in towns
;

• (v)—Towns classified by population ;

(vi)—Special statistics for Hyderabad City ;
and

(vii)—Persons per house and houses per square mile.

6. Area and Population.

The area aisd population of the two Natural Divisions are given in the

margin. The higher ap^paront density

of Telingana is due to the fact that the

capital city happens to be situated in

that Natural Division. Exclusive of

Hyderabad City, the density falls to 150

persons to the squnre mile. As Telin-

gana has a mean annual rainfall, which
is so essential in the Deccan, exceeding

that of Marathwara, its lower density

demands explanation. This is provided by the fact that Telingana contains the

lari:est proportion of forest area in the State, no less than four out of its six Forest

Divisions being situated in it. Of a tot;il forest area of nearly 18,0('0 square miles,

no less than l(i,000 are in Telingana. If this forest ai'ea is thrown out of the

calcalation the mean density of the non-forest area of Telingana mounts up to 290

(ersous to the square mile. A more accurate comparison of the densities of the two

Natural Divisions will be possible if we take only the cultivable area in each of the

Divisions. Subsidiary Table 1 gives 50-5 and 69-5 as the percentages of

cultivable area in Telingana and Marathwara respectively. The density for

cultivable area worked out on this basis is 322-7 persons per square mile for

Teliniraua and 234-3 for ]\Iarathvvara. If we take the cultivated area alone into

consideration, the proportion will be much higher for Telingana, where only 38-8

per cent, of the total area, that is, about 1^ per cent, less than the cultivable area,

is cultivated, than for Marathwara where the cultivated area is 68-6 per cent, or

nearly the whole of the cultivable area. The density then would be 420-1 and
234-7' per square mile in Telingana and Marathwara respectively. It is evident

that, as between TeUngana and Marathwara, it is not the extent or pro[)ortion of

cultivated area, but the character of the cultivation, which determines their

different densities. A map of Telingana is printed on the next page, showing the

density of population by talukas.

• Imperial G.iaetteer, Vol. XllT, p. 227.

_. . . Area in
Division. g^ „,iig,.



RICE CULTIVATIiiN AND HIGH DENSITY.

MAP OF TELINGANA.

Shoii-iwj Density oj Population per square rnrle in the several Talukas.
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1. Hydeiatod City
•2. Sharki.
3. Gharbj.
4. Shamali.
5. Junubi.
6. Patlur
il. WaraTCal

10. Khammam
11. MaUbobabad.
12. Madhira.
VA. Pakhal.
14. Paloancha.

15. Muliig.
16. Ellandapad.
17. Karimnasar.
18. Jagtial.
19. Jamiconta.
20. llaliadeopui.
21. Parkal.
22. Scrsilla.

23. Sultanabad.
24. .\dilalj!(d.

25. Chinniir.

26. Asafabad.

27. LuUshatipet.
28. Kinwat.
29. Nirmal,
31'. Kajura.
31. Sirpnr.
S2. Yelgadap.
33. Medak.
34. Andol.
35. iiaghat
36. Kalabgur.
37. Siddipet.
38. Narsapuf.

39. Hatnura.
40. Doulatabad.
41. Nizamabad.
42. Armur.
43. Bodhan.
44. Kamareddipct.
45. YeUarc-ddipet.
46. Mahboobnagar.
47. Xagarkarnul.
48. Amrabad.
49. Kalvakurti.
50. Makhtal.

51. Pargi.

52. Jatpol.
53. Gopalpet.
54. Wanpait.
55. Nalgonda.
56. Uhongir.
57. Cherial.

58. Devarkonda.
59. Huzurnagar.
60. Miiyalguda.
61. Suriapet.

7. Rice Cultivation and High Density.

Subsidiary table I gives the percentage of the cultivated area uudcr .rice,

wheat, pulses, and " other crops " in each of the Natural Divisions and Districts.

Telingana's percentage of cultivated area under every head except that of rice is

less than Marathwara's. In respect of rice only, does Telingaua exhibit a
considerably higher percentage of cultivated area than Marathwara. It follows

that, so far as the population of each of the Divisions is dependent on the

agricultural industry, the higher density per cultivated area in Telingana is due
to the more extensive cultivation of rice therein. This conclusion is borne out

by the district figures. A glance at columns 2 and 7 of Sub-table I, shows that

Adilabad has the lowest density in Telingana and the State, namely, 85 persons

to the square mile, as well as the lowest percentage of cultivated area under

rice, namely, 5-1 in Telingana. Its cultivated area, however, is but a small

fraction, •22'1 per cent, of its total area, and the density of p.ipulation calculated

on that area is SS-i't) per square mile. There are only two districts in Marath-

wara with higher densities per square mile of cultivated area, though all of them
have larger percentages of their cultivated areas under every other crop but rice.

5-1 per cent, of the cultivated area of Adilabad is under rice and it is the lowest
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Districts.



PDLSKS AND OTHKR CROPS.

9. Alarathwara.

When we Uiru to -Maratliwara, we cuconuter a very differeut set of couditious.

The subjoined map of iMarathwara sliow« ihe density of population in its several

talukas.

MAP OF MARATHWARA.

Showing Density of Population per nquare mile in (he several Talukas.
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69"5 per cent, of the area of the Division is cultivable as against 50"5 in

Telingana. The cultivated area is 68-6 per cent, so that less than 1 per cent, of

the cultivable area is uncultivated as against 12 per cent, in Telingana. liut the

density of population per square mile of cultivated area in Marathwara in only

234-7 while in Telingana it is 4201. In seeking for the causes of this disparity,

the first thing which strikes one is that the principal cereal crop of Marathwara

is not rice but Avheat. The irrigated area is inconsiderable and the rainfall is

almost everywhere less than in the Telingana Division. On the other hand, the

soil of IMarathwara is retentive of moisture, and does not need as much water as

that of Telingana. The Marathwara ryot is, if anything, more painstaking, as

he has need to be, than his Telingana counterparr. All these considerations go

to show that Ihe crops raised in Marathwara do not sustaiu as high densities of

population as those of Telingana. In Subsidiary Table I, the percentage of

cultivated area in the Natural Divisions and districts is given under lour heads of

crops, rice, wheat, pulses and " other crops. " Marathwara's percentages under

all heads except rice are higher than that of Telingana. Of its total cultivated

area only VI per cent, is under rice, whereas Telingana's proportion is lO'S.

Notwithstanding this, the four districts which have the largest densities hi Ma-
rathwara are, as already stated, the four which have the largest percentages of

their cultivated area under rice. These are Gulbarga, Nauder, Bidar and Osman-
abad. Parbhani, Nander, Auraugabad and l^hir have the largest percentages

of wheat area, but they occupy lower places than the rice-growing districts.

of its cultivated area under wheat as ngainst 11 "1 per

cent, for Parbhani ; nevertheless its den-
Nauder has 8"8 per cent.



Towns.

Period.

1902
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910

Area under
Cotton

cultivation

in aercs.

Bhir, Nauder aud Bidar iu Marathwara have areas rangiug from 21 to 11 per

cent, of their total cultivated areas under
pulses. But the largest proporriou of

the cultivated area iu these territories is

under " other crops." Three crops,

namely, joivar, cotton aud ba/ra are cul-

tivated to a larger extent than any others.

Rice, til aud wheat come uext below
them iu the order of acreage. There has
been a considerable expansion of cotton

cultivation during: the decade as the mar-

Percent-
a^es of

total

cultivat-

ed area.

1,083,000
3,.">3i;,i)I0

3,48 ',143

3,100,084

2,901,942

3.401,042

13 8
18-3

15 9

14-7

17-0

giual figures show.

II. Areas and Population according to Density.

Den-iitiei of betiveen 150 300.

Subsidiary Table 11 gives some interesting details relating to the distribu-

tion of territory aud population according to density. Over 60 per cent, of His

Hifhness's subjects live in areas where the density of population is from 150

to 300 persons per square mile. These areas comprise 41,913 square miles or

slightly over 50 per cent, of these territories. The highest densities in this

category are met with iu the Jagir taluk of Chitgopa in the Bidar District (299),

Jamikuuta taluk in the Karimuagar District (275), Gulburga taluka (274),

Jagtial taluka also in the Karimuagar District (27-3), Amarchinta taluka in the

RaTchur District (269) and Warangal taluka (268). The districts noted iu the

margin have 75 j^er cent, and more of

their areas and population in this class.

Bhir has 82'4 per cent, of its population

living in areas of this density, though
the area itself is only 69*9 per cent, of

its total. Lees thau one-third of the

])opulatiou of these Dominions live in

densities of under 150 per square mile,

the area so occupied being 39,813
square miles or about 48 per cent, of

the State. Over 93 per cent, of the
area of the Adilabad District is of this class, and the other districts which have
high proportions of this low-density area are Raichur 79-3, Auraugabad 73*3,

and Warangal 67-2. In Adilabad, Raichur and Warangal the population on this

area is 84'5, 27-3 aud 39-5 per cent, respectively of their totals while iu Aurauga-
bad 67-2 of the population dwell on it. The lirst three districts have large forest

areas with scattered populations, but Aurangabad's presence in this list is a grim
reminder of its losses owing to famine and plague. Some of the talukas in this

category have extremely meagre densities such as 25 (Mulug), 48 (Paloncha), 75
(Yellandlapad), 81 (Pakhal) all in the Warangal District, 10 (Mahadeopur) in

Karimuagar, 70 (Adilabad), 48 (Rajura), 62 (Asafobad), 77 (Kinwatand Yelgadap),
85 (Chinuur), 89 (Sirpur) all in the Adilabad District and 36 (Amrabad in

l\Iahbubnagar).

Disti'icts.
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exceptional densities occur in Teliup-aua. Hyderabad City covers an area of 50
square miles and has a density of 10,012 persons to the square mile. The
City proper, consisting of City A)iderun and City Benin, ban an area of ] 1-46

square milea and the density liere is 18,112 per S(|uare mile. The City Andcruv,

area 2 square miles, has a population of 131,335, or the enormous number of

65,668 per square mile. In ^^'ard IV of this area the density per square mile

rises to 94,548 persons.

12. Towns.

Subsidiary Tal>lft III is compiled for the ])urpope of showing- the distribution

of the population between Tovvus and Villages. For Census purposes the word
" Town " was held to include every Municipality, every cantonment, all civil

lines not included within Municipal limits and every other continuous collection

of houses inhabited by about .5,000 persons and pos.sessing urban characteris-

tics. This definition is the same as that adopted at the last Census. I'he total

number of towns in the State, thus defined, is 8.") as against 78 in 1901 and 77 in

1891. Of these 65 belong to Khalsa, 3 to Sari-i-khas and 17 to .Jagirs. 53

of these towns are centres of trade and industry, and the remaining 32 are

either headquarters of districts and tahsils, or places of pilgrimage. The last

two classes of towns are not capable of rapid or indefinite increase whether as

regards number or population. The essential condition of the growth of towns

of the first class, is development of means of comnninication. Unlike places of

pilgrimage, whose sanctity is often in proportion to their inaccessibility, centres

of trade and industry can only exist where there are abundant facilities of commu-
nication in the shape of good roads, railways, or waterways. There are no
navigable rivers or canals in the State, and there has not been any progress

worth mentioning in respect of roads, during the decade. Of the total

number of towns 44 are Municipalities, and two are boih Municipalities and
Cantonments. In i901 there were 6 Municipalities and Catitonments, and 16

Municipalities. The large increase in the number of Municipalities during the

decade is a noteworthy feature. But, of course, the success of Municipal

Government is entirely dependent on the presence of a considerable, intelligent

and educated population. The increase of 7 towns during the last decade is due
to the rise of 9 places to urban rank and the lapse of two towns into rural areas.

The two towns which have ceased to be towns are llasauparthi in Warangal and
Sagar in Raichur. The former has had but a brief enjoyment of the honour of

township, as it became a town for the first time only at the 1901 Census. A
religious fair is held annually in the place in honour of a Hindu deity, and the

sudden rise and fall of the population would suggest that the 1901 Census was
taken at about the time of the fair. Sagar has been a town with a population just

above the qualifying line of 5,000 persons at the two preceding Censuses and its

disappearance from the category of towns is not a matter requiring special notice.

The 9 new towns are those mentioned in

the margin. Only one of these, Kham-
mamet, is a Municipality, and all have
attaijiod the rank of towns by the <jrowih

of population. One of them Mahammad-
nagar (Fort Golconda) has a population

of less than 1,500 souls. But its raal

population is obscured by the fact of the

troops stationed there, about 5,000 in

number, being included in the population

of Hyderabad City, Of the remaining
8 new towns, three namely, Sangareddipet, Ekeli, Warangal Fort, and Dliarma-
puri have just passed their 5,000. I'rus-Karimabad has a population of 7,173
and had one of 5,784 at the last Census, so tbat in its case the recognition due
to its growth has been tardy. Peddapalli, vvhicli has now a population of 7,260, had
only 2,783 at the 1901 Census, though it had 5,993 in 189]. It was a town in

1891 ceased to be one in 1901, and dad become one again in 1911. It will belie

Districts.
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its tradition if it remains a town at the next Census. It is o-enerally places of

pilgrimages which emerge out of and lapse again into rural areas in this whimsical

fashion. It is not clear why Khammamet in Waraugal (9,117) and Chilapur

(9,355) in Gulbarga were not included long before among towns, seeing that they

had populations exceeding 8,000 at the two preceding Censuses ; nor why Kham-
mamet with a slightly smaller population should be a Municipality while Chitapur

is denied f,he honour. It is inconceivable that places with populations of over

8,000 and 9,000 persons should not have developed the "urban characteristics''

which were found sufficient in the case of places like Hasanprathi and Peddapalli

which cross and re-cross the border line between town and village at every Census.

13. Variations in Urban population.

The net addition to the urban population owing to the variation in the num-

ber of towns is 46,162. The total urban population at the present Census is

l,295,o05 and at the last it was .1,126,948. The difference between ttiese two

figures is 168,357 representing an increase of 14"8 per cent. The addition to the

population of the old towns during the decade was 122,195. 54*9 per cent. ( f the

increase is accounted for by two towns—Hyderabad City and Hauantkonda town

—which had additions of 52,157 and 14,966 respectively during the decade. The
uopulation of the following towns increased by over 2,500 persons during the

same period: Nizamabad, 4,482; Nander, 3,441; Gulbarga, 3,209; Yellaudlapad,

3,537; Manvat, 3,607; Karimnagar, 2,595; Vemalwada, 2,703; Peddapalli, 4,477;

and Raichur, 2,869. The case of Hyderabad City is treated separately. The
remarkable growth of Hauamkouda is largely due to its being the official head-

quarters of the important Revenue Division of Waraugal. The same remark applies

to Nizamabad which, besides, is an industrial centre of importance. It has a rice

husking factory :ind cotton-ginning and pressing factories. It is also an important

station on the Hyderabad Godavari Valley Piailway. Nander is also an important

station on the same Railway, and besides, being the headquarters of the district

and taluk of that name, is a flourishing centre of trade and industry. The place is

held in veneration by the Sikhs as the scene of the labours of Guru Govind in his

last days. The steady growth of Gulbarga during the last forty years is a proof

of the vitality of some of the ancient cities of India under modern conditions. It

is also a large centre of trade and has of late years become a most prosperous town

and a rival of Sholapur in the Bombay Presidency. A new era of prosperity

commenced since it was made the headquarters of a division in 1874. Besides

all the features appertaining to its official character it has cotton-spinning and

weaving mills. It is on the Great Indian Peninsula Railway. Yellaudlapad

in Warangal has grown into importance as a town during the last twenty years.

It was first recognised as one at the 1901 Census. It is the centre of the coal

mining industry. The town of Manvat in the Parbbani District is a busy centre

of the grain trade. It experienced a set-back owing to famine at the last

Census, but it has more than made up for it at the present one. Karinmagar is a

centre of the tanning industry in the Nizam's Dominions.

H. Decadent Towns.

Relatively, the number of towns that show a decrease of population are fewer

than those which show increases. Most of the former are to be found at the end

of Imperial Table IV, among towns which hover on the margin of townhood. A
few liuudred persons this side or that, would raise them to the giddy glory of town-

ship or plunge them into the dismal abyss of villagedom. There are, however, a few

other towns the decreases in whose case call for notice. Prominent of these is

Latur in Osmanabad. At the last Census it had a population of 10,479. Its

record previous to that was one of steady growth. At the present Census, how-

ever, its enumerated population is only 7,560. It is a great centre of the cotton

and grain trade and the Barsi Railway was extended to it during the decade.

The decreases in Latur and other towns in the Osmanabad District are attributed
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to plngue which was raofing virulently in them at the time of the Census. Plag-ue

is also" partly responsible for the decreases in the towns in the Auraugabad Dis-

trict, and in several towns in Marathwara generally. Out of 25 towne which show

decreases in population at the jiresent Census, 21 are Marathwara towns. All the

five towns in tli'^ Auraugabad District, three out of four towns in the Bhir District,

two out of five in Bedar, two out often in Gulbarga. four out of six in Osmanabad,

three out of nuie in Raichur and two out of seven in Parbhaui, have smaller

populations than at the last Census. All these districts, with the exception of

Gulbarga, showed a decrease of population at the last Census as the result of the

famine of 1900. Plague too has wrought much havoc in several of these districts.

Of the four Teliugaua towns which show decreases, the case of Fort Golcouda has

already been explained. The decline of Arraur in the Nizamabad District is

appareiitly due to the decline of its silk industry. Homnabad in Atraf-i-balda has

continued to decline in prosperity since the opening of the Nizam's State Railway,

which has diverted its trade. Balkonda has declined because it has lain far out of

the influences which make for progress.

15. Proportion of Urban and Rural population.

The number of persons per mille of the total population residing in towns is

97, the corresponding figure at the last (Census being 101. In Teliugaua tlic pro-

portion is 1 15 per 1,000 persons, while in Marathwara it is only 79. If the City of

Hyderabad be excluded, a larger proportion of the population of Marathwara live

ill towns than of Teliugaua, but famine and, especially, plague have done much
to check the increase of the urban population in the foruier Division. Hindus have
only 71 persons per mille living in towns in the whole State, while the corres-

ponding proportions are, for Mnsahnans, 318; Christians, 383; Parsis, 778; and Jaii,s

18-. Warangal, amongst the Districts, has the highest proportion ol'urban Hindus,

while Atraf-i-balda has the lowest proportion of urban Musalmans. This distribu-

tion marks out the Hindu as the mainstay of the agricultural industry, while all

other classes have larger proportions of town-dwellers and, as such, depend on

trade and handicrafts to a much larger extent. Subsidiary Table V classities the

towns according to population. There is one town, Hyderabad City, with a popu-

lation exceeding 100,000, four with populations exceeding 20,000 but under

40,000, eighteen with populations between 10,000 and 20,000, fifty-eight between
5,000, and 10,000, and four below 5,000. 38*7 per cent, of the total urban population

live in Hyderabad <Jity, and 31-8 per cent, in towus of the 5th class (populations

between 5,000 and 10,000). The largest increase, however, has beeu in the

populations of towns of the 4t,h class (10,000 to '20,000). It is interesting to note

that in the two last classes of towns, comprising 33 per cent, of the urban popula-

tion of the State, fho proportions of females to 1,000 males are 1,004 and 1,070

respectively, while in all other towns the)' are considerably less than those of

males. It would seem that the crowded life of large towus is as unfavourable

to female life as the monotonous drudgery of the village. Small towns, which
combine the advantages of rural life with the healthier interests of towns, seem to

be most congenial to female vitality. The urbau population of the State has
increased by 41'8 percent, siuce 1881, while the general population has increased

during the same period by only 35-8 per cent.

16. Villages.

For Census purposes the village was takcu to mean the revenue Mouza
(Survey unit), that is, a collection of houses situated generally in the centre of a

definite area having well marked boundaries and constitutins; a unit for admiuis-
trative purposes. It often contains two or more residential villages and some-
times it is uninhabited, but as it is a definite enclave not Hable to change, its

adoption as a (llensus village enables comparison to be made between the popu-
lation at different periods. The number of villages at the present Census is

20,151 as against 20,011 in 1901. Villages are classed in groups according to
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spopulation in the Imperial Tables. In the first and largest group, with population
under 500, there are 1,607 villages less than in 1901. This repreaeuts a decrease
of 13"7 per cent. But this is only apparent as all the other groups show increases
showing that the tendency is towards larger and larger aggregates. This points
to the gradual settling down of the Animistic and Nomadic tribes who inhabit
most of the small hamlets with populations of under 500. lu the second group
of villages, having populations varying from 500 to 1,000, there are 5,220 as
against. 4,3i4 at the previous Census. In the third group 1,000—2,000, the
numbers at the two Censuses are 2,511 and 1,862 respectively. A deduction
of one should be made from the number for Golconda Port, with a po|)ulatiou of
less ihan 2,000 classed as a town. The fourth group, 2,000—5,000, consist-
ing of over-grown villages and budding towns, iiumbers 730 as against
514, which was their number ten years ago. There are three full-blown towns
included in this group, whereas there was none in 1901. The actual number of

villages with populations from 2,000 to 5,000 is, therefore, 727. Ten villages have
populations of between 5,000 and 10,000. In 1901, there were no vilhiges in this

group. Their growth is thus a phenomenon wholly of the last ten years. Their
non-inclusion among towns suggests that many of them are in tho nature of tem-
porary aggregations. The average population per village, taking all the groups
together is 599 for the whole State, 664 in Telingana and 548 in Marathvvara. The
smaller average of Marathwara villages reflects the character of their cultivation

less concentrated than that of Telingana.

17. Distribution of the Rural population.

903 persons out of every 1,000 persons in these Dominions live in villages.

Of every 1,000 village-dwellers, 5 live iu villages scarcely distinguishable from
the smaller towns in respect of size. In Medak residents of this type of village

number 23 per 1,000 of the rural population; in Raichur, 12; in Atraf-i-balda, 10;

in Bhir, 9 ;
iu Aurangabad and Parbhaui, 8 ; and in Gulbarga, 6. It is noteworthy

that j\Iarathwara has a larger proportion of its rnral population than Telingana in

the largest and the smallest type of villages. In respect of the interveuhig two
types, Telingana is pre-eminent. Large villages are more likely to be formed where
crops have to be subjected to some mechanical process at certain seasons of the

3'ear, such as ginning, as a preliminary to their being carried, perhaps over long
distances, to their market. Where the crops raised are consumed in the district,

there is not likely to be much need of their being subjected to a centralized

mechanical process. The larger average of Telingana villages ie but a feature

of their extensive rice cultivation. With the exception of Nizamabad and Wr.ran-
gal, every Telingana District has a higher average of rural population than any
]\Iarathwara District.

IS. N'illage and Urban Life.

The essential difference between town and village life iu India is, briefly,

that while the regime of status continues to dominate the latter much as it did a

hundred years ago, the principle of contract has begun to control to a larger or

smaller extent the relations between man and man in towns. The first stage iu

the transformation is the appearance in the village of persons following callings

outside those followed by the members of the village community. The money-
lender is the type and symbol of this class. Tho cultivation of crops intended

chictly for export, that is, with a view to bringing in more money, also hastens the

process of urbanisation. Both these ])henomena are discernible to a greater extent

in Marathwara than in Telingana. Marathwara also confair.s more capitals

and ex-capitals of former dynasties, and the colonies of such capitals or ex-oapitals.

Sir Ilenry JMaine called attention to the existence in India of great deserted

cities, often in close proximity to one another, in proof of his opinion that the

most fanuius of all Indian cities grew out of camps. Marathwara has several

such ruined cities to interest the antiquarian. It lias, too, its fair share of places

of pilgrimage, the other great cause of tho origin of Indian towns. But the

chief impulse towards de-ruralisation in Marathwara iu .modern times proceeds

froni cotton and the monev-lender. The uncertaintv of the rainfall throws the
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cultivator in the bauds of the mouey-lender. And the mouoy-lender leads to

cotton, as being the most paying crop. Teliuo-aua is the granary of the State.

Marathwara'8 great need is facilities of comniuuicatioD to bring in food and to take

its cotton and oil-seeds to the nearest sea-port. The evolution from the agricul-

tural to the manufacturing stage, has already beoun in Marathwara. Its cotton

and wheat are the great sources of the capital which it requires to start modern
industrie?. When a country begins to produce the raw materials of manufacture

in place of food crops, it has started on the road to industrialization. The raw
materials may have to be sent out for a time to fetch the best prices. But,

ultimately, they will be worked up near where they are produced. The railways

which take away the cotton will bring back machinery and will in the end carry

the cotton goods of Hyderabad to the great dit-tributuig centres.

19. Houses.

In 1801 a Census house was defined as the dwelling place of one or more
families with their dependants and- servants, having a separate principal entrance

from the public road, street, lane or other thoroughfaie. In 1201 the same
definition was repeated with only slight modifications. This definition had
several disadvantages. In the first place, as the Superintendent for the year

1891 remarked, it was not correctly understood by the enumerators. Secondly,

it indicated the unit to be a structural one. In European countries great

importance is attached to statistics of houses as they throw liijht on the

question of over-crowding, but in this country the question seldom arises

even in large towns like Hyderabad, and the structure or building as a

Census unit possesses no value at all. For these reasons the definition was
abandoned for the purpose of the present Census and a house was defined as
" the dwelling place of a commensal family with its resident dependants such as

mother, widowed sister, younger brothers, etc., and its servants who reside in the

house." The resideuco of a commental family, thus adopted as the Census unit,

was perfectly intelligible and so the definition was easily grasped and accurately

applied by the enumerators.

20. Number of houses.

The number of occupied houses in the State is 2,713,843. Owing to the

change in the definition, a comparison with the statistics of the last Census is not

likely to be jDrofitable. The definition now adopted makes it possible that what
was enumerated as one house in 1901 might have been enumerated at the present

Census as two or three- It is, therefore, impossible to say to what extent the

increase in the number of houses, which amounted to 430,396, is due to a real

increase and how much of it is due to the change in the definition. The latter

cause is more likely to have affected the statistics of houses in towns than in

villages, as the village house is rarely

sufficient to accommodate more than

one household. The number of houses
in towns and villages at the present

and the previous Censuses are given
in the margin. As the urban population

has increased since the last Census by
only 14"8 per cent., the considerably larger increase in the number of houses

is due largely to the change of definition.

21. Number of persons in each house.

While the number of houses per square mile has increased to 32'8 from
27'6 in 1901 and 1891, as the result no doubt partly of the changed definition,

the number of persons per house does not show any decrease. On the other

hand, there is a slight increase, the averages being 4"9 in 1911 as against 4'8 in

1901. The attempt to accommodate a 20 per cent, increase of population with an
increased house-room of only IS i)er cent, must lead to an increase in the number
of persons per house, even if the increased house-room were not to some extent

No. of houses.
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a matter of defiaition. It should be remembered too that in 1901 mauv houses
had been robbed of their inmates owing to the ravages of famine. In IMarath-

wara the number of persons in a house has remained stationary since 1901
at 4'7. In Telingaua it has increased by -2 per cent. Whatever the reason,
whether the cradles in Telingana homes are more often full or families in

Marathwarn tend to separate earlier, the average per house in the former division

is as a rule higher than in the latter. The fact that there are 97 houses per 100
married females aged 15 and over in Marathwara, while there are only 94 in

Telingana, would seem to favour the latter conclusion. While only one out of
eight districts in ^larathwara, Nander has an average of five persons, only two
out of the same number of districts in Telingaua have less than that number
per occupied house,

22. Hyderabad City.

The City of Hyderabad is the fourth largest City in India. Its area of

50 square miles comprises the City Proper, ll'4<i square miles, consisting of the

City Anderun (witliin the walls), which has an area of two square miles, and the

City Berun (without the walla), 9'46 square miles, Chadarghat 20'84 square
miles, llesidency Bazars O'oS square mile and Seouuderabad including Bolarum
17'17 square miles. The nuniber of persons per square mile for the whole City

is 10,01i}. In the City Proper, this rises to 18,112, and in the City Anderun to

65,668. In Ward IV of the latter, it is 94,548, and Subsidiary Table VI shows
that the population here is 22'6 percent, less than what it was in 1901. The most
important event in the history of the City during the decade was the disaster

occasioned by floods in the Musi in September 1908. About 18,000 houses were
washed away and there was considerable loss of life and property. The calamity,

liowever, has not affected the growth of the population of the City which increased

from 448,466 in 1901 to 500,623, an increase of 11'6 percent. As compared
with 1881, the increase is 36"3 per cent. The only effect of the floods of 1908
has been to induce people to abandon the riverside Wards and to make new
homes for themselves in those more secure from the vagaries of the river. This

movement can be studied in detail in the figures given in Subsidiary Table VI.

23. Population of the City according to birth-place and sex.

More than one-fifth of the population of the City have their birth-places

elsewhere. This large immigrant population accounts for the low proportion of

women in the City, 937 to 1,000 males. With the exception of a single Ward in

Chadarghat which has 1,015 female to 1,000 male persons, the City Proper has
the highest proportion of females, 970 per 1,000 males. In Ward 2 of the City

Anderun, it is 982, and in Ward VI and VII of Berun, 981. The Residency
Bazars and Secunderabad have less than 900 females to 1,000 males. These
evidently are the chief centres of the foreign element in the City.

24. Houses.

There are 111,509 occupied houses in the city of wliich 45,537 are located in

the City Proper. The average for the whole City is 2,230-18 houses per square
mile, while for the City Proper it is 3,973'56. The average number of persons

per house for the whole City is 4"4. In 1881 it was 5*4. It decreased to 4'2 in

1891, but since then it has steadily risen. In 1901 it was 4*3. The number of

houses in 1901 was 102,077. The increase in it during the decade, amounting to

9'24 per cent., has not kept pace with the increase of population, 11-6 per cent.

25. Population by Religions.

The population of the City is made up of 262,131 Hindus, 219,896
Musalmatis, 16,240 Christians, and other religionists numbering less than 1,000

for each religion. The Sikhs in the City number 978 ; the Parsis, 808; and the

dains, 379. At the last Census there were 243,241 Hindus and 189,152 Musal-

mans in the City. The Hindu population has increased by 7*7 per cent, and the

Musalman by 16*2 per cent, in the decade.
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I.

—

Density, Water Supply and Crops.
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Other
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Medak ...
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Marathwara...
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1-9
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35-4

38-3

26-1
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35-6

Sir,
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31-6
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7

1-1
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0-5

1-8

0-7

2-8

1-4

0-9

1-7

74
5-5

845
838

2-0
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III. DISTRIBUTION OF TIIIC I'Ol'ULATION BETWEEN TOWNS AND VILLAaES.

Sutural Division and
District.

Average popula-
tion per
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V.—T0WN8 Classified by Population.
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Chapter II.

MOVEMENT OF POPULATION.

26. By " movement of population " is here meant the movement of

population in respect of number, and not movement from one place to another.

The latter movement forms the subject-matter of the next Chapter under the

head, Migration. Imperial Table II contains the statistical material for this

Chapter. Three Subsidiary Tables supply proportional figures and the vital

Btatistics collected during the decade under review. The variations in the

population of talukas have not been computed in Provincial Table I as the

wholesale redistribution of their areas has made the work extremely difficult.

For the same reason Subsidiary Table IV has not been prepared.

27. The population of His Bighness the Nizam's Dominions at the four

Censuses taken since 1881 is given in

the margin. The population at the

present Census exceeds that recorded in

1901 by 2,233,534 and that recorded in

1881 by 3,529,082. The increase during

the decade is thus 20 per cent, and that

during the last 30 years 35"8 per cent.

The increase since 1881 is the net result

of the increases during 1881-1891 and
1901-1911 counteracted to some extent

by the decrease during 1891-1901. The
subjoined map shows the variations in the population of these Dominions.

MAP OF HYDERABAD
Shoicmg variation in population by districts.

Increase of Population.
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29. Causes of the increase of population.

The area of the Nizam's Dominions remains wliat it was at the Ceu8iu« of

1881. No part of the increase in population is, therefore, due to territorial clianges.

It is probable that the enumeration at the present Census was i-omc\vhat more
accurate than at previous ones. In the last Census Report of India, it was sug-
gested that, in the case of Elgandal (the present fvarimnagar) District, the

recorded decrease was not sufficiently accounted for by the reason advanced,
namely, a decrease of 4 square miles in area. The case of Elgandal was perhaps
not exceptional in this respect, or it may be that there were other reasons not

mentioned in the Hyderabad Census Report, to account for the deficiency. In

any case, there is no means of ascertaining what proportion of the increased
population should be assigned to improvement in enumeration and what to other

causes. It will bo seen, however, in the sequel, that there is no need and no
room for the introduction of reasons which lie outside the statistics to account for

the increase. The increase is a real increase.

30. Effect of migration.

Although the subject of migration will be considered in detail in the next
Chapter, it is necessary to get rid of this element in order to understand the extent

of the natural growth of population. Subsidiary Table II gives the actual

numbers of Immigrants and Emigrants. The latter exceed the former by 46,280.
The natural population is obtained by addina,- this number to the actual popula-

tion. The figure thus obtained is 13"i420,956 as against 11,112,2.36 in 1901. The
increase of the natural population is slightly in excess .of that of the actual

population, the difference being, -7 per cent. The difference between the

actual and the natural population is so small, not more than -3 per cent.,

that for all practical purposes the actual population may be regarded as the
natural population. Besides, as the ages of immigrants and emigrants are
not recorded, it is impossible to pursue further the present discussion on the

basis of the natural population.

31. Statistics of births and deaths.

All possible adventitious causes, viz.. accession of new territory, improved
enumeration, and the etfects of migration having been disposed of, there is

only one door left to knock at for an explanation of the increase of population,
and that is, excess of births over deaths during the decade. The most direct

and simple proof of this would bo furnished by the record of vital statistics if

they were reliable. But, although there is such a record, it is not worth much
as the system of registration is in a rudimentary stage. Subsidiary Table III

gives the totals of births and deaths as they were registered during the decade,
and the net result is an excess of 104,0.56 deaths over births, pjut as the actual

counting of heads has revealed an excess of 2,233,.5.34 persons over the popula-
tion of ten years ago, it is obviously impossible to place reliance on the registered

number of births and deaths. Even in Hyderabad City where the registration

might be expected to he carried out with more care than in any other part of the
State, it shows a net loss of 6,336 souls in the decade, whereas the enumeration
at the Census gives an addition of 38,302 persons to the population of 1901.
This is the first occasion in which registered figures are incorporated in a Census
Report of the State, and there is cause for encouragement in the thought that even
in Provinces where the registration of vital statistics has been in vogue for a
longer period than in the Nizam's Dominions, very nearly the same anomalies, as
those noticed here, have been observed. At the same time, considering that the
aocurate registration of vital statistics is the first and most important condition of
improved Sanitary and Public Health Administration, His Highness's Govern-
ment will, no doubt, adopt effective measures to secure a fuller and more accurate
registration of births and deaths in all parts of these Dominions.

32. An era of high birth-rate and low death-rate.

An attein])t will be made in the next Chapter to make a rough estimate
of the birth and death-rates on tho basis of such materials as are available. For
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the present, it may be assumed that the decade preceding the present Census

was one of a high birth-rato and a very low deatli-raie as compared with

the previous decade. The waak and the v\orn, the very young and the

very old, having been wiped off by the famiuej in 1801-1901, those who
were left were the more virile both as regards fecundity and resistance to the

influences tending to death. Owing to this cause the years following a famine

show abnormal increases of population and this tendency was assisted in the

NizamV Dominions by the generally favourable Sfasous during the last decade.

Although in two years of the decade there was a deficient rainfall, nnd in one

year much loss was occasioned by floods due to heavy rain in September, the

decade was on the whole a period of agricultural prosperity. There was a steady

rise in the area under cultivation from 26,539 square miles in 1901 to 49,657

square miles in 1911. The large increase in 1911 is due to the inclusion for the

first time of the figm-es for Jagir areas which amount to 18,925 square miles.

Excluding this the figures fall to 30,732 square miles for the State, 19,317 for

Marathwara and 11,415 for Telingana.

33. Progress in Irrigation.

Caniil.
Present

area (acres),

Ootkar-Marapalli...

Musaepet Canal ...

JIusl Canal
Shaligowraram Canal
Majra Canal

The marked progress made with
respect to irrigation in the State con-

tributed also greatly to this end. The
marginal statement shows in detail the

area now irrigated by some of the great

projects completed during the decade,

and the maximum area which each is

expected ultimately to command.

34, Improvement in means of communication.

The opening of the Hyderabad-Godavari Railway, in October 1900, has
haJ an important effect in stimulating trade and industry in the districts through
which it runs, namely, Medak, Nizamahad, Naiidar, Parbhani and Aurangabad.
The extension of the Barsi Light Railway to Tadwalla and Latur has been
alluded to in the 1st Chapter. There lias not been much progress made in

respect of roads during the decade.

35. Industrial growth.

A large number of ginning and pressing factories, most of them along the

Godavari Valley Railway, and a few rice-husking factories and oil mills have
sprung up during the period under review. Many of the ginning factories,

working only during the cotton season, were closed at the time the Census was
taken, and were not returned in the indusrrial schedules.

36. Prices.

i'rice of food-grains fluctuated according to the seasons but, on the whole,

they have remained at a hiirher level than before the famines of the closing

years of the last century. The causes of this phenomenon are complex. The
increased cultivation of non-food crops, for export, on the best lauds, neces-

sitating the relegation of food crops to tho margin of cultivation, thus increasing

their cost of production, is probably one of them.

37. State of public health.

Except for the prevalence of plague and cholera in some districts the

state of public health has been fairly good during the decade under review.

Plague claims an annual mortality of 9,880 but ibis average falls to 1,804 if the

deaths of 1902 and the two succeeding years (a total of 68,217) be excluded. The
districis that suffered most were Aurangabad, Osnianabad, Gulbarga, Bidar,

Bliir, Parbhaiii and Raichur. Cholera prevailed in one part or another of the

State during all years of the decade. It was virulent during the years 190),

1S03, 1904 and 1905, and was mild in the remaining years.
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38. Movement of population in the Natural Divisions.

While the increase of populatiou in the State during the decade amouuted
to 2U per ceiil. in Ihc two Natural Divisions—Telingana and Marathwara—it

increased by 24 and 16'4 per cent, respectively. Since 1881, the population

of Teliugana has increased by 52'3 per cent, while that of Marathwara has

increased only by 22*4 per cent. In 1881-91 the growth ol population in the two
Divisions was about equal, 17"5 per cent, in Telingana and 16"8 per cent, in

Marathwara. In the next decade, Teliugana suffered comparatively less ivom

famine, the only e fleet of which was to pull down the rate of iucreaee of the

populatiou to 4"6 per cent. ; whereas in Marathwara the ravages of plague,

superadded to those of famine, had the effect of bringing out an actual reduc-

tion of population amounting to 10 per cent. In the last decade Telingana,

which had about 300,000 persons less in 1901 than Marathwara, has not only

made good the deficiency but is able to show about 75,000 persons more than

Marathwara. Again, while in Teliugana the number of immigrants have
increased by about 5,000, and that of emigrants decreased by about 28,000
persons, in Marathwara immigrants show a decrease of over 111,000 since I'JOl.

As a set-off, there were about 14,o00 emigrants less than in that year. It is a

sign of the improving economic position that tl.ere were fewer emigrants
from both Divisions during the decade. The stream of emigratiou from
Marathwara is still of much greater volume than that from Telingana. The
great reduction in the number of immigrants is noteworthv. This subject,

however, will be treated in more detail in the next Chapter The conclusion to

be drawn from a comparison of the migration statistics of Telingana and Marath-

wara is clear. The former Division has been in the enjoyment of a more contiuu«

ous spell of prosperity and is hi a more thriving condition than the latter.

39. Effect of redistribution of Districts on Statistics.

A comparison of the Statistics of Districts and Talukas with those of
previous Censuses has become difficult owing to the wholesale redistribution of

them duiing the decade. In the case of Districts, the effects of changes on their

population brought about by inter-district transfers have been calculated and the
figures have been adjusted accordingly in Imperial Table II. In the case of

Talukas, this has not been done. The result is that while a comparison of the
district figures is possible up to a certain point, it is not at all possible in the
case of Talukas. Even as regards Districts, adjustment has been possible only as
regards tho actual populatiou. The efl'ects of inter-State migration in some districts

are considerable, and it has not been found possible to adjust the migratory
population lo the redistributed territories. Though the infhicnce of immigration
and euiigration is insignificant with reference to the State as a whole, there is a
good deal of internal migration, and its effect on the statistics of the districts is

often very considnrable. It is, therefore, of no use discussing the variations in the
natural population, and it also invests any deductions about the movement of

the actual population in t!ie districts, with a considerable amount of un-
certainty. The latter attempt may nevertheless have some value as an indication
of tendencies.

40. Movement of population by Districts.

The movoment. of population in the districts are to be explained generally
by the same causes that have been found to hold for the whole Svale. As the
population has been adjuKted to the reconstituted districts in the Tables, there is

no need here to examine how far any variations are duo to changes of area. It is

likely that there was a larger degree of inaccurate enumeration in the sparselv
populated forest districts and of wild and nomadic tribes, as also of the castes
whoso proximity is regarded as polluting and with whom tlie Hindu enumerators
are likely to havo been frugal of questions and answers. JUit there is no means
of even approximately estimating the extent to which such inaccuracies mav
have affected the statistics. As regards the effects of migration on the
district populations, it has been already pointed out that it has not been
found possible to adjust the migratory population at the last Census to
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the redistributed areas. The only course left is to correlate as i'ar as possible

the variations in ^^^opulation in the districts to their agricultural condition,

their state of public health, and any developments of trade and industry

in them, during the decade. The movement of the urban population has

been dealt with in the preceding Chapter, Owing to reasons connected

with the wholesale redistribution of territory, it has not been possible to adjust

the figures of the previous Censuees to the changed areas of the scvc-ral talukas.

This chapter, will, therefore, conclude with a brief notice of tho salient agricul-

tural, industrial and public health features of the decade in the several districts.

41. Variation in density.

The subjoined map shows the variations in density of population in the

State and the Natural Divisions and Districts. The density for the State as a

whole has increased from 119 persons to the square mile in 1881 to 162 persons

TO the square mile in the i^resent Census. Of the two Natural Divisions, Telingana

has had the largent increase. Starting with but 107 persons to the square mila in

1881, its density has increased in thirty years to 162, whereas Marathwara,

which had a density of 131 in 18S1'. has now 161 persons to the square mile.

This is no doubt due to the fact that while Telingana has been reclaimed from

the jungle largely during the last thirty years, the conditions of Marathwara have

on the whole been considerably more settled all throughout the period, except

for the devastating famine at the end of the last century. It is to be expected,

too that, in the absence of any serious change in the industrial conditions of the

two Divisions, the increase of population in Telingana will be larper in the im-

mediate future than in jMarathwara, owing to the fact that the proportion of

cultivable area still remaining uncultivated, is larger in the former than in the

latter Division. Tho same observations hold good for the variations in the

densities of the several districts. The industrial conditions remaining the same,

the increase of population and, consequently, of density in a district will be in

proportion to the extent of the land available for cultivation in it. The District

figures are discussed in some detail in the remaining paragraphs of this Chapter.

MAP OF HYDERABAD.
Shoicing variation in domty hjj districts.

42. Increase of Population by Districts.
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worthy of special attention. The populatitn of this district increased only by
14-1 per cent, during the decade. In the whole State, taking the two Natural Divi-
sions, this is the third lowest increase in the jieriod under review. Nizamabad is

the new name of a district carved out of what was known as Indur at the last

Census. But as the effect of the changes on the population of districts brought
about by iuterdistrict transfers has been calculated and adjusted in the Statistics

in the Imperial and Subsidiary tables, there is no need to cousider the actual
figures of the old Indur District. From Subsidiary Table I, it appears that the
area which is now the Nizamabad district, was one of the three Telingana
districts which experienced an actual decrease of population at the Census of

1901. Between, 1881 and 1891, its population incrt^ased by 11-1 per cent., but
in the next decade, it decreased by 0'7. The increase in the present decade,
14*1 per cent, is somewhat higher than that in 1881-1891. The density has
increased from 138 in 1881 and 152 in 1901 to 174 per square mile. The den-
sity per square mile of cultivated area in the district is high, and, in the
absence of special circumstances, the growth of population cannot be expected
to rise to a sensational level.

43. Karimna^ar.

This district showed the largest increase of population during the
deuade in the whole of these Dominions. The popuktiou enumerated at

the present Census was 35-4 per cent, more than that which inhabited
the area comprising the district, at the previous Census. The population
showed a decrease of 4-2 per cent, in the ten years 1891-1901, but the Census
Commissioner of India was of opinion that the enumeration was faulty

as the reason assigned for the decrease was in his opinion not sufficient to

account for it. If the population had been under-estimated in 1901 the increase

at the present Census will, of course, be Lass abnormal. The view of the Census
Commissioner of India would seem to receive support fi'om the remarkable varia-

Sarf-i-Khas riUagft in Karimnagar Tahiha. ^ions in the population of certain Villages

in the district which are noted in the
margin. In these five villages taken
together, the population, if the enumer-
ation in 1901 was correct, must be sup-
posed to have quadrupled itself. The
increase in the population of the district

is probably not so large as it appears.
Still it has been considerable, and the
explanation seems to be that the seasons
liave been favourable and that there has
been no serious epidemics during the
decade. The cultivated area increased
from 1,426 in 1903 to 2,006 square miles

in 1911 and that under irrigation from 266 to 410 square miles in the same period.
The increase of population during 1881-1891 in this district was 17 per cent.

44. Other districts in Telingana.

The districts which show the lowest and the highest increases a;nono'et

Telingana districts, have been dealt with above. It will be sufficient to indicate

any special features of the decade calculated to influence the growth of population
i n the other districts, iristead of indulging in a game of permutation and com-
bination of the causes mentioned in connection with the two districts the slatistics

of which have been examined above. Next to Karimnagar, Medak has the
highest percentage of increase, namely, 29'3. This district also showed a slio'ht

decrease, 0"5 per cent., of population in the previous decade. Two events of the
hrst important to the material prosperity of the district occurred one just before and
the other during the decade. The iirst was the advent of the Godavari Valley
Railway and the second, the completion of the Mahbubnagar Canal to which
reference has been made in the last chapter. The seasons have been propitious
and there were no epidemics. The cultivated area increased from 504 square
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miles in 190."> to 741 iu 1011. Adilabad shows the uej-t highest increase t;8-l.

This is a very sparsely populated district, and its high rate of increase is not

surprising. It has only 85 persons to the square mile. The district has

]aro"e forest areas which await the plough. It is also inhabited by a prolific race,

the Gonds. The conversion of it into a full district during the decade, would seem

to have made it more attractive to settlers. Warangal, the other district which

had an increase of population higher than the mean for Telingana. also enjoyed

the positive blessings of good seasons and the nrgaiive ones of absence of epide-

mics. Special features of its history during the decade, are repairs to the

Laknawaram tank, the largest sheet of water in these Dominions, and to another

large tank known as the Ramappa, which added to the irrigation resources of the

district. The splitting up of the extensive taluka of Pakhal into the Pakhal and

Mulug talukas, has placed this wide jungle tract under better and more efficient

administration. The Nizam's Guaranteed State Railway which traverses 6 out of

8 lalukas of this district, has also contributed to its amenities. The cultivated

area increased from i:,428 square miles in 1903 to 2,613 in 1911. The increase in

the otlier three districts of Telingaua are due to the generally favourable coudi-

tions of the decade.

45. Marathwara.

The population of Marathwara has not increased as rapidly as that of

Teliugana. Its percentage of increase during the decade is 16-4 as against 24*0

of Telir.gana. This seems the more remarkable as Marathwara, as the Division

severely affected by famine in the previous decade, might have been expected to

show a larger increase than Telingana. The occurrence of plague in some of the

]\larathwara districts has been a counteracting influence. Even otherwise the

increase of population in Marathwara cannot cope with that of Telingaiia. For
one thing, practically all the cultivable area in the Division has comeimder cultiva-

tion, and there is very little room for expansion. !t has been pointed out in the

first Chapter that rice cultivation, which is inconsiderable in Marathwara, has the

capacity of supporting a proportionately larger population than that of an_y other

crops. The s-canty and uncertain rainfall is another feature of the conditions of

Marathwara which is opjiosed to a rapid growth of population. It seems probable

that Marathwara is already supporting a population much nearer to the maximum
capacity of its agriculture than Telingaua. If it develops modern industries, its

possibilities will, of course, vastly increase. The case of Marathw^ara furnishes a

good illustration of what has been offered in paragraph 37 as one probable cause

of the high prices of food-grains. Nearly all the cultivable, land is cultivated.

The population is pressing against the margin of cultivation. Large areas and,

as a rule, the more fertile ones, have been transferred to the production of

non-food crops which bring higher prices. While the total cultivated areas in-

creased by 15*1 per cent, between the years 1902 and 1910, the area under cotton

increased by 21 > per cent, during the same period. IMuch of this cotton land

lies in Maraihwara. Under these circumstances, inferior soils have to be taken

up for the cultivation of food grains with the result that the cost of cultivation

is constantly increasing, and has to be met by a higher level of prices.

4fi. Movement of population in Marathwara Districts.

It follows from what has been said in the last paragraph that a consider-

able expansion of the i)opulatioii in the Marathwara districts cannot be expected

in the natural course of things, and that when such an expansion does occur, some
new development in the shape either of the subBtitutiou of more paying crops

or improved methods in cultivation, or of the establishment of new industries,

should be looked for in explanation of it. When, however, the pressure of the

land has been recently relieved by some great natural calamity or by emigration,

the population will expand at a rapid rate till it encounters again the iron limits

set by the lack of cultivable land to tho growth of a predominantly agricultural

community. The percentages of increase of population in the Marathwara
districts, are precisely what the foregoing observations lead us to expect. The
two lowest increases are in Gulburga (9-1) and Kaichur (6-8), and these were the
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oiilj two districts in the Division which showed increases of population in 1!I01.

When all the other Marathwara districts lost in population, and some of them
heavily, Gulburga had an increase ofll'O and Raichur, 3'9. The increase of
population m these two districts since 1881, has been uninterrupted. Durino- the
last 30 years Giilburiza has added 53 per cent, and Ivaichur, 43 per cent, to their
respective populations, the highest ratio amongst the other Maraihwara districts

being 18-5 (Auraugabad) and IS'O (Osmanabad). In Raichur 86-2 per cent, of the
total area is cultivated, the cultivable proportion Vjeiug 87'5 per cent. In Gulburca
the corresponding iigures are i3'3 and 44 '2, These circumstances are an,ply
sufficient to explain the low rate of increase during the decade in these two dis-
tricts, and, indeel, a higher rate of growth would have been surprising. There
were adventitious causes, such as the paitial crop failure in 1904-3, 1907-8, and
in 1909-10, and plague has been a regular annual visitant during the decade, but
these may be regarded as simply incidental to the prime fact that the limits of
cultivation, according to prevailing methods, have been reached. Raichur too
had its seasons of partial failure of crops, and visitations of plague, but in its case
as in that of Gulburga the principal reason o? the low rate of increase is that the
cultivable area is practically all under cultivation.

47. The increases in Marathwara during the decade occurred in Bhir

(26-4), Naiider (21-4), Parbhani (20-4), Auraugabad and Osmanabad (19-8) each,

and Bidar (18-9). These increases are almost exactly in the same order as the
decreases during the previous decade,
as shown by the marginal table. That
the increases are mainly due to the

losses in 1901, is sufficiently plain. In
Nander and Auraugabad the rebound
has been proportionately greater than
the loss during 1891-1901, but there fare

reasons for it. Nander, as was pointed

out in the 1st Chapter, is one of the

three districts of Marathwara which
grow rice on a considerable scale, while
Parbhani is not. 1 he only other event
which has, no doubt, had a beneficial

effect, is the opening of the Hyderabad Godavari Valley Railway. This railwav,

however, runs through both Nander and Parbhani, and cannot explain the

different rates at which their respective populations have responded to the more
favourable conditions of the decade. The higher rate of growth of population in

Auraugabad, notwithstanding that its loss during 1891-1901 was less than that

of Osmanabad and Bidar, is explained by the fact that Auraugabad is one of the
most important centres of modern industry in the State.

District.
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE I.—Variation in relation to density pince 188].

District and Natural Division.
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Chapter III.

MIGBATION.

4S. Limitations of the subject as treated in this Chapter.

The main purpose of this Chapter is to find out what light the statistics of

birth-place collected at the Census, throw on the subject of migration from and
into the State. They tell us that a certain number of the population inhabiting

these Dominions declared some locality outside these boundaries as their birth-

place and that certain others who were enumerated outside this State, had given

some town or village in it as their place of nativity. The number of such persons

belonging to each sex is given, but no further particulars of them are available.

Information regarding their age and civil condition would have been very helpful

to our investigation. A person who was born in one place may go to another for

widely different objects. He may be simply passing through the place where he
is enumerated on the day of the Census

;
he may be visiting a friend for a few

days ; he may be a litigant having some temporary business in some Court in the

locality ; he might have gone there on a pilgrimage or to attend a wedding or a

funeral. He will be an immigrant, for the purposes of this chapter, in the place

where he was enumerated, equally with one who might have been brought into

the State as an infant and has no recollection or knowledge of having been in

any place outside the State. A young woman might have married outside her

district. She would have figured as an emigrant at the first Census taken after

she left her parents' house to join her husband. She goes back to her parental

home for her first delivery, according to the general custom, and when she returns

to her husband with her new-born baby, there will be two emigrants on one

schedule, and two immigrants on the other. If particulars of age and civil

condition were available, cases of this kind could be readily distinguished from

those of what may be called economic migration. The only clue furnished by

the available statistics to the nature of migration, is the proportion of sexes among
the population enumerated in the State with birth-places outside it or enumerated

outside but with birth-places in it, It may be mentioned here that the birth-place

entered in the Schedule is sometimes not the right one, owing to the habit,

prevalent among some classes, of regarding as their " native place " not the

place where thoy were born but where their fathers or grand-fathers may live

or might have lived.

49. Statistical Tables.

Imperial Table XI contains the statistics of birth-place. Five subsidiary

tables are appended 1o this chapter, giving the actual figures of immigration and

emigration by Natural Divisions and districts, the proportional migration between

these areas, and the variations in the migration statistics relating to the movement
of population between this State and other parts of the Indian continent.

50. Comparison with the previous Censuses.

An entirely misleading impression of the trend of migration in this State

will be conveyed if, we do not carry our enquiry beyond the Census of 1901.

There were some C.'i.OOO more tbreign-born persons enumerated in 1901 in the

State than at the present Census and one is apt to infer that the excess was due

to destitute people from other parts of India flocking to Hyderabad at a time of a

dire famine. But a consideration of the figures lor 1891 shows that this was not

the case. The total numbers of immigrants and emigrants enumerated at the
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present and the two previous Censuses from and to countries and provinces out-
fide the State, are compared in the mar-

Immigrants. EmiManta.

1891

1901

1911

3S6,0y5

29r,,391

306,993

gioal table. The number of immif^ranJs
in 1891 exceeded that at the 1901 Census
by 60,076 and there were, in 1911,
64,484 fewer immigrants than in 1901.
The foreign-born population amounted
to 3-3 per cent, in 1891, 2-92 per cent,
in 1901, and 1-9 per cent, in 1911, of the

total population at the respective Censuses. Absolutely ;ind proporti 'uately, the
foreign-born population in the State has b^^en steadily diminishing durino- the
last twenty years, at the rate of over 60,000 persons per decade, the number of
emigrants from the State went down by about 90,C00 between 1891-1901 and in

1911 it was about 10,000 more than in the litter I'ear. If we regard the immigraut
population as permanently settled in the State, we have to face the fact that in 20
years, it has decreased by 125,000, out of a total of S85,273 in 1891. We should
regard the stream of immigratiou as having ceased, and expect the foreign-born
population to dwindle into a few paltry hundreds in the next thirty or forty years.
If, on t be other hand, we regard it as consisting- mostly of casual immigrants,
there is still the equally significant fact that they do not find it worth while to

come into the country in such large numbers as twenty years ago. The rapid
economic ai}d industrial developments which are changing the face of India,
especially of Western and Central India, are absorbing the entire labour supply
available in tho.se parts of the country, so tliat little is'left for immigration into
other territories. Not only that, bat they are exeriing a powerful attraction on
labour in these Dominions, as shown by the fact that, uotwithstauding that

our population is still less by about 2J millions frcm what it should have
normally been, the number of emigraTits to Bonibay Presidency continues to

increase.

51. Migration between the State and Countries outside India.

It will be convenient to examine separately the migration statistics as

they relate to countries outside India, to Provinces in India and to districts

within the State. They are so classified in Subsidiary Tables I and II. The
emigration to foreign lands is uegligible, there being only 146 Hyderabadees
enumerated in countries beyond India. But this figure is, of course, far from
complete. Many pious Mussulmans from Hyderabad who undertake pilgrim-

ages to the sacred shrines in Persia and to Mecca, not infrequently reside in

those countries for some years and in some cases even settle there permanently,

having severed all ties and interests with their native country. The table at the

margin gives the totals and the number
of inmiigrants from the most important

centres, namely, Arabia and Afghani-
stan, in Asia, and the United Kingdom,
in Europe. The total number of immi-
grants for 1901 was swollen by 601
persons from Turkestan and 1,195 from
Persia. The number of Persians at the

present Census was 90 and there was only one solitary native of Turkey in

Asia. In 1901 the Afghan immigrants numbered 772 men and 114 women.
The numbiM" of females has decreased only by 13 during the decade while the

males have been reduced by 405. The Arabs in 1901 numbered 3,895 men and
only 396 females, but in 1911 they are 2,394 men and 470 women. Apparently
these persons have settled permanently in the State. Over 60 per cent, of the

Arabs are found in Hyderabad City, More than 96 per cent, of the Europeans
in the State are natives of the United Kingdom. They number 3,359 males and
4.'U females, A large proportion of them consists of British soldiers stationed

in the State, and the rest are engaged in political, administrative and commercial
capacities. The predominance of the Military element accounts for the pro-

portionately small number of women.

Immigranti ffom outsiJe India-

Total

Arabia

Afglianistan

Thi United Kingdom

7,596

2,861

468

3,790
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52. Migration to and from Provinces in India.

iSubsidiary Table V analyses the statistics of migration between the

Hyderabad State and other parts of India. The number of immigrants from

Indian Provinces is 253,117, that of emigrants to thera, 30i),8t7. The corre-

sponding figures at the two jirevious Censuses were, rep])ectively, in is'jl :

Immigranis 373,383, emigrants 386,095 ; 1901 : immigrants 312,314, emigrants

296,291.

53. Migration between the State and the Adjacent Provinces.

The Hombay and Madras Presidencies and the Central Provinces which
adjoin the State, together account for 207,419 or over 81 per cent, of the total

hninigration from In iian Provinces. More than 56 per cent, of this number
belongs to the Bombay Presidency, about 33 per cent, to Madras, and 11 per

cent, to Central Provinces and Pjerar. The total number of emigrants to Indian

provinces from the State is 306,847, of which 294,413 or 96 per cent, go to the

three adjacent provinces. Bombay absorbs 48 per cent., Madras 21 p(^r cent., and
Berar 31 per cent, of the latter number. The State loses 94,123 persons in its

migration transactions with Bombay and Berar, and gains 7,129 on the Madras side

of the account. More than 15,000 immigrants from the Bombay Presidency were
enumerated in each of the following districts which border on that Presidency :

—

Auraugabad, 25,491, Blur, 15,441, Gulburga, 18,257, and Osmanabad, 24,792,

Berarees are found in most numbers, in Adilabad, 8,085, Nandor, 3,656, Hyderabad
City, 3,11 2, and Am'angabad, 3,038. Madrassees are most numerous in Hyderabad
City, 15,118, Warangal, 26,791, Nalgonda, 13,672 and Ilaichur, 5,572. Of
emigrants from this State to the Bombay Presidency, over 9,000 were enumerated

in Bombay City, and these were doubtless attracted thither by the several large

works in progress. About 5,000 persons born in this State are reckoned among
the inhabitants of the Poena district, and these, it is believed, are associated with
military service. Otherwise, the largest number of Hyderabad-born in the

Bombay Presidency arc found in the contiguous districts of Ahmednauar (24,6-80),

Khaudesh East (12,631), Sholapur (34,516), Bijapur (23,36.S) and Dharwar
(l;i,408). The emigrant^ to the Central Provinces and Berar, are fcund chiefly

in the latter division where cotton-picking is the cause of a regular periodic

emigration of labourers from this State, and many of the einigrants probably stay

on for general labour and for the spring harvest. A considerable proportion of

those who went to Berar ten years ago would seem to have permanently settled

there. The following districts showed the largest number of 11 vderaLad-boru :

—

Chanda, 11,616, Akola, 7,807, Buldana, 21,632, and Yeotn;al, 31,651. In

the Madras Presidency also Hyderabadees are mostly found in the districts

adjoining the State : Krishna ' 23,601', Guntur ' 2,624', Kuruool * 7,277', Bellary
'12,894' and the Gc-davary Agency '6,322'. There are 2,318 of them in Madras
City.

54. Migration between the State and Bombay.

During the decade under review the number of Bombay-born in the State
diminished by 45,355, while in the previous

MigvatioHhcUojenjhe^mate c.mi^ ^^^^^^ it increased by 4,457. The number
of emigrants to the Presidency fell by
57,570 during 1891-1901 and increased by
11,712 during the last decade. The rela-

tively small increase in immigrants and
the considerable decrease in the number of
emigrants during 3 891-1901 is clearly

eonuocted with the great famine of 1899-
1900. But while the mimber of immigrants shows a large decrease during the
last 10 years, that of emigrants to Bombay shows no inconsiderable increase.
In dealing with that part of our subject which relates to migration between con--
tiguous districts, we shall have occasion to deal with some special features of the
migration between this Slate and Bombay. Here, it need ordy be remarked
h at the hgures for the decade, of both immigration and emigration, confirm what

Ckvsds.
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Migration hetwsen Crntral Piorinc^ and

Serar, and the State,

Ckssus.
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A/igration hetio^en the State and cuntii/Uous

districti in adjacent jivfiincei.

of females both among immigrants and emii;rants. Tho actmil figures are given

in the marginal table. Both as regards

number and proportion, the predomiu-

anoe is far more pronounced among
emigrants from this Stale than among
immigrants into it. As the simultaneous

migration to and from this State of

several thousands of persons across the

Natctbb of Uiqratiok. Males. Females.

Imtkigrants

Emii'rants

54,103

105,531

72,423

1E0,208
border, the majority of them, females, is

not sufficiently explained by the ordinary

causes connected with the demand and supply of labour, the statistics of this

type of migration call for a somewhat detailed scrutiny.

59. Bombay Presidency.

Let us first take the case of the Bombay Presidency. The number of im-

migrants from the Presidency to conti-

guous districts (Aurangabud, Bhir,

Gulburga and Osmanabad) and that of

emigrants from this State ro such districts

(Ahmednagar, Khandesh East, Nasik,

Sholapur, Bijapur, Dharwarand Akalkot)

are stated in the marginal table. It is

NilTUBE OF
MlOBATION.
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regard to the Bombay districts. Women from Berar would aueni to have a
greater predilection tor marrying in the Nizam's Douiiuions than the women of

the latter to marrying iu Berur. But the immense disparity between the number
of immigrants and emigrants would show that the principal operative force in

migration between these territories and the Central Provinces and Berar is

at present economic.

61.

Migration betwtdn the State and ths Midras
Presidency.

NATtTRE OP Migration.
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former district possesses eome of the main attractions of the City which lies in

its area, and is, besides, a well-watered district. The latter has laroe forest areas

and its great need is more population. Telin^ana-boru in Maraihwara are found

laro-ely in Nander, Gulburga, Parbhani and Bidar. It is seen from Subsidiary

Table I that, under all heads of immigration, with the significant exception of

one Telingana has larger figures than Marathwara. The exception is " Immi-

grants from contiguous parts of other Provinces." These immigrants, in Marath-

wara are from the adjoining districts of the Bombay Presidency and the Central

Provinces and Berar. Reference has been made in the previous paragraph to the

character of the migration between these provinces and this Slate. Actual

fio-ures for emigration from Natural Divisions and Districts to outside districts

and provinces are not available.

65. Proportion of Sexes in Misration between Natural Divisions.

From Subsidiary Table II, it is Been that the preponderance of women,
which is such a feature ol the migration between the State and the adjacent

provinces, is entirely absent from the migration statistics between the Natural

Divisions. It has been shown above that, in the immigrant population from the

contiguous districts of the Madras Presidency, which is fcucd almost entirely in

Telingana, there are over 103 females to 100 males. "\Vhen the contiguous Ma-
rathwara districts in the State are included, the proportion of immigrant females

to Telingana sinks to 99 per 100 males. Similarly, as regards emigrants, while

the proportion of females among emigrants from Telingana to contiguous districts

outside the State, is 114'3 !or 100 males, when Divisional emigration is taken into

account it falls to 1C2. This feature of inter-Divisional migration is duly reflected

in the statistics of Marathwara. Immigrants from the contiguous districts of

Bombay and Berar have about 148 females per 100 males ; when contiguous dis-

tricts ot Telingana are included, the ] roportion is reduced to 125. Emigrants to

the former districts have 163 females in Bombay and 184 per 100 males in Berar

districts : with the inter-State figures, ihe proportion is only 95. It is obvious

that there is much lees social intercourse as between the Natural Divisions than

as between the populations of ihe State ard of the adjoining political divisions.

66. Migration by districts.

Of the total population of the State, 281 in every 1,000 have their birth-

places wiihin its borders. Of thtee 948 were fcoin in the districts where they were
enumerated, and with these stay-at-homes we have nothing to do in this chapter,

25 f ersons out of 1,COO inhabitants of ihe State, had the necessity or enterprise or

energy or curicsily to travel so far as the districts contiguous to those in which

they weie born. Many of the 25 were doubtless born in villages and talukas

bord( ring on the district where they were enumerated, but of movements between

villages and talukas we have no data. 8 persons in 1,000 were enumerated in

districts net contiguous to their own. This is less than the proportion enumerated

outside the State. There is less reason for a nan to go Ircm, say, Osmanabad
to Karimnagar'— there were two such pereoi s enumerated—than from Eaicbur to

Bcmlay City. The native of Hydnabad fully f^hares the sentiment of his

countrymen in other parts of India that it is wisest and best to stick to one's

native village if one can help it.

67. Internal Migration.

The City of Hyderabad has the largest proportion of immigrants (226 per

l.CCO) in the Slate. Only 33 of this number are from contiguous districts.

Amongst the romaiiing 1'.'3, iirmigrants from foreign couLtries outside India are

about 12. In. migrants Ire ni non-coiitigu( us
J
arts ti the State and from other

provinces of India aie represented iu almost equal proportions, amongst the

remaining portion of the non-Hyderiilad-btrn. Next to the City, the largest

proponicns of immigrants are in Atrafilalda (107), Adilalad (105),

.Parbhani (71) ai.d Warangal (67). Iheee figuros are inclusive ol immigrants

born in ncn-contigucue districts and outside the State. The boirder districts show
as might be ex] ectcd, th.e largest prcj oition ol i(jreign immigiants, ihe City alwayg.
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excepted. We have dealt with this aspect of the subject in the pvecoding paragraphs.
The high proportion of immigrants in Hyderabad Git.y are due to obvious reasons.
Atraf-i-balda has the largest percentage of irrigated land in the State and the high
proportion of immigrants enumerated therein, is partly due to the usual movement
of agriculturists in Teliugana, when the water-supply in their own places is

exhausted after the Abi crops, of proceeding to places where large sources of
irrigation exist for Tabi cultivation. The high proportion of immigrants in Adila-
bad is similarly to be partly accounted for by the seasonal movements of pastoral
communities to forest areas where they find plenty of fodder and water for

their cattle. Both these movements were in progress about the time of the
Census and they have no doubt had some infiueuce on the proportion of immi-
grants enumerated in these districts and in others offering like facilities. Atraf-i-

balda is unique in that it has the highest proportion not only of immigrants, but
also of emigrants, in the State, the former excluding, and the latter including, the
capital city. The immigrants are mostly natives of Hyderabad City and the
contiguous districts of the ^ledak Division, Bidar, and Gulbarga, and the

proportion of females among them, from 10:i to 144 per 100 males, would show
that many of them are more or less permanent settlers. Adilabad has the
lowest density of population in the State, and it is not surprising that, while
it has one of the largest proportions of immigrants, it has the smallest proportion

of emigrants in the State. The bulk of immigrants to this district are from
Aurangabad aod from Bombay and Berar. A special circumstance which caus-
ed the influx of 5,fi63 labourers in the Parbhani district, was the construction of

the railway extension line known as the Purna-Hingoli Branch. Even other-

wise, the district is one of the low density districts in the State and is dependent
to a large extent on the influx of labour from neighbouring districts to carry on its

agricultural operations. Bhir and Nander are its principal sources of supply
within tlie State and outside the State, the Bombay Presidency. The Jatra of

Korvi in the VVarangal district, which occurred at about the time of the Census,

attracted a large concourse of Hindus from the neighbouring districts of the State

and of the Madras Presidency. Warangal, next to Adilabad, has the fewest

persons to the 6(iuare mile, and with its coal-mining industry, is always thirsting

lor more population. It has also a low proportion of emigrants, 22 per

1,.000. The Urus at Khuldabad^ in the Aurangabad district, also held

at about the time of the Census, is estimated to have been attended by
over 4,000 pilgrims, mostly Musalmans, from different parts of the State

and from the Bombay Presidency. Aurangabad also draws a considerable

supply of labour from Bhir, but it is dependent to a much larger extent

for its supply on the Bombay Presidency. Bhir and Nander are the largest

exporters of labour in Marathwara, the largest importers being Parbhani,
Osmauabad and Nander. In Telingana, Nizamabad and the City show the

highest proportion of emigrants, next to Atraf-i-balda. The City-born are repre-

sented in all the districts. They serve, it may be supposed, to impart some of

the refinement of the capital to the rustics of Marathwara and Teliugana. The
caur^es of the larger or smaller proportion of migration, in the absence of special

circumstances, are closely associated with those adduced in dealing with the

densities of population and its movements in the two previous chapters.

68. Proportion of females in internal migration.

The proportion of women among immigrants in Bhii' is 222 per 100 malts
and in Osmanabad 205. These are the two highest percentages in the State

and they occur only in the immigrant population from contiguous districts,

whether within or without the State. As Osmanabad also sends out a hiiih pro-

portion of women among its emigrants, 210 per 1,000 males, it may be concluded
that this exchange of females has reference to some aspects of its social life.

The explanation with regard to Bhir would seem to be that its position as a
Labour Exchange in Marathwara has attracted a number of immigrant settlers,

and that at the time of the Census, the male settlers had gone in search of work
to the neighbouring districts, leaving their women behind.
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE I.—Immigration (Actual Figures).

District and
Xntiiral division

where
eniimorated.
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SUBSIDIARY III—Proportional Migration to and from each district.
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Chapter IV.

BELIGION.

Pakt I.

69. Scope of the Chapter.

The first two chapters dealt with the distribution of the population, and
their variations in number, according to the areas occupied by them. Its distribu-

tion according to religions—the several kinds of faith in God and a future life,

and the conduct and worship appropriate thereto—forms the subject-matter of this

chapter. It is worthy of note that the entire population is accounted for under
the several religious, so that there is no standing room left for the Atheist or tho
Agnostic. Every religion, ancient, medieval and modern, is represented in the
State. The Hindu, the Buddhist and the Jain, the Jew, the Christian (Syrian,
Roman Catholic and Protestant) and the ]\Iu.sulmau, the Farsi, the Sikh, the Arya
Samajist and the Brahmo Samajist, as well as the Animist, enjoy equal toleration

and protection under the Government of His Highness the Nizam.

70. Statistical Tables.

The statistical materials for this chapter are contained in Imperial Tables
V and YI. The first table gives the distribution of persons professing each
religion in urban and rural areas ; the second, shows their actual numbers in the

State and in the districts. Imperial Table XVH contains particulars as to sect

and race of the Christian population. Of the six subsidiary tables appended to

this chapter, the first two indicate the general diKtributiou of the population by
religion in the State and in the districts at the present and previous Censuses.
Subsidiary Tables III, IV, and V are specially devoted to the variations in

number and distribution by sects and races of persons professing the Christian

faith. Tho sixth and the last subsidiary table is intended to show the propor-

tions in which the several religions are represented in the urban and rural

population.

71. Distribution of the population by religion.

The marginal table gives the actual number of persons following each of

the six religions which have a following
of more than L' 0,000 in the State. Of
the others, the Sikhs number 4,726, tho

Parsis, 1,529, the Arya Samajists are

represented by 173 and the Brahnio
Samajists by o6 individuals, while 20
Buddhists and 12 Jews uphold the name
of these ancient religions in His High-
ness's territories.

Religion.
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persons, is accouutedfor as follows:—Musulmans + 92. Auimists + 214, Christ-

ians + 26, Jains + 7, and others + 1. The separate enumerat ion of Animiets

since 18U1, and conversions chiefly to Christianity are responsible ibr the bulk

of the decline in the Hindu proportioi,. If we take the Hindus and
Animists together, as was done in 1881, we find that their combined population

at the present Census, represents an increase of 33*9 per cent, in 30 years. But

this is not all. Since 1891, the first year when Animists were accorded a distinct-

ive position on the Census Schedule, the line between Hinduism and Animism
has been sought to be drawn with increasing precision at each Census, with the

result that the increases noted against the Animists have been quite phenomenal
;

and, of course, the effect on the strength of the Hindu population, as shown in the

(Jensus, has been the reverse, though, owing to the vast numbers of the latter, the

decrease shows only as a small percentage. At the present Census, the enumer-

ators were instructed not to enumerate as " Hindu " persons who could not state

what their religion was, and simply returned some tribal name, but to write down
the name of their tribe, in the column for religion in addition to writing it down
in the column for caste and race. The result has been to swell the number of

Animists by 337-4 per cent, on the total recorded at the Census of 1901. If we
take the Animists as in 1901, and after allowing them a 20 per cent, increase

—

the rate of the general population during the decade—add the rest to the Hindu
population, the increase of the latter during the decade would be 19-9 per cent.

Thus, it is seen that the classilication of Animism as a distinct religion, has had

the effect of showing the increase of the Hindu population smce ] 881 to be 3*2 per

cent, less than what it would have been if the plan of 1881 had been throughout

followed: and that the rule introduced at the present Census of classifying as

Animists all who could not state what then' religion was, has afiected the Hindu

increase during the last decade to the extent of 2'2 per cent. But for this innova-

tion, the Hindu rate of increase during the decade would be slightly higher than

that of the Musulman.

73. Loss by Conversions from Hinduism.

The other source of leakage from the Hindu population, arises from con-

versions to other religions. The number of persons enumerated as Aryas and

Brahmos is too insignificant to affect the statistics. There is no considerable or

systematic proselytising on the part of Mahomedanism in these Dominions. The
only religion which is actually engaged in making converts is Christianity.

74. Re=admission of Converts.

It is well-known that, while Hinduism is a non-proselytising religion,

converts to Christianity are mostly drawn from Hindus especially of the lower

castes. The only attempts which Hindus have made to stem the tide of prosely-

tism, have so far taken the shape of a movement for relaxing the rules against the

re-admission of repentant converts.

75. Probable number of Converts to Christianity.

Allowing 20 per cent, for the natural increase of the Cbristiau popu-

lation, there is a balance of 26,700 for converts from other religions. If, as is

probable, the whole or the larger proportion of this number were converts from

Hinduism, it would mean a lose of 0-27 per cent, calculated on the Hindu popu-

lation in 1961.

76. -The effect of migration.

Migration, too, is likely to have detrimentally affected the rale at which

the Hindu population has increased. It was shown in the previous chapter

that there was an excess of emigrants over immigrants during the decade. What
proportion of these were Hindus, there is no means of knowing, as there is

no entrv as regards religion in the table relating to birth-place. But it is

reasonable to assume that the Hinduss were represented amongst them in as

latere a proportion as in the total population of the State, and the bulk of the loss

must necessarilv fall to them.
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77. The influence of social customs and religious ideals.

The causes set forth in tho precediug paragraphs, especially the first

two, have operafced with varying Ibrce during the last thirty years bnt never more
strongly than during the last ten, to bring about a disparity between the rate
at which the total population has been increasing and that at which the Hindu
population has been increasing. There are other causes, depending on social
customs and religious ideals, which tend to exert a retarding influence on the
rate of growtli of population among Hindus. The.se causes work in a steady
and uniform manner as they are independent of instructions to enumerators and
of the conditions, material and moral, which control the operations of missionary
propaganda. Their effect is seen in the slower rate of growth over Jono>

periods of the Hindus as compared with communities like the Musulman, for

instance, which are not affected, at any rate, to the same extent, by similar
customs and ideals. These are social customs such as hifant and too early
marriages and enforced widowhood, and, generally, the predominance of
ascetic ideals in the social and religious outlook of the Hindus as a community.
Early marriages, though they lead to a large number of births, also lead to

a large number of deaths among infants and children, so that, in the net result,

such marriages are less calculated to help the growth of population than marri-
ages between persons of mature ages. The large number of deaths among
child-mothers, which is also a consequence of too early marriages, also unfavour-
ably affects the numerical strength of the Hindu population, actually and
potentially. Enforced widowhood, by arbitrarily withdrawing a considerable
proportion of women in the child-bearing ages from fulfilling the function of
motherhood, greatly handicaps the race in its growth. Ascetic ideals of life

leading to inattention to health and comfort, conduces to lowered vitality and
increased mortality. In the face of these discouraging circumstances, the

wonder is not that the Hindu populatioi
Percentaje of increase of Hindu population. growsata somewhat less rapid rate

than the population of other creeds, but
that it has managed in spite of them all,

to grow as much as it haa grown during
the last decade. It is a noteworthy fact

that, as shown in the margin, the rate of

increase of the Hindu population in the

Nizam's Dominions exceeds that in the

Madras and fJombay Presidencies, snd
hi the Central Provinces and Berar,

both during the decade and since 1881.

78. Hindus in Natural Divisions.

The distribution and movement of the Hindu population in the Natural
Divisions and Districts, only servo to

confirm the foregoing observations.

The number of Hindus in Telingana
and in Marathwara is about equal but,

while the Hindus in Telingana have
increased by 42*6 per cent, since 1881 as

against only 20"6 per cent, in Marath-
wara, their proportion in the former Divi-
sion at the present Census is lower than

in Marathwara. In all the three previous Censuses it was higher in Telingana
than in the other Division. This seemingly paradoxical result is due almost
entirely to the separate enumeration of the Aninjists, about 90 per cent, of whom
are inhabitants of Telingana. In 1881 when the term ' Hindu ' included the
Animist, there were 9,05S Hindus in every 10,000 persons in Telingana. Since

1891 the Hindu proportion has gradually waned while that of the Animists has
waxed. In Marathwara, too, the Hindus have lost ground but less than in

Telingana. There has been no landslide such as has taken place in Telingana
during the last ten years. There aro 300 Hindus less than in 1901 for every

Province.
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Variatioit in 10,COO persons since 1901.

10,000 persons in Teliugaua, whereas the Marathwara Hindus have lost only 15.

The marginal table shows that Animism
and Christianity together have gained
more than Hinduism has lost in each of

the Divisions. The bulk of the converts

in Marathwara would seem to have come
I'rom among AnimistSj while in Telin-

gana the converts would seem to have
come in about equal proportions from
anions: Hindus and Auiraists.

Keligion.
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There was an increase in the Hindu proportion in Atrafihalda, due to a

reduction iu that of the Musuhnans. The decrease of the Hindu proportion

in other districts is explained by the same reasons as those given iu the case
of Warangal.

81. Musalmans.

Next to the Hindus, the Musalmans constitute the largest section of the
population. Numerically, they increased by 19'4 per cent, during the decade
and by 49'1 per cent, since 1881. Proportionately, however, they have not

kept up the progress made up to 1901. In the ten-year period under review,
the proportion of Musalmans in the population declined from 1,037 to 1,032
for every 10,000 persons. The Musalman rate of increase is only very little

less than that of the whole population. It is unlikely that any Musalman
was enumerated as an Animist. Conversions to Christianity from followers

of Islam are not common. The loss is too small to be of any significance

except as an indication that the tide of increase which has been flowing since

1881 has reached, for the time being, its high-water mark. Incidentally, it also

shows that conversions lo Mahomedauism are as rare iu these Donunions ns

conversions from it.

Vai-iatian in the n

Miiiahnan popnlat
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Census.
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for no remark. It is composed of officials, merchauts and missionaries, and

its movemeiils depend on the exigencies of administration, trade and prosely-

tism. The Anglo-Indian Community has declined in numbers, and this is,

perhaps, partly referable to the tendency among some members of it to return

themselves as Europeans. The large majority of European Christians belong to the

Church of England which also claims about one-third of the Anglo-Indian. The
larger half of the latter community, however, owe allegiance to the Roman
Catholic Church. Of the other sects, the Methodist has the largest following

among these two communities.

87. Indian Christians.

Indian Christians of the Roman Catholic Church are more numerous than

those of any Protestant Sect. They number 16,822 as against 9,037 at the

previous Census, an increase of 80"6 per cent. Next to Hyderabad City, where
there are 7,308 Indian Catholics, their chief centres are the Nalgonda and Aurang-

abad districts. Of the Protestant Sects, the Baptist, the Anglican and the

Methodist have the largest number of

Indian followers, and have increased

most during the decade. 992 out of

1,000 Baptists are Indians. Their prin-

cipal centres in this State are the War-
angal and Nalgonda distiicts. The
Warangal district has the largest

number of Indian Christians of the
Anglican Communion, and Medak, that

of the Methodist Sect. Out of 1,000
Indian Christians, 356 are Roman Catholics, 208 are Baptists, 193 are Anglicans
and 177 Methodists. It may be a mere coincidence, but it is worthy of note that
the additions to these four sects of Indian Christians seem to be in an inverse ratio

to the number of them that were already in it. The Presbyterian is the only other
Christian Mission which has a following of about 1,000 Indians, but it does not
seem to have been especially active during the decade. The Presbyterians
are almost entirely confined to the Aurangabad district. Taking all sects toge-
ther, Indian Christians are found in the largest numbers in the districts of
AVarangal, Nalgonda and Axn'angabad. The bulk of the Christians are town-
dwellers, there being only 28 Christians in 10,000 of the rural population, as
ao;ainst 161 in the same number of the urban.

Variation ire C?t,riitian by Sect
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division. About 28 per cent, of the Sikhs are found in the Nander district. The

next largest number is centred in Hyderabad City. Bhir, Parbbani, Warangal,

Nizamabad and Karimnagar are other dietricts where there are more than

200 members of this faith.

90. Parsis.

The number of Parsis in the State is 1,529, of which 808 were enumerated

in Hyderabad City and 85 in Atrafibalda. Of the rest 225 are in the Aurang-

abad, and 101 in the Warangal district.

91. Other Sects.

The numbers of adherents which the Arya Saniaj, the Brahmo Samaj,

Buddhism and Judaism possess are too few to merit comment. Of these the

hrst had 173 (90 in Hyderabad City and 61 in Nizamabad), the second 36 (35

in Hyderabad City), the third 20 (13 in Hyderabad City) the fourth 12, all

in Hyderabad City.

Part H.

92. Caste and Sect.

In the first part of this Chapter, the statistics of the several religions pro-

fessed in this State, have been reviewed. Only in the case of Christianity has

there been a separate enumeration of sects. The Hindus, Musulmans, Jaitis and

Sikhs have sects of their own, though they are shown all together for census

purposes. The Hindus are divided into numerous castes and several sects, and it is

not always easy to say whether a certain group, the Lingayats for instance, should

be regarded as a caste or a sect. The Lingayats have been treated as a cmste for

census purposes. But there can be no doubt that they also form a distinct sect,

and some of them would, perhaps, claim that thoir religion is as much entitled to

be retrarded as a separate religion as Jainism or Sikhism. However that niay

be the broad principle of distinction between a caste and a sect is that, while the

latter originated with some difference of religious doctrine, the former is

generally associated with some origioal, or acquired, differences of occupation or

function in the Hindu social system. As a rule, the principal Hindu sects

concern themselves with only the higher castes. The occupational <iroups called

castes belong to the lower strata of Hindu society. A special chapter of this

report is devoted to Castes.

93. Brahmanical Sects.

There were probably several.sects of pre-Buddhistic Hinduism, but under the

name of Vedic Hinduism, "they are generally treated as one. All the Hindu secte,

recognised at present, belong to the 2?os^Buddhistic period, that is to say, they are

leas Than a thousand years' old. It may be added that all these sects are founded

not on the pre-Buddhist Brahmaaism, of which animal sacrifices were a prominent

feature, but on the philosophical part of the Vedas, known as the UpaniAads.

The crusade against animal sacrifices started by Buddha had done its work.

Fast Buddhistic Brahmanism set its face as rigorously against animal sacrifice as

did Buidhisin. Indeed, the revived Brahmanism was so largely permeated, both

in its philosophical and practical aspects, by Buddhist influences, that Sankar-

the country preaching his gospel that the individual soul and the Universal Soul

were one and identical, and that the goal of the former was absorption in the

latter. This is known as Advaitism, and it is the largest and best known Brah-

manical sect even at the present day. A later reformer, Ramanuja, also from the

South country, qualified to some extent the doctrine taught by Sankaracharya,

and the sect which he founded is known as the Vimhtadwaita. Ramananda, Kabir

and Chaitanya carried and developed Ramautija's philosophy in Northern India

and in Bengal. Both these main sects are largely represented in the Hindu
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populatiou of this Slate, The third important sect of Brahmanism, puro
Uvvaitism or dualism, was founded by Madhavacharya, and this ha« many follow-
ers in the Karuatak districts. Of these three main sects, only the second made
a direct effort to include non-Brahmins in its ministrations. These sects, origi-

nally based on philosophical and metaphysical differences, are in practice
cissociated with the worship of one of the two gods of the Hindu Trinity, Siva
and Vishnu, the third, Brahma, for some reason or other, having long ceased to

figure as an object of popular worship. Brahma is the creator, wliile Vishnu
and Siva are the I'rotector and Destroyer, respectively, and it might be that
the pessimistic frame of mind of the Indian suggested to him that while Brahma
deserved no thanks for creating, it would bo expedient to propitiate Vishnu and
Siva who had the power to protect and lo destroy. The sectarians of Saukara-
charya's school worship Siva and Vishnu, with a preference for the former

;

while th'3 followers of lianianuja and Madhava are worshippers of Vishnu only.

While, owing to the study of the Vedas being forbidden to Sudras. phifo-

sophical interpretations and the disputes arising therefrom concern only the
I5rahniins, the worship of Siva or Vishnu is common ground for all Hindus.

94. The Lingayats.

The Lingayats, to whom reference lias already been made, are worshippers
of Siva and regard the worship of Vishnu and other deities as heretical. The
tirigin of this sect has a special interest for us, as its early history as well as that

of its founder Basava is associated with Kalyan, which was the capital of the

Western Chalukyas in the latter half of the twelfth century, and which is now
included in the district of Bidar in these Dominions. Baaava's teachings were a

combination of pure Theism and liberal principles of social reform. He taught

that all men were holy if they led a pure life ; that there was no inequality due to

birth ; that women had the same rights and responsibilities as men; that infant and
child marriages were sinful and that the re-marriage of widows was permissible.

The Lingayats are one of the large^-t Hindu sects in the State, numbering over
rhree-quarters of a million souls. Notwithstanding the doctrine of equality of all

men preached by the founder of the sect, several Lingayat cistes were
enumerated at the 1901 Census such as Lingayat Gowlis, Lingayat Vakkaligaru,

Lingayat Koli, Lingayat Seelawant, Malli Lingayat, Lingayat Sonar, Lohar
Sutar, Teli, Kumbhar and so on. The Lingayats hold the Vedas in reverence

but they reject the commentaries and glosses of later writers. They are strict

vegetarians and teetotallers. They are a steady, law-abiding race, exceedingly
conservative in their habits and ideas.

95. The Manbhav Sect.

Another Hindu sect, also said to have had its origin in the Bidar district

of His Highness the Nizam's territories, is one founded by a Sanyasi, uaniei
Bhikshurauni, in the last century. The founder of this sect was a native of the

\ illage of Nyalkal. This is said to be a sub-sect of the Manbluu- sect which was
founded by Shri Chakradhar, a Karhada Brahmin, who flourished about the begin-

ning of the thirteenth Century at Paithan in the Aurangabad district. This sect

has a Math at Kabul. Its present headquarters are in Ritpur in Berar. The
chief temple of the Manbhavs is that of I'anchaleshvar in these Dominions,
which every newly installed Mahant or spiritual head of the sect, has to visit

before assuming his powers, and after worshipping the god there, to give a

feast to the members of the eect. The principal tenets of the sects are said

to be celibacy, maintenance by begging alms, abstaining from taking life,

abstinence from flesh and liquor ;
devotion to (fnd ; and constant move-

ment from place to place. These apply only to the Sanyasis of the sect

wh<i are drawn from both sexes. The Manbhav^ admit converts from all

castes except the very lowest. These particulars are taken from Monograph,
No. lol, in the Ethnological Survey of Bomt)ay Series. Recently the

Manbhavs were annoyed by statements questioning their claim to belong to

tiic recognised Hindu sects, and the Mahant Shree Dutt-Laksharaj Kavistwar
iMahanubhav of Sansthan Matuiuu' district Adilabad, in the Nizam's Domi-
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nions, submitted an application to the Saukarachar} a of Jvarawir, request-

ing the latter to declare that the sect was constituted in accordance with

the principles laid down in the Hindu scriptures. The Sankaracharya of Karawir,

accordingly, issued an order stating that, having carefully gone through the

religious books of the sect, he was satisfied that the .Maubhavs were followers of

the Vedic religion. The history of this sect is of special interest as showing,

lirstly, that new sects are constantly being formed, and secondly, that they are

anxious, however much they may deviate from I he customs of Hindu orthodoxy,

to be recognised as true limbs of the ancient religion of the Hindus. There is

another important fact which emerges from the history, so similar in essential

respects, of both the Lingayats and Manbhavs. Both sects in the beginning

professed to bo against distinctions of caste. But both have gradually cmne to

adopt such distinctions among themselves.

96. The Arya Samaj and the Brahmo Samaj.

Persons professing these faiths were enumerated for the first time in this

State at the present Census. The Arya Samaj, with its belief in the infallibility

of the Vedas, is without doubt a Hindu sect, though it accepts converts irom all

races and creeds. The point of difference between the Arya Samaj and orthodox

Hinduism, is that the former rejects all tho Puranas and later sacred literature of

tlie latter, and is opposed to idol worship. It is rather doubtful how far the

Brahmo Samaj can be called a Hindu sect. There are, no doubt, sections of the

l>rahnio Samaj which claim that it is the purest form of Hinduism, but it rejects

ail authority except that of tho individual conscience in matters of religion. It

does not accept the Vedas as a divine revelation, and it is opposed to caste and
the worship of idols.

97. Jainism.

Jaini.^m. like Buddhism, is an ancient off-shoot of Hinduism. It has

however, unlike Buddhism, managed to survive in the land of its birth, owing
partly to the more accommodating and less aggressive character of its followers.

I'here are three sects of Jainism—the Digambaras, the Svetambaras and the

Dhondiyas. The rsiost distinctive feature ot Jainism is its great regard for the

sanctity of life. The Jains are chiefly engaged in commerce as that is the one

o3Gupation which involves no injury to even the minutest animals. Their charity

is proverbial. Tlieir numbers have shown a tendency to decline throughout

India, as in this Slate, which is probably due to some extent to a disposition

among them to return themselves as Hindus.

98. Sikhism.

The Sikhs, loo, have two sects, one the older and original sect of Sikhs

who are little distinguishable irom the Hindus, and the Singhs, or those whj
have received the baptism instituted by Guru Govind, the tenth and the last

Guru. The Siughs are required to abstain from smoking, to wear turbans and

the following five Kakars or things whose names begin with K ; Kesh or long,

hair and beard, Kanglia, comb, Kripan, a sword or knife, Kara, a steel bracelet

and Kachh, a kind of short drawers. AVhen "Guru Govind Singh was flefeated

and pursued by the Moghala, he fled to the Decoan where ho founded a monastery

at Nander in these Dominions. He died thero in 1708 A. D. It was at Nander
that he met Banda whom, on iiis death-bod, he appointed as the secular leader

of the Sikhs. He had previously ordained that all Sikhs should regard the

Oranth as their Guru, and look upon it as the person of the living Guru. At
the time when Guru Govind Singh met him, Banda, a native of Poonch, was
living as a Laira;/i nt Nander, in expiation of the sin, it is said, of having killeil

n doe. Nander is still a holy place of the Sikhs.

99. Characteristics of Hinduism.

The sects of Hinduism which are either numerically importaut in or have
historical associations with those Dominions, have been briefly described above.

.Most, it not all, of them aim, or aimed originally, at overthrowing idol-worship

and caste. The only seer which achieved any considerable success in these
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directions is Sikhism, and iis success was due lo the measures deliberately
adopted by the Gurus, especially by the last and, in some respects, greatest of
them, to keep their followers apart from the mass of Hindus. It may be also
due partly to the political position attained by the Sikhs as a distinct community.
In the aH.ered conditions of these limes, when peace and security of life and
property reio'n from end to end of the land, the vast mass of Hinduism is able to

exert stc-adily its enormous power of gravitation on the smaller communities
which sprang from its loins. The Jains, the Lingayats, and even the Sikhs are
feeling the effect of this force. On the other hand, movements are at work
within Hinduism itself to iuliips into it the spirit of raodernipm by means of
social reforms and the simpHfication of religious ceremonies. This movement is

not as yet much felt in these Dominions, but tht^re can be no doubt that it will

be so in course of time. Whatever Hinduism is or is not, its spirit of adapLibility

is very great. This is the secret of its vitality. While it resists as far as possible
innovations and puts innovators out of its pale, it is always ready lo accept
and adapt itself to accomplished facts. All that it asks is that the new order
of things should establish itself ou a footing of some sort of historical con-

tinuity with the past. It was just because Buddhism failed or neglected to ob-
serve this principle, that it was not accepted as a Hindu sect, while Jainism
which, in all essential respects, bears a close resemblance to lUuldhism, has
managed to live on terms of peace with the parent creed, owing to its greate-.-

spirit of accommodation. Hinduism, as has been observed so- frequently, does
not consist in any particular dogma or convention. It. embraces all beliefs from
the most ethereal to the coarsest. It tolerates and even sanctifies practices whicli

stand at opposite poles of the moral compass. But one thing it always insists ou :

it always stands for one principle and that is the principle of historic continuity.

It does not oppose changes : no religion has changed more than it has done iu the

past. But it abhors all violent changes and sets its face sternly against revolution

in any shape or form. If this is realized, there will be less surprise and dis-

appointment at the apparent contradictious of the beHefs and practices to be
found within the comprehensive precincts of Hinduism.

100. Animism.

In some respects, the most important religion of the present Census of

this State, is Auimism. It shows the largest proportional increase, as compared
with other religions. No one, of course, returned liimself as an Animist, but

all those who did not say that they professed any of the other religions,

if they belonged to certain castes,"^ have
been classed as Animists. The chief

castes of Animists are given in Imperial
Table XIII. They arc Andh, Bhil,

Krkula, Gond and Lambada. The two
last are by far the most numerous sec-

tions of Animists, each numbering over
120,000 persons. The numbers nf per-

sons belonging to the above castes who returned themselves as Hindus and as
Animists, are compared in the marginal table. Animism, broadly si-.eakin^', con-
sists in the worship of inanimate olijects. Bui the inanimate objects should hs
worshipped as such and not as representing a higher power. The former is

Animism and the latter, the first step towards autliro[)omorphism. This is the
:iew taken by Westermarck* and as he expressly refers to the anthropomorphism
of the Vedas and of Hinduism generally as being distinct from Animism, his
opinion has an important bearing on the Indian aspect of the problem. If the
mere worship ol an inanimate object is Animism, the bulk of the population of
India should be returned as Animists. It follows, therefore, that wlnt distin-

guishes the Indian Animist from ihe mass of his fellows, is not the nbject
of his worship but his mental conception of it. Now, it is easy to see how it is

that Auimism gradually becomes absorbed iu the surrounding mass of Hinduism.
The Animist continues to worship his rock or tree, only instead of rogaiding it as a
god in itself, he learns to regard itas the vehicle, body or symbol of a higher power.

• Westermarcli : ' Tlie origin and development of .Mora) Ideas," Vol. II, p.agos 595—598.

Cast*:.
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Thecbauge iuvolves uo outward breach with his past form o( worship. It is note-

worthy ill this context that, both in this State and in other Provinces, the Animistic

population, when once it has been completely enumerated, tends thereafter to

decline, sbowiug that Animism is essentially a transitional creed in our days.

The Erkula and Lambada, it is evident, have come largely under the influence oi

Hinduism and it has been noted that an increasing proportion ol the Savara caste

in Madras, ol' the Bbile in Bombay and more than one caste in the Central

Provinces and Berar, bad been returning themselves as Hindus, at successive

Censuses.

101. Islam iMohamedanism.)

In direct contrast to Hinduism is the monotheistic creed of Islam which for

eight centuries has been more or less in contact with Hinduism. It encourage^

a firm faith in and resignation to one ControlUng Power and absolute subniission

to the Heavenly Master. Its dogma * There is no God but God and Muhammad
is His apostle " is so simple and comjn'ehensive that the followeis of the Pro-

phet are easily distinguished, be they pure-blooded Musalmans or local converts.

A very full account of the sects of Islam was given in the Census Report for

1801, and there is no need to add anything to it here.
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE I.—General Distribution of the

Population by Religion.

Religion and Locality.

Actual
Number in

1911.

Proportion per 10,006 of

Popnlatioa in

1911. 1901. 1891. 1881.

Variation per cent.

Increase +
Decrease —

1901-1911. 1891190 1. 18811891.

Net
VariatiOD.

1881-1911.

10

Hindu.

State
lelingana ...

ilarathwara

a. Musalman.

State
Telingana ...

Matathwata

3. Animist.

State
I'eliugana ...

Mirathwara

Chrlstiaa.

State
Telingana ...

Maratbwara

Jain.

State
Telingana ...

Maratbwara

Sikh.

State
Telingana ...

Marathwara .

Parsi'

State
Telingana
Maratbwara

8. Arya.

State ...

lelingana ...

Maratbwara

Brahmo.

State
Telingana ...

Maratbwara

10. Buddtiist.

State
Telingana ...

Jlarathwara

1 1.

State
Telingana ...

Jlarathwara

Jew.

11,626,146
r.,/y3,627

6,882,619

1,380,990
625,936

755,054

285,722
257,1)56

28,66o

54,296
14,06i

10,232

21,026
857

20,169

4,726
2,27'J

:!,4att

1,529
1,033
496

173
lOU
IS

36
30

20
13
7

12
12

8,693
8,615

8,771

1,032
931

] ,1 36

214
382
43

40
66
15

16
1

30

8,860
S,915

8,786

1,037
946

1,144

59
liil

19

21

32

7

18

1

38

8,941
8,985

8,897

987

1,047

25

18
31

6

24

46

9,033
9,053

OflVA

940
915
9o4

14
27

8

9

"l7

+ 17-7

+ 17-2

+ 18-3

+ 194
+ 19 1

+ 19-7

+ 3374
+ 361-2

+ l'.l8-9

+ 1361
+ 135-3

+ 139-6

+ 33
+ 18-0

+ liO

+ 90
+ 45-5

— 11-5

+ 4-5

+ 0-7

+ 13-a

+ 566 6
+ 166 6

76
7-6

+

+
+

4-3

3-9

11-3

15
7-6

3-1

+ 1242
+ 91-3

+ 159,733-3

+ 125
+ U-4
+ 17-7

+

26-9
0-8

37-4

65
38-9

32-3

+ 38-2

+ 40 8

+ 32-7

500
500

+ 15-9

+ 17-0

+ 15-0

+ 22
+ 18-y

+ ac-i

+ 500
+ 40-8

+ 115-3

+ 226-7

+2,644-8
+ 306-7

+ 26 5
+ 42-2

+ 11-6

+ 65-8

+ 80-1

- 815

.307
43-«

20-6

49-1

53-5

4H-4

1891-1911.

+ 880-8

+ 783-6

+477,666-4

298-8

26;f3
507-9

146-7
255-1

i3;-5

280
2; 1

30-7

139 6
i55-i;

14-2

446 —
44 6 !

_
74 4
74-4
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE II.

—

Distribdtion by Districts of the main religions.

District and Natural
Division.
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE III.—Christians—Number and Variations.

District and Natural
Divisions.

1

State

Tellngana...

Hyderabad City

Atrafibalrla ...

Warangal ...

Earimnagar...

Atlilabatl

Medak

Nizamabad ...

Mahbnbnagar

Nal^onda

Marathwara

Au^an^'abad...

l;liir

Kandor

Purbhani

Gulbarga

Osmanabad ...

Raichur

Bidar

Actual number of Christians in

1911. 1901. 1891. 1881.

Variation per cent.

1901-1911. 1891-1901.

54,296

44,064

16,240

1,291

11,979

586

2'

2,303

720

451

10,566

10,232

6,369

2

69

409

1,044

252

1,711

376

22,996

18,727

14,301

513

1,640

214

10

441

127

359

1,213

4,269

3,873

. 92

9

72

419

60

739

J5

20,429

16,982

14.375

468

1,544

193

106

40

121

185

3,447

1,929

148

2

67

426

214

640

21

13,614

11,931

11,270

584

18

3

7

8

1

13

28

1,683

669

57

159

607

49

242

+ 1361

+ 135-2

+ 14-3

+ 151-6

+ 626-4

+ 17S-S

+ 180-0

+ 399-5

+ 46G-8

f 25-6

+ 7710

+ 139 6

+ 121-6

— 97-8

-f 666-6

+ 468-0

+ 149-1

+ 400-0

+ 131-5

+ 2,406-6

+

+

f

-f

-f

+

-f

-f

+

125

102

1-2

9-ii

6-8

in-8

-f 316-0

f 217-5

+ 196'6

+ 79S-5

23-8

48-4

87-8

360-0

7-4

1-3

76-6

15-4

28-5

1881-1891.

8

+ 500

+ 42 3

+ 37-5

— 19-8

+ 8,477-7

+ 9,650-0

-f 1,225-0

+ 3,9000

+ 830-7

+ 382-1

+ 104 8

+ 188-8

+ 159-6

— 67-S

— 75!r

+ 336-7

-f 164-4

1881-1911.

+ 298-8

-f 269-3

+ 41-0

f 121-0

+ 66,460-0

+ 39,200-0

+ 3000

f:i7,487-5

+ 71,900-0

+ 3,369-3

+ 37,635-7

+ 507-9

+ 852-0

— 96-4

+ 157-2

+ 105-9

+ 414-2

+ 607

SUBSIDIARy TABLE IV.

—

Races and Sects op Cheibtians (Actual Numbers).

Sect.

European and
allied races.

Male. Female.

Anglo-Indian.

Male. Female.

Indian.

M;ile. Female

Total.

1911. 190L

Variation
Iucrea8e+

or

Decrease

—

10

All denomiaat ions ...

Anglican Communion

Armenian
Baptist

Coogre^ationalist

Greek

Lutheran
Methodist

Minor Protestant denomi-
nations ...

Presbyterian

Protestant (unsectarian or
sect not specified)

Roman Catbolio ...

Syrian (Romo)
Indefinite Belief

4,311
3,586
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE V.

—

Disteibdtion op Cheistians per mile (a) races

BY SECT AND (i) SECTS BY RACE.

Sect.

Races distributed by sei.t.

European
and allied

races.
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Chapter V.

AGE.

102. Statistics.

Imperial Table VII, .u'iving parliculars of the distribution of the population

by age, sex aud civil conditions, is the principal table for this and the two
subsequent chapters. Imperial Table XIV contains the same kind of information

for selected castes, and Imperial Table XVIII furnishes particulars of the age
distribution of Europeans, Armenians and Anglo-Indians. Eight Subsidiary

Tables are appended to this Chapter. They are intended to illustrate (I) the age
distribution of 100,000 of each sex by annual periods, (2) the age distribution of

10,000 of each sex in the State and in each Natural Division, (3) the age distribu-

tion of 10,000 of each sex in each main religion, (4) the age distribution of 1,000

of each sex in certain castes, (5) proportion of children under 10 and of persons

over 60 to those aged 15-40, and also of married females aged 15 to 40 per 100

females, (6) variations in population at certain age periods, (7) reported birth-rate

by sex and (S) reported death-rate by sex.

103. Anomalies of the Age Statistics.
-TV

In normal conditions, a population would show the largest number of

individuals at the earliest age periods. The number would decline progressively

at each successive period, dwindhng donn as we approach extreme old age.

But this is far from being the case with age statistics, even in countries far

more advanced than India. Even in England it has been noticed (hat

many adults are ignorant of their exact age. "There is a great tendency,"

observes a well-known writer, " to return ages at some exact multiple of

10, when really a year or two one side or the other of the precise figure

(oO, 40, 50, etc). For this reason decennial age-periods are preferable i\\

calculating death-rates, and 25-35, 35-45, etc., should be chosen in preference

to 30-40, 40-50, etc. This tendency does not appear until adult life, and
quinquennial periods can therefore be safely used up to the age of 25 years.

Among children under 5 years of age, the vagueness with which parents

use the terms " one year old," " two years old," etc., when the children

are only in their first or second year, respectively, is a cause of considerable

error. Wilful m.isstatement of age occurs more especially among women : thus

at every Census the young women of 20 to 25 years of age have invariably been

more numerous than were the girls aged 10 to 15 at the immediately preceding

Census. The tendency of old persons to overstate their ages throws some doubt

on the figures for ages over 85, aud it is preferable to make a single group for

all ages over 85*." It is remarkable how exactly these tendencies to erroneous

statement of age, noticed in the English Census returns, are reproduced in this

country. Subsidiary Table I shows that there is the same tendency here to

return ages as some exact multiple of 10, the same vagueness in the ages assigned

by parents to children under 5, the same wilful misstatement of age by persons

at certain periods of life, the same tendency among old persons to overstate

their ages. The accompanying charts illustrate in a graphic form the erratic

Uianner in which the figures for both sexes rise aud fall at the several age-periods.

Taken by quinquennial periods, the figures fall, though unevenly, from 0-5

to 15-20. From 20-25 there is a rise, which increases at the next age-period.

Then for two periods the numbers fall, to rise agahi at 40-45. Thenceforward,

they fall and rise in every alternate period. There are three times more jiersons

living at age 70 and over than at (55-70. The number of children living at each

year in the first quinquennial period is separately shown iu the tables, and there,

again, 'ivo encounter the same arbitrary variations.

Vital statistics.—\ Newsholme, Srcl Edition, pp. 2, i.
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104. Some special features of the Hyderabad Returns.

Ill addition to the anomalies notod above, there are some special ones

characteristic of Hyderabad, and generally of Indian aoe-statistics. The first

of these is the tendency, as illustrated in Subsidiary Table I, for the number of

children at one year of age to be smaller than that at age 2. This is partly due

to the fact that the vernacular equivalents of the term " infant " being generally

understood to mean children who derive their v.ourishmenl from their mothers, a

number of unvveaned children at age one are often wrongly returned as infants.

One gratifying feature of Indian life, more especially in the villages, is that the

practice of rearing infants on artificial food is altogether unknown. On the

contrary, the tendency is for the weaning to be postponed to as late a date as

possible, perhaps, in the belief, noticed in some parts of the country, that suckling

infants have in some way the effect of preventing conception. Even with this

addition,, the number of infants returned at the Census, there is some reason to

believe, is less than the actual number in the population. It is believed that the

proportion of persons who escaped enumeration is exceedingly small, but it is

most likely that children of tender age formed a majority of such persons. The
preliminary Census Record was prepared some five or six weeks before the final

Census. It is probable that some of the births which occurred in the interval

escaped the notice of the enumerators at the final count. The small number
of children at the age of one, as compared with that of infants and children

at the age of two, suggests that there is also a tendency to return as being-

two years of age, children who are, perhaps, eighteen or twenty months old.

When a woman bears children in quick succession she tries to avert ihe " evil

eye " or the jealousy of less prolific wives in her neighbourhood by exaggerating

the difference in the ages of her little ones. It is, moreover, not uncommon to

state the current and not the completed year as the age of a child. The third

year of age is a favourite, it may be owing to some sort of sentiment that a child

which has attained the third year has acquired comparative immunity from some
of the risks which beset the lives of infants and children just past infancy.

The number of children living at the 3rd, 4th and .5th years of life is

larger than that living at the first two years. As soon as a female child

approaches her .ith year, the necessity of finding a suitable bridegroom within the

cuatomary caste-group begins to loom on the horizon of the parents. To under-

state her age gives them more time to look about them for a proper youth to

whom she may be dedicated betimes. Except as a preliminary lo marriage,

the Indian woman is absolutely careless about her age. When once she has

secured a husband, or lost him, she rather likes to make herself out to be older

than slie really is, because in India age still carries with it some title to respect.

" Even a Sudra should be reverenced if he is eighty years old," a great Hindu
Lawgiver has declared. The tendency for old people to exaggerate their age, no-

ticed in other countries, gains additional strength from the veneration felt for old

persons as such both among Hindus and Mussulmans. The old people are, in i'act,

the universal referees in respect of social customs and of family usage. Generally

speaking, there is more likelihood of the ages of males being more accurately

returned than those of females. There are many more occasions in the life of a

man than of a woman when he may be asked about his age. If ho went to school

as a boy, there would be a record of his age on the school register to warn him
against any subsequent erroneous statement of it. If he appeared as a party or a

witness before a Civil or Criminal Court, if he had to register a document or to

apply for the reduction of his assessment on his land, he will have w give his age
and to stick to it in all his future transactions. The ages of persons, especially

of children, belonging to castes which have horoscopes cast at each birth in the

family, are likely to be more accurate than those of persons belonging to castes

which have no such custom. The preference shown for certain ages is to be

accounted for by the fact that certain ceremonies or sacraments have been tradition-

ally prescribed for performance at these ages ;
for example, 7 in the case of

Brahman boys for the investiture of tho eacred thread, and 8 in the case of

Brahmin girls as the age when she becomes Kanya, i.e., begins to be a

marrigeable maiden.
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103. Adjusted Ages.

There are several " siuoothiug proceBses'' usually employed for the pur-
pose of adjusting the populatiou at the different ages. A rough idea of what the
adjusted population at the several ages will be is giveu by the curved lines in the
accompauyiug two diagrams.* The actual and adjusted figures are compared in

the following statemeut. All adjustments with the help of " smoothing processes"

are merely approximations to the actual age distribution of the populatiou, aud
ours has no pretence to be the most approximate of them. Much of this

chapter will consist of deductions from a comparison of the unadjusted
iigures at the several Censuses. As the errors are likely to be constant, these
conclusions are likely to represent in large part the actual changes and tendencies

in each decade.
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20-40 and 40-60 and 60 and over.

Age diitributiiin of lii,iiOO males.

Census
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State. Though the death-rate among males and females is lowest at the ' useful

'

period of life, the female df ath-raie at this period tends to be higher than the male,
owing to the danpers attendant, on child-iirariiig. Hence there is need for caution
in accepting the deaih-rate of the City of Hyderabad as an index to the difl'erent

rates ol male and lemale mortality in the State. As regards the reported birth-

rates, it is evident that tiiey are much less reliable than the death-rates. If we
asBums! that the reported dcath-rato is approximately near the actual, the birth-

rate must have exceeded it by, on an average, 2 per cent, per annam, in order
that the population might ii;crease, as il hus done by 20 per cent, in the decade.
The reported birth-rate, in the State is, on the other hand, uniformly lower
than the death-rate, except in one year when it was slightly higher. It is also

impossible, in view of the esceps of the female po|ulation, at infancy and
early childhood thriiughout the State, to accept the City figures which show a
uniformly higher male birth-rate, as correct. It is probo.ble that female births

are more often not reported than male births. The birth of a male-child is always
a matter of pride and rejoicing, while that of a fimale-child is olten a cause of
regret and per]jlexity. The reported birth-rates in the last six yeais of the

decade are higher in Maraihwara than in Telingaua.

1 13. A rough estimate of the actual birth and death-rate.

In the foregoing parag'-aph, some general tendencies to which the reported

death and birth-rates point have been indicattd. It is easy to see that the
reported births and deaths are only a small proportion of the actual number of

these occurrences. The population at the Census of 1911 is the population at the

Census of I'.'Ol minus the number of deaths plus the number of births during
the decade, leaving out of consideration emigrants and immigrants who form an
inconsiderable fraction of the population. The problem may be stated thus :

—

X = Y—the deaths -|- the births during the decade,

X standing for the population of 1911 and Y for that of 1901. The
number of reported deaths is 9i'8,040 and that of births 823,984. The popula-

tion at the Census of 1901 was 11,141,142. If we substitute these figures on the

right-hand sido of the equation, we get :

X = 11,141,142—928,040 -J- 823,984 or 11,037,086,

whereas X, according to the enumeration at the present Census, is 13,374,676.
We must, therefore, have recourse to indirect me.ms of arriving at an ap-
proximate estimate of the death and birth-rates which prevailed durino- the
decade. One such means is as follows : The equation stated above may be
stated in another way. The population of 1911 is mado up of the survivors from
the population of 1901 and survivors from amongst the births during the decade.
The survivors from the population ot 1901 are the persons living in 1911
at 10 years of age and over. The Burvivors from among the bii ths in the
death are the persons living in 1911 under 10 years. If the number of
persons living at 10 years and over iu 1911 be deducted from the total

immber of persons living in 1901, wo arrive at the number of deaths from
amongst the latter in the decade. The former number is 9,755,996 : the
Census population in 1901 was 11,141,142. The difference, 1,385,146, repre.«enls
the number of persons who were living in 1901 and who diod during tho decade.
But this number does not include all the deaths which occurred in the decade
and the death-rate must be deduced from the aggregate of deaths in the decade.
The deaths among the children under 10 years of age, born during the decade
must be added to tho nuinbm- of deaths amongst the population of 1901 i,o o-et

this total. The number of children under 10 at the present Census is 3,618,680.
The problem is, how many children should have been born in the decade for this
number to survive at the end of it? The population most nearly analogous to this
child population in respect of age-distribution and theioforo, of rate of mortality,
is the population under 10 a^, the 1901 Census. Tho youngest infant at that
Census might have been one day or even one hour old, when the population was
enumerated : the oldest child, just 10 years old or a day or two less. But
there is one essential difference between the life-history of the population
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uader 10 in 1901 and ihe corresponding population in 1911 during the inter-

vening dpcade. Tlie first year oi lifn is notorious for its high mortality. The
bulk of the cliild population of IV'OI had passed this ordeal, while every

J
ear's crop of children during the decade had to pass throuirh it. The number of

deaths during iho decade amnngst the child population of 1901 wnuld, therefore,

only give us a standard for est.imat.ing that among the children born during the

decade. The difforeuce between the number of persons liviuii in li)ll betueen

10 and SO years of age, and the number in 19ul, 10 years old and undar, renre-

sents the number of deat.lis during the deuade in the latter population. The
latter number was ii,808,5:rl, the former is, 2,396,924 : tl)e difference, 411,597.

The proportionate number for the child population of 1911 is 621,396. This

may betaken to be the number of deaths among all children born during the

decade, with the exception of deaths in infancy, that is, in the first year of life.

Adding this number to tL-e difference between the population of 19(tl and the

number of living in 1911 at ages 10 and over, we get 2,006,542 as the total

of deaths during the decade, excepting deaths in infancy. This, on the Census
population of 1901, gives a death-rate of J 80-1 per miUe in 10 years. If we
allow 200 per niille for deaths in infancy—a modest allowance—the total death-

rate will be 380 per 1,000 persons or 38 per mille per annum. The birth-rate

is arrived at by adding the estimated number of deaths among children (includ-

ing inlants) during the decade to the number living under 10 years of age in

1911, aiid working out its proportion to the Census population ofl90i. This

gives 580*4 per miUe for 10 years or .^8 per mille per annum. The difference

between the estimated death and birth-rates is, it will be noted, about 20

per cent., the rate at which the population has increased during the decade.

Mr. Ackland's estimates, deduced by actuarial methods from more precise data

than is available here, for the adjoining provinces of Madras and Bombay are

birth-rate, 11 and 4l"9, and death-rate, 6b-8 and 33*4 respectively. The birth-rate

in this State is certainly much higher, considering that the increase of popula-

tion durinii; the decade was 20 per cent, here, while in Madras and Bombay it

was only 6 and 8'3 per cent, respectively. A higher birth-rate necessarily means
a somewhat higher death-rate also.

114. Age-distribution of the Population in the Natural Divisions.

The mnan ago of both the male and female population is distiuctly higher

in Maralhwara than in Telingana. The deticieucy m the proportion of persons

at between 10 and 20 years of age in Marathwara as compared with Telmt.'ana,

is explained by the deficiency in the niunber of children at the Census of 1901.

But it might have been expected that, as the part of the Dominions which bore

the brunt of the famines which preceded that Census, Marathwara would show a

larger proportion of children under 10 years at the present Census than Telingana.

As has been said above, the effect of a famine is, by destroying the very \oung
and the very old, to leave a population with a large proportion of persons in the

adult ages, and thus to bring about a higli birth-rate. The proportion of persons

at ages ranging frotn 20 t > 40 is higher in Marathwara than in Telini^una, and
this is the more nnnarkable in that, at the 1901 Census, the proportion of persons

over 20 in Marathwara was lower than in Telingana. That notwithstanding the

iai-gor proportion of persons at the proluctive ages in Marathwara, there is a

smaller proportion ot children under 10 years of age in that Natural Division

thaa in Telingana, would seem to require explanation. Tho plague has been

off and on causing havoc in the Marathwara districts, and the pla!i:ue, unlike

famine, is most dangerous to adult life. But it is not known that it has

the effect of impairing the reproductive powers of the adults whom it spares.

In tha face of the larger proportion of persons living at the productive ages in

Marathwara than in Teliui^aiia, it seems farfetched, therefore, to bring in plague

a cause of the lower proportion of children in the former Division. The
proportion of married women in tho produ'-tivo ages in Marathwara is higher

than ill Teliogana, there being 36 married women in tho former as against

34 in the latter for 100 females of all ages. The prop.nv.ion of chddren per 100

married females at. between lo and 40 years of age, however, is only 150 in

Marathwara, while in Telingana it is 165. In 1891 it was 159 and 173 res-
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Religions.
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relative age compositions ol the castes mentioned therein. The Gouds are by
far the most prolific caste in the State and next to them are the Lambadas who
are also Auimists. They breed fast but die soon as shown by the fact that they

have both very low proportions of persons living at the age of 40 and over. The
Sayyed among Mussulmans and the Lingayat amoug Hindus have the highest

proportions of males past nriiddlc age iu the State. The two castes have only

one thing in common, namely, certain definite, though widely dififerent, religious

beliefs and their faith in them amounts to fatalism. This, no doubt) saves them
from much of the worry to which people with a less absolute acquiescence in

things as they are, are exposed. The Brahmins have the larges-t proportion of

females at 40 and over of any caste. The Lingayats como second in the list.

Both these castes have a large proportion of widows ar, these ages, and widow-
hood seems to have the effect ol' prolonging female life. Tlie Pathans and
Shaikhs among Mussulmans and the Kolis among Hindus have over 400 females

at between 15-40 years in every 1,000 of the SOX. Theirs are the largest propor-

tions in the State. The two Mnsulman castes, however, have relatively a small

proportion of children under 10. It is obvious that the birth-rate in these castes

is low as compared with most others in the State.
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE I.—Age Distribution of 100,000 of each Sex hY

Annual Periods (all religions).

Age.
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE II—Agk Distribution of 10,000 of each Sex in

THE State and each Natural Division.

Age.
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE III—Age Distribution of 10,000 of each

SEX IN EACH MAIN EELIGION.

1911.

Age.

Males. Females.

1901. IS'.il.

Males. Females. Males. Females.

1881.

MaJos Females.

Hindu

0-.J
.=i—10

10—15
15—20

20-iO
10—liO

00 and over
Mcaa Age

Mussalman

0—5
5—10

10—15
V<—i.O

20—40
40-60

60 and over

Mean Age

Christian

0—5
5—10

10-15
15—20

30—10
40-60

6} aiul over
Mean Age .

Jain

0-5
.5—10

10-15
15—20

2M_40
;o— (10

ilO and over

Mean Age

Animistic

0—5
.5—10

1 0—15
15—20

20-40
40—60

60 and over ,

.Mean Age ,

10,000

1,381

1,261

1,133

734

3,171

1,784

546
25-2

10,000

1226
1,311

1,137

7C1

3 191

1,826

048
26-1

10,000

1,336

1,203

1,062

728

3,900

1,411

431
24-3

10,000

1,065

1,085

1,123

772

3,360

1,970

028
27'2

10,000

1,021

),.560

1,183
668

2,915

1,651

602
2S-8

10,000

1,518

1,267

916
760

3,274

1,631

608
2l-8

10.000

1,369

1,259

1,015

790

3,257

1,04 3

077
25-3

10,000

1,58S

1,418

1,135
931

3,267

1,251

112
32-3

10.000

1,359

1,201

962
805

3,395

1,604

014
25

10,000

1,907

1,682

998
650

3,102

1,253

508

220

10,000

1,173

1,341

1,810
758

.3,117

1,778

408
251

10,000

1.1161

1,201

l,i)60

768

3,282

1,800

20(1

10,000

1,331

1,148

1,071

719

4,302

1,301

384
21

10,000

981

1,015

l,2ls

848

3,413

1,989

503
36-8

10,000

1,877

1,533

1 288
705

3,112

1,651

434
23-6

10,000

1,285

1.261

1.117
'778

3,359

1,659

341
2.V1

10,000

1,164

1 ,386

1,117

743

3,341

1,619

630
26-3

10,000

1,.341

1,490

5,234

V14

3,275

1,317

323
224

10,000

1.190

1,158

1,125

801

3,457

1,760

519
25-7

10,000

I,58G

1,430

1,117

831

8,215
1,3811

462
22-8

10,000

l,44o

1,339

1,085

721

3,236

1,008

506
243

10,000

1,293

1,262

1,011

747

3,338

1,767

682
25-6

10,000

1,085

1,11.7

801
689

4,805

1,154

329
24C

10,000

1,072

1,022

1 .059

769

3,602

1,961

555
271

10,000

1,501

1,540

1,190

681

2,959

1,7(6

523
24-1

10,000

1,609

1 ,338

895
777

3,202

1,518

611
24-2

10,000

1,442

1,28(1

836
801

3,367

1,595

676
25-1

10,000

1,)80

1,415

1,133

1,087

3,276

1,204

399
23-3

10,000

1,394

1,137

915
818

8,4 47

1,039

660
25 6

10 000

1,793

1,456

1,032

672

8,123
1,432

.502

22-8

10,000

1,322

1,282

1,237
785

3,271

1,003

500
2i 4

10,000

1,105

1,180

1,179

781

3 334

1,743

628
25-8

10,000

941
938

871
660

5,009

1,280

301
25-3

10,000

1,073

988

910
79C

8,682

1,916

612
27-2

10,000

1,447

1,284

1,C35

801

3,335

1,534

664
24-4

10,000

1,060

1,023

799
604

2,041

1,321

2,552
25-2

10,000

1,460

1,453

1.181
1.047

3,173

1,266

420
23-4

10,000

1,142

1,080

8? 5

806

,3,505

1,796

846
27-6
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV.—Age Distribution of 1.000 of each Sex
IN CEKTAIN (^ASTKiS.

Caste.

Hindu.

1 Uralimiiii

8 I)haiis;ar

3 GoUa'
i (joiindla

5 Ka]ni
f! KoH
7 Komati
8 Liugayet
9 Mailiga or Maiii^

10 Mahar or Mala
11 .Mabratta
12 Muniier
18 Miitrasi

14 R.ilo

V< Ttlaga

Musalman.

Ifi Pathan
17 Sawed
15 Shaikh

Christian.

19 Indian Christian ...

Animist.

2n r.oDri

21 Lambada

Males—Number per millc aged. Females—Number per mille aged.

0—5 5—12 12—16 15—40 40 and
over.

0—5 5—12 12—15 15—40

)bo
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SUI5SIDIARY TABLE VI— N'ariation in poruLAiioN

AT CI'.ETAIN AGE PKRIODS.
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VII.

Reported Birth rate by sex and natural division.

Year.
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Chapter VI.

THE PROPORTION OF THE SEXES.

117. There is no special Imperial table compiled for this Chapter but the

Tables VII, XIV and also XI are the principal ones dealt with. Five sub-tables

have been prepared t.o illustrate the maiu features of the relevant statistios.

Sub-table VI could not be prepared as the returns of deaths contain no record

of age. The subject-matter of this chapter is one of considerable interest, and
has been discussed with much display of learnius^ and ingenuity, if without

much practical result, ia Census Reports for the last thirty years. The female

populatiou ill most European couatries is more or less in excess of the male popu-
lation. In India, on the contrary, it is less. Why should this be so ? The
answer to the question which mist rea lily suggested itself, was that the fenaate

populaiiou was no: accurately enumerated owing to the dispositioi of the people

to conceal their womankiud. This explanation by itself has been found ioade-

quate. Tliere are three other souvces which either singly or together may contri-

bute to the elucidation of this sex-constitution of our population. Thsse are a

large immigrant population, consisting mainly of males or a considerable emigra-

tion of females ; a larger number of male than of female births ; a higaer

mortality rate for women than men.

118. Concealment as a cause of the deficiency of the female papulation.

One of the reasons given in the last Census Report of India agiinst

attaching too great importance to the theory of concealment, was that, if there

was any conoealnieot, it was more likely to occur amongst Mussulmans
than amongst Hindus, but that in most provinces the former had a

larger proportion of women than their Hindu neighbours. So far as these

Dominions are coiicerueJ, the proportion of females amongst Mussulmans
is less than that amongst Hindus, whether we take the figures for the whole

State or for each of the two Natural Divisions. For the whole State,

the Mussulman proportion of females was less than that of the Hmdu in 1891 and
in 1901 als "). If these fa^ts seem to militate against one of the prinjipal

arguments brought forward against the theory of concealment, it has to be

pointed out, on the other hand, that by far the most numerous Mussulman caste in

the Nizam's Dominions, the Shaikh has a higher proportion of females than 9 out

of 15 selected Hindu castes, few of which would be expected to cherish a dispo-

sition to conceal their women. Among these 9 castes, are the Brahmans and the

Komati with 961 and 9.57 females respectively per 1,000 miles as against the

Shaikh's 972. Notwithstanding this fact, it seems probable that concealment does

play an appreciable part in reducing the number of the female popul ition enumer-

ated at the Census of this State. In the next chapter on Civil Condition,

reasons are given which suggest the posaibility of some omission of supernu-

merary wives in polygamous marriages. It is sutticiant to s.ate here that, what-

ever might be the case elsewhere, it is impossible to discard altogether the

theory of concealment in considering the question of the proportion of the sexe3

in these territories.

119. Migration. -^

The outstanding feature of tli3 Statistijs of mig-atiou as they affsot

the subject-matter of this chapter, is that the number of the male immigrants ia

the Slate exce^del that of femalf*s by 3,0 5.5, and ihat, of oinigran's fro n the

State, there were 36,37'J more women than men. In Subsidiary Table I, will be
found the proportion of females in the natural population—that is, persona born
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within the Slate wherever ihey iray happen to have been er.Timerated—at the

present and 1he two preceding Ceneuees. TheFe prcpoiticns are higher than

thoee ff the actval po]nlation at this and the previous Census but net than

that of ]89]. It is on the face of it extrsordiiiaiy that a State which sufl'ers

frcm a chronic Fcarcity rf w(men,Fhould export ahout 40,COO cf them in

excess of the male emigrants. It is impofsible to imagine any ccmpelling cause

for this drain ou the womanhoed of thepe territories. The tact, however, is

unquestionable, ai)d it induces the doubt if. after all, Hyderabad is really so

deficient in wemen as the statistics nake out. This, again, gees to show that

the theory of omission should not bo lightly set aside in dealing with the

proportion of the sexes in His Highness the Nizam's Dominions.

120. Vital Statistics in relation to the Sexes.

AYe have now to consider the two most important laclors of births and
deaths as affecting the proportionate distribution ef the sexes. First, as to births,

it will be seen from Sub-table H that the male population under one year of age,

both of Hindus and Mahomedans, has been uniformly lower than the female, at

every Census of this State. Not only that, but it continues to be so up to

the tifth year of life. We have, therefore, to give up without further considera-

tion the theory of a larger proportion of male births as an explanation of the

deficiency ol women. Vital Statistics, so far as any are collected in the State, are

on the face of them unreliable, more especially in the case of births. But even
if, as shown in Subsidiary Table V for the City of Hyderabad, there were actually

more male births than female births, the greater mortality among male infants

iuclines the balance in favour of the female within the first year.

121. The Female Death-rate.

The admitted prevalence of polygamy ; the emigration of a considerable

number of females in excess of males ; a population of female infants and
children from 0-.5 years far more numerous than that of males of the same age

—

these are circumstances which tend to throw doubt on the very existence of any
deficiency in the female popiilation in this State. Is there any other circumstance
calculated to neutralise their significance ? If there is. it must be sought. only in

a greater mortality of women. In the absence of reliable statistics of mortality, the

only evidence of the existence of such a factor is that furnished by the numbers
enumerated at the several age-periods. We have seen above that the female
population up to five years of age continues in excess of the male. Between 5

and 10. however, the position is reversed and the male population gains a
decided advantage over the female. This preponderance is accentuated at the

next five-year period. So far the statistics of lyOl and 1911 move hand in hand.
Between 15 and 20, the female again leads in 1911, while in 1901, the male
continued to maintain his advantnge. Between 20 and 25, the number of females

exceed that of males at both Censuses. The 1901 figures continue this

predominance at the next five year period. But beyond that, till the sixtieth year
is reached, women remain in a position of numerical inferiority. These move-
ments are shown by means of proportional figures in Subsidiary Table II. It

would be against all experience to attach excessive importance to the precise

age-periods, especially in the case of females, but the broad fact stands out,

namely, that the male population above the age of 5 is in as marked excess of

the female population of that age as it is in defect below that lim.it. It is evident

that some influence comes into play at somo point after the fifth year is passed,

rendering the conditions of life less favourable to women than to men. Subsi-

diary Table II shows the number of fiemales per 1,000 males at different age-

periods at the present and two previous Censuses. The fact that the number of

females of the ages 0-30 at all the Censuses is smaller than that of men, while up
lo 5 years it is higher, shows that the apparent preponderance at the age-period

20-2.5, and less consistently at the immediately previous and subsequent five year
periods, is due to aberrations in the age-record. Every woman in this State, who
can possibly do so, would seem to have a fancy for returning herself as between
20 and 25 years of age. These variations iu the Hyderabad statistics confirm the
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conclusion of the eminent Actuary, Mr. T. G. Ackland, formed on a study of the
statistics of British India at the current census that "the general trend, as indicat-

ing a superior mortality for female, as compared with male, lives in the early

years, and after middle life, with an inferior mortality in the intermediate years,

appears to be well marked and unmistakable."

122. The discussion so far has brought us to this point: There is a possi-

bility of cmissicn, especially of supernumerary wives of polygamous marriages;
there is no ground for thinking that such deficiency of females as there is, is due
to an excess of male births ; that even, if there were such an excess, its effect is

more than neutralised by the higher mortality of male infants in the first year
;

that the large female emigration from the State is incompatible with the existence

of a considerable deficiency of women ; and that the female rate of mortality is

lower than male mortality except in the intermediate years of life between
infancy and old age. It is evident that the rate at which women die during
this interval should be so high as to counteract the effects of their superiority at

the earlier and the later age-periods. This intermediate period is the period

when women bear children, when the strain and stress of maternity, aggravated
by drudgery at the home and, for a large proportion of women, in the field, and
by the almost total absence of skilled assistance at the most crucial period in a

women's life, tells heavily upon them,

123. Conditions unfavourable to female life.

Owing to the erratic character of the recorded ages, it is futile to

attempt to take the question further on the basis of the age statistics. For the
rest it only remains to add that most of the conditions, tending to produce a
relatively high mortality amongst females, found fco prevail in other parts

of India, exist and have full scope in the Nizam's Dominions. The exceptions
are female infanticide and neglect of female infant life. With a higher pro-

portion of females, than mnles at every age under o, these two causes of a
deficiency of females are not to be thought of. The other conditions which
cannot be less common in this State than elsewhere are (1) infant marriage and
premature sexual intercourse and child-bearing

; (2) a very high birth-rate
; (3)

unskilful midwii'ery
; (4) abortions in the case of pregnant widows

; (5) confine-

ment and bad feeding of women at puberty, during their menstrual period and
after child-birth

;
((3) the hard life of widows, and (7) the hard labour which

women of the lower classes have to perform. The prevalence of infant and too

early marriages is attested by the fact that there are 211,006 married females and
6,792 widows under 10 years of age : 27,913 married and 1,258 widows are return-

ed as being under 5 years of age. The number of married females under 15
years of age is 623,339, and that of widows 17,979. It is necessary here to add.

a word of warning. Attention was called in the last Census Report of India to

the necessity of discriminating between the physiologically unobjectiomblo form
of early marriages prevalent among the Jats of the Punjab and the Rajputs, and
the form of early marriage which was said to be the established usage in

Bengal. In the former kind of marriage, the marriage is merely a betrothal

and the husband and wife do not begin to live together until after several years.

In the latter marriage, there is no such interval and maternity is forced on girls

not physically fitted to undergo tl e ordeal. There is reason to believe that both
kinds of early marriage are prevalent in the State. Except where counteracted

'

by an active, outdoor life, the tendency is for the less objectionable form to

degenerate into the more objectionable one. Unskilful midwifery is an out-

standing feature of the conditions of female life here as elsewhere in India. AVith
a large number of

abortions and suicides

comment.

young widows, compelled by custom to lead a celibate life,

?s are to bo expected. The other causes do not call for

124. Progressive increase in the proportion of females.-

The proportion of the female to the male population has increased during
the last decade. In 1891 and 1901, there were the same number, namely, ^64
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females, to 1,000 males, but at the present Census it has risen to 968. For the

natural population it stands even higher. There are 974 fe nales to every 1,000

males born in the State, includinf^ those who were enumerated outside the State.

No definite reason can be assigned for the increase, part of which is probably due

to a decreasing tendency to conceal women from the Census schedules. The

decade was on the whole a prosperous one from the point of view of the agricultural

industry which supports the bulk of tho population. The increase in the popula-

tion under 10 years shows that the birth-rate was higher and the increase at all

ao-es shows that the death-rate was lower l.han at the preceding decade. An in-

creased proportion of male bi'-ths has been observed to happen in times of scarcity

in some countries, the classic illustration being the siege of Paris, when the short-

age of food caused the direst distress, and when many more boys than girls were

born ; and perhaps the prosperous seasons of the last dpcade bd to the converse

result of an increase in the number of female births. The statistics of the male

and female population under 10 years of age in the 1901 and rhe 1911 Censuses,

lends countenance to this proposition. In 1901, the male and female populations

under this age, numbered 1,414,820 and 1,393,701 : that is, there were 21,119

less female children than male. In 1911, the 6gures were 1,78S,2 19 and 1,830,461

respectively : that is, there were 42,242 more female children than male.

125. Comparison with other Provinces.

The number of females for every 1,000 males in the neighbouring British

provinces is given in the marginal table.

It may be pointed out that though
the proportions for Madras, Bombay and
the Cent,ral Provinces and Berar, vary

considerably from that of Hyderabad,

the ratios for the Natural Divi-ions of

these provinces which lie contiguous to

this State, bear a more or less close

resemblance to it. The proportion for

Maraihwara'is 981 per 1,000 males. The
nearness to it of the proportion for the Bombay Deccan districts, is unmistak-

able. Aurangabad, Parbliani and Nandor which are contiguous to the Maratha
Plain Division of the Central Provinces have the highest proportion of females in

the State. These facts sliow that sex proportions tend to be uniform in blocks

of areas posses-ing the climatic and other peculiarities which constitute them into

a Natural Division. The subjoined map shows the number of females to 1,000
males in each of the districts.

MAP OF HYDERABAD.
SJtowing proportion offemales to 1,000 males in each district.

Province.
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126. Low Proportion of Females in Telingfana.

Telin^ana has only 955 females per 1,000 males, while Marathwara has
981. The three lowest proportions in the State occur in Telingana. They are
Nalgonda 944, Hyderabad City 937, Warano-al 937 and KarinTnagar 930. The
City-born population of Hyderabad has 1,036 females for every 1,000 males.
The deficiency of females in the total population of the City, is plainly due to the
large immigratit population which bas only 660 females per 1,000 males. As
the Capital of the State, Hyderabad City is the temporary home of thousands of

persons from the districts and from outside the Dominions, who do not brino-

r.heir women with them. A deficiency of females is characteristic of most city
populations and Hyderabad is no exception. But the case of the districts is

different. Of the three districts which have the lowest proportion oi females in

Telingana and, indeed, in the whole State, Warangal is the only one where the
natural, that is, the district-born population shows a slightly higher proportion
than the actual population. In Nalgonda and Karimnagar, where there is very
little iuimiirration, we have populations which have a large natural deficiency of
women. Karimnagar, indeed, offers exceptional opportunities to the study oT the
phenomenon we are discussing. It has the lowest, proportion of females in the
State, it has lew immigrants. There is considerable emigration to neighbouring
districts but in about equal proportions of men and women. Its population
consists almost wholly of Hindus, speal^ing Telugu. Unlike Warangal and
Nalgonda, its Animis^t population is insignificant. On the other hand, judging
from the number of married girls at the age-period 5-15, there are several

districts which are more addicted to infant and too early marriages, and yet have
a higher proportion of women than Karimnagar. Nizamabad in Telingana is

the only district in the State which has a preponderance of women, the propor-

tion being 1,003 to 1,000 males. Imperial Table XI on which we have drawn
largely in this paragraph, brings out the fact that the excess in its case is due to

immi<iration of females mostly from the neighbouring districts of Karimnagar,
Medak, Nandar and Bedar. In the native Nizamabad population, the male
element preponderates, the proportion being 993 per 1,000 males.

127. A Probable Explanation for the Low Proportion of Females in Telingana.

The normal proportion of females per 1 ,000 males is, as we have seen
nruch higher in the Marathwara than the Telingana districts. In Nander it is

998, in Parbhani 993, and in Auraugabad 988. All these districts are in the
Auraugabad Division. The other district in the Division, Bhir, has a proportion
of 978 and it would have a smaller one but for the considerable immigrant female
population in the district. Auraugabad also owes its high proportion, though to

a less extent, to a preponderance of females in the immigrant population, but
Parbhani and, even more, Nander, have a high natural proportion of females.

Osmanabad among Marathwara districts has the smallest proportion of females.

The threo Kanarese districts have proportions varying from 976 to 979. The
re-constitution of almost all the districts during the decade preceding the Ceu.sus

makes com])arisonH of the district statistics with those of the previous Censuses
at best uncertain. It is well worth encjuiring whether the higher proportion of

females in Maratlnvara and the lower ])roportion m Telingana, are to any extent

the nwults of the prevalence in the Natural Divisions of' the two kinds of early

marriages to which reference has been made. The proportion of early married
women in IMarathwara is higher than in Telingana; still the former Division

has a larger proportion of women than the latter. Sex proportions have been
observed, as remarked above, to be uniform in areas which form more or less

uniform blocks. It has been pointed out above that the proportion of females in

the Marathwara districts generally approximate to that of the districts which
are contiguous to them in Bombay and in the Central Provinces. The Telugu
Districts of Madras, which lie alongside of Telingana, have come under
special notice as having tho lowest proportion of females in that Presidency.

Mr. W. Francis discussed them at some length in his report for 1901. In

his report of the 1891 Census, Mr. (now Sir Harold) Stuart had hinted

at the existence of " Bengal customs of early mai'riage " in some of the
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Teluo;u districts. Mr. Francis carried the enquiry farther, and conchided that there

was " considerable ground for supposing? that the doiiciency of leinales in the

seven aistricts (Krishna, Nellore, Cuddapah, Kurnool, Bellary, Anantapur and
Chingleput) is to no small extent due to the deaths among youn.o- girls which are

occasioiicd by forcing maternity upon ihem wliile tliey are still immature." Now
all these districts, wiih the exception of the last, belong to the Telugu country and
form one block with the districts of Telingana. It only remains to add thaf. the

features of the Madras statistics on wliicli Mr. Francis laid stress, are re|)eated

in the statistics of Telingana more emphatically than in those of Marathwara.

128. Proportion of Sexes by Religions and Castes.

At the pres'^nt as in the two jirevious Censuses, the Mussulmans in this

State show a smaller proportion ot females than the Hindus. Moreover, while

the Hindu proportion has advanced from 9i5 in 19U1 to 971 at this Census, the

Mussulman ])roportion ha? receded from 958 to 954. The Hindu proportion

exceeds the Mussulman ai all ages except 5 to 15. The lower ratio at this period

may be due to the larger prevalence of too early marriages among Hindus than

among Mahomedans. The statistics of the Natural Divisions, however, shows
that, in Telingana, the Mussulman proportion is higher than that of the Hiiidu,

at most ages above the a^'e of 5. In Marathwara, on the contrary, the Hindu
proportion is 30 per cent, higher. The Mussulman comes midway between the

Marathwara and the Telingana Hindu in respect of his proportion of female
population. Another uoteworthy feature is that the Telingana Mussulman has

at certain important age-p;'rioHs such as 5-10, 10-1.''>, a higher proportion of

women not only than Telingana Hindus, but of Marathwara Mahomedans and
Hindus as well. In the ai^e-period lb-20 the Mussnlman in Telingana has a

larger proportion of women than his co-religiouists of Marathwara. The infer-

ence seems to be jusiilied that the Telingana Mussulman belongs to a more
progressive community than his co-r('ligioui>t of Marathwara, while in the case of

the Hindus the reverse would seem to hold good.

129. Sex distribution by Castes.

With the exception of the Animist Lambada, the Mussulman Sayyid and
Pathau have the lowest female ratios amongst Hyderabad castes. The lowest

Hindu ra'io, as will i)e seen from subsidiary Table iV, is :*39 lor the Muthrasi.

The Mahratia and the Dhangar, with 991 head the list, with the Lingayath 987,

the Koli 985, the Munntir 984 and the Mahar 981, close behind. The Brahman
and the Komati, the priestlv and the commercial castes, have only 9(31 and 9.<7

females per 1,000 males. The Brahman proportion begins with 9o9 at the aires

period 0-5, and improves to 995 at 5-12. Then it falls to 93<3, and continiie-

falling to 774 at 15-iO. Between 20-40 it is 911. 'J'he lamentable effects of

too early marriages are writ large on the face of these figures.

130. The Brahman and some other castes mentioned in the margin,
differ from the general population in

having fewer female than male children

in the first five yeais of life. 1 he}' thus
start, so to speak, with a smaller capital

of womanhood. The first three castes in

the list liave loss than iJOO female per

1,000 males under 5 years and they
have also the lowest proportion of males,
amoiiost the selected castes, of all ages.

But the latter proportion in all three

castes is higher than the former, point-

ing to a higher rate of mortality among
men than women in later aff^periods. The Komati and the Sale are but moiler-

afely aHdicfed to infant marriages, judging from the proportion ot married girls

under 12. The Kapu has a much higher proportion, but still considerably lower
than several otlier castes. It is in these castes, if anywhere, should we look

for neglect of female children being an operative cause in reducing the

Feotalei per
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proportion of females to the male population. It is in these and the five other
castes in the list, that there is probably a larg'er number of male than female
births. It is, therefore, with reference to these castes thit it is least necessary
to bring in early raarria;j;'es as the principal cause of a higher female than male
mortality. The Brahman, the Mahar and the Lingayath, however, differ from the

rest of this group, in that th"ir priiportion of females at all ages is lower than
that under 5 years, pointing to a higher proportionate mortality of women than
of meu in the later age-period. It is also possible that neglect of female
children is responsible for the defioienoy iu the first 5 years. Probably, also,

all these castes have a larger proportion of male than female births. It is a

remarkable coincidence—^t.o put it no higher—that the Brahman, the Mahar and
the Liujayaih are much addicted to infant marriages. The Brahman has 31, the
Mahar 27, and the Lino;ayath 23, married uirls iu every 1,000 females under the

age of 5. TheKoli(28), the Dhan..rer ( .4) and the Maratha (2-2) are the only

other castes having similarly high proportions. In the case of these castes, infaat

marriage is certainly a factor in lowering the proportion of women at all ages
below what it is at the first age-period.

131.

Fdinalet per 1,000 males.

Caste.
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE I.—General Proportions of the Sexes by

Natural Divisions and Districts.

District and Natnral
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE III—Number of Females per 1,000 Males at

Different Age-periods by Religions and Natural Divisions.
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE V.—Actual Number of Births and Deaths

REPORTED FOB EACH SeX DURING THE DECADES 1901-1'JlO.

(1) HYDERABAD CITY.

Year.

Total

1901

1902

1908

1904

1905

1906

1907

1908

1909

1910

Number of binbs.
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Chapter VII.

CIVIL CONDITION.

132. statistics.

Imperial Table VII gives particulars of the distributiou of the population
by age, sex and civil condition. Imperial Table XIV furnishes information
regarding the civil condition of selected castes. Five subsidiary tables are
appended to this chapter giving proportional figures by age, religion and caste.

^33- Universality of marriage.

The outstanding feature of the marriage relation in India is its univer-
sality. Eeligious beliefs and social opinion combine to press as many as possible,
and as early as possible, into the responsibilities of the married life. Not that
therf is much sense of responsibility evinced when entering into the marriage
relation. In the case of a large proportion of persons, marriage comes at an age
when they are incapable of an intelligent appreciation of its import. For the
rest, the idea of prudential motives restraining or delaying marriage would be
regarded as impious. " He who planted the tree, will see to its being watered
properly " expresses the common sentiment as regards matrimony. Malthus
would have been regarded as a hopeless lunatic if he had lived in India.

134. Influence of Hinduism in favour of marriage.

Hinduism provides many sacraments for a male human being, coverino-

almost all important events of life from birth to death, but, as it is popularly
understood at present, it has only one for women. And that is marriage. An
unmarried woman among the higher castes is an outcaste. The example of the

higher castes is closely followed and imitated by the other castes. As for men,
though there is not the same rigorous obligation imposed on them, public opinion

brands protracted bachelorhood as disreputable. An unmarried man is regard-

ed by his neighbours with something of the apprehension with which a mad dog
is regarded by the sano of that species. A popular Sanskrit epigram appraises

the mischief-making propensities of an unmarried male adult as being equivalent

to those of a hundred monkeys. Altogether, the religious and social influence

of Hinduism is exerted powerfully in iavour of the matrimonial state as being
tho only honourable state for men and women. " Single blessedness" is appre-
ciated in Sanyasis, or ascetics who have renounced the world, the flesh and the

devil, but for the ordinary man or woman, safety in this world and Falvation in

the next lie in marriage. In the case of a man, the need of having a sou to per-

form his funeral obsequies and, thereafter, the annual Shradh to speed his

disembodied spirit on its way to Mukti, or liberation is, a powerful motive to

marriage.

135. The higher status of married women.

In the case of women, a more immediate and potent reason is afforded by
the gain in status which follows on tlui birth of her first child in the domestic
circle. In her " Prince of Dreamers,'' Mrs. F. A. Steel puts into the mouth of

her Rajput heroine words which embody the very essence of the Hindu ideal of

\v(,niantiood. " Motherhood is something, widowhood is something, but wife-

jiood is uescienoe.'' The Hindu wife who is not a mother, is the most despised

of her sex. '' The Fruitful Vine " on the contrary is the autocrat of her house-

hold. The periphrasis used by husband and wife in referring to each other shows
how much the marriage relation among Hindus is centred on the possession of

off-s])ring. He is "the father of my Krishna," and she, "the mother of

my Sii a " to each other. So much for the Hindus who form the bulk of the
population.
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136. Moslem sentiment in regard to marriage.

The sentinienfe of the Mahomcdan masses are uearly the same, except

that the metaphysical reasons for them, vehich seem so necessary to the Hindu,

have no place in the Mussnhnan consciousness. For one thino-, the Koranic

teaching is entirely on the side of marriage and multiplication of the species.

In the second place, Indian Mahomedaus have, during the long centuries of their

existence in this country, imbibed many of the influences of their Hindu envi-

ronment. In the case of a large proportion of them, these uifluences are, indeed,

part of the mental heritage which Mahomedanism has left untouched. The same
observation applies to Indian Christians.

137. Statistical evidence of the Universal prevalence of marriage.

The universal prevalence of marriage in His Highness the Nizam's Domi-
nions is capable of easy demonstration. Subsidiary Table I shows that

there were, in 1911, 44.5 unmarried males and 295 unmarried females for

1,00(' persons of each sex. The corresponding figures at the three previous

Censuses were 459, 438 and 4^8 rospectively for males and 312, 293 and 287

for females. The higher proportion of unmarried among males is largely due to

infant marriag-es not beino- oblio-atorv to the same extent tor bovs as for e^irls.

Of 3,022,032 unmarried males in the State, l,744,07;-i were under 10 years of age
and if wc take the next five year period, we have accounted for 2,385,596 of them,

leaving 636,436 for the remaining age- periods. The smaller number of women
in the population as a whole, and in most of the castes, the cusiom of enforced

widowhood which condenms a large number of women often in the prime
of life to a celibate life, the prevalence of polygamy, incurable infirmities, and
occupations such as soldiering which impose a single life on males, are respon-

sible for the celibacy of this last class. Of a total of 1,941,134 unmarried females

l,612,t^63 are under 10 years. The number of them under 15 is 1,817,151.

The number of unmarried above 15 years of age is 123,983.

138. Infant and Early Marriage.

Another feature, less universal, but equally peculiar to the marriage rela-

tion in this country, is the very early ages at which it is instituted in many
castes and sects. There has been for many years a great deal of controversy as

to the origin of infant and early marriages in India. The common opinion at

one time among educated Hindus was that such marriages came into vogue in

the unsettled conditions of early i\Iahomedan rule when marriage was regarded

as affording some protection against the violence of the conquering race. But

this view is no longer held, as it has been conclusively shown from the evidence

of writers on pre-Mahomedan India that early marriages were prevalent long

before the banner of Islam was unfurled in Hindustan. Another theory pro-

pounded bv some Hindu scholars is that at some unknown period of the history

of Hindu society, the growing influence of the priesthood was, from selfish rea-

sons, exerted against the education and freedom of Hindu women, with the result

that infant marriage and enforced widowhood became normal features of Hindu
social lite. This is to mistake elTect for cause. The illiteracy of Indian women
did not precede the institution of early marriage, but followed it.

139. Probable origin of the custom.

In enquiries of this kind, it is well to boar in mind the lale Sir Henry

Maine's profound aphorism that no ancient institution ever came into existence

except under the stress of some practical necessity. Everybody admits that the

women of the Vedic period occupied a position of absolute equality with men in

respect of education and freedom of movement. There was no purdah and no

infant marriage. The very Mantras, or verses from the Vedas, which form part

of the marriage rite of the caste Hindus to-day, proclaim the fact that the marri-

ages for which they were originally intended, wore marriages between men and

women with their sex consciousness fully developed. It is inconceivable that

women brought up under the Vedic system would have submitted to the mum-
mery of infant marriage. It is evident that the later degenerate system was
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devised in contact with a class of women accustomed to less exalted notions of

their position in relation to men. The Indo-Aryans at an early stage of their

expansion to the east and south of India freely intermarried with the women of

indigenous tribes. It was a necessity forced upon them by the conditions of

their existence in this country. Now, it is well-known that several of these

tribes tolerate a good deal of pre-marital license in young men and women. If

the Indo-Aryan husband wished to ensure that his indigenous bride was free

from pre-marital contamination, the only course open to him was to marry her as

early as possible before the age of puberty. This seems to be the only satisfac-

tory explanation of the origin of a custom so entirely at variance with the marri-

age system of the Vedic religion. Once the custom came into vogue, it

was bound to spread rapidly in a community which elevated purity of

blood to the level of a fetich. When the morality of a community declines,

it has resort to mechanical means of protecting the honour of its women. When
once suspicion takes the place of confidence in women, when faith in its

womankind no longer beats with the blood of a community, it ceases to educate

them, lest they might abuse their literacy to carry on love intrigues by means of

letters. This theory of the origin of early marriage as a safeguard against pre-

marital unchastity on the part of brides taken from indigenous tribes, squares

so well with all the subsequent history of Hindu society that it may be unhesi-

tatingly accepted in preference to any other.

140. Some facts in confirmation of the above theory.

Attention may be called in this connection to the fact that the so-called

marriage is, in several parts of the country, but a formal adoption of the girl to

the gotra or sept of the bridegroom and that the real wedding is the consummation
ceremony which takes place when the girl has attained the age of puberty. It

is also significant that while women in ancient times were freely allowed to study

the Vedas, in later times "women and Sudras " were linked together in

a common disability as regards the study of the Hindu sacred books.

A further fact which goes to confirm this theory of the origin of infant

marriages is that the largest proportion of child-marriages is to be iound amongst
the Auimists and the lowest Hindu castes as well as amongst the highest. This

point will be further noticed when we come to deal with marriage by castes.

141. Extent of the prevalence of early marriages in the State.

Imperial Table VII shows that there were 9,592 married males and 27,913

married females under 5 years of age. To these numbers should be added those

of the widowed under that age, 318 males and !,258 females. Between the ages

(,f5and 10, 32,646 males and 183,093 females are married, and the number of

widowed is 1,590 and 5,534 respectively. These figures work out to a proportion

of 10 persons married and widowed for every 1,000 males undtr 5 years of age, the

correspoudiug figure for females being 29. Between 5 and 10, the proportions

are 40 for males and 225 for females. About 5 per cent, of the married and

widowed males -and about 14 per cent, of the married and widowed females are

under 15 years of ago. As compared with the previous Cansuses, there seems

to be a very slight decrease in the proportion of infant marriages in these domi-

nions. There is nothing to show that this

is due to increased enlightenment or the

spread of social reform ideas. Economic
pressure, accentuated by the heavy morta-

lity from plague, is probably the real cause.

The number of married persons per 1,000 of

each sex below 10 years of age at the four

Censuses is given in the margin.

142. Enforced widowhood.

A third iieculiar feature of Indian marriage customs, as observed by

certain castes of Hindus, is the custom of enforced widowhood. When the husband

dies, remarriage is prohibited to the widow, however young she may happen to

Married persona per 1,000 of each sex.
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be. (There is no correspoudiug disability imposed on the husband). Owing to

the fact that the castes which prohibit the remarriage of widows are almost inva-

riably addicted to infant and too early marriages, it not seldom happens that a

young girl is often doomed to widowhood before she has been a wife except in

a technical sense. The number of widows under 10, according to Imperial

Table VII, is 6,792; that under 15 is 17,979. Sir Ramakrishna Bhandarkar, than

whom there is no higher authority on a point like this, is of opinion that this

custom is not sanctioned by the usage of the ancient Hindus. '• Widow-
marriao-e," he saye, " was a thing by no means unknown even at

sucb a late period as the begiuning of the twelfth century of the Christian

era, for, in a work written by a Jaina in 1170 of the Vikram era, corresponding

tj mi of th> Christian era, a story is told of a certain ascetic sitting down to a

dinner alou"- with other ascetics. The other ascetics rose up when he sat down

and left their seats. He asked them why they had done so, upon which they

told him that he had committed an irreligious deed iu having taken the vow of an

ascetic, before going through the previous conditiou of a married life. They
then directed him to go away and marry a wife. He went away and demanded

the daughter of men belonging to his caste in marriage, liut as he had become

an old man, nobody would give his daughter to him, whereupon he went back

to the ascetics, and told them of what had occurred. They then advised him to

marry a widow and he went away and did accordingly. But in still later limes

the practice became entirely obsolete."* The same distinguished Sanskritist and

leader of the Hindu social reform movement is also of opinion that the custom

of Sail or the burning of widows on the funeral pyres of their dead husbands,

though it prevailed in pre-historic times, had been given up in the Vedic period,

and was revived later, probably at about the same time as the custom of enforced

widowhood was introduced.

143. Enforced widowhood generally found in combination with early marriage.

The close affinity which exists between the customs of infant niarr age and
enforced widowhood suggests that both
might have had a common origin. The
marginal table, abstracted from sub-table

HI, shows that the communities which have
the largest proportion of child-wives tend,

other conditions being similar, to have
also the largest proportion of widows.
The high proportion of Mahomedau widows
is obviously an illustration of the influence

of environment and is also, probably, evid-

ence of the prevalence of polygamy among
them to a larger extent than among other

communities. The Jains are really a

caste like the Brahmans, for social purposes, and their figures ought, strictly

speaking, to be compared with those of Brahmans. It has been pointed

out above that the theory that the practice of infant marriages was originally

adopted as a means of ensuring purity in wives taken from indigenous tribes

given to pre-mariial license, is n:ore satisfactory than any other that has

yet been put forward. Might it not be that enforced widowhood, and the

even more drastic device of Sati, were also brought into vogue, as means
of preventing wives taken from indigenous tribes from returning on the

death of their husbands to their original practices ? These strange wives

would have had to be impressed in all ])OBsiblo ways that they beh-ngod body
and soul to their husbands, in order that they might be entirely W(Vined away
from any thought of their old surroundings, and completely broken to the

monandrous system of marriage.

44. Comparison with previous Censuses.

A comparison of the statistics of widowhood of this and the previous

Censuses reveals a small but gratifying decline in the proportion of widows in

• Address to the Madras Hindu Social Reform Associatioa, December 27th, 18SM.

Per 10,000.

Religion.
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comrauDities other than the Hindu and the Jain. The high proportion of both
Wiiioa-ed f)«r 1,000. widows and widowers in 1001, oxtendiiio-

as it did to all ages and every caste and
creed, was the sign-manual of the dread
scourges of famine and plague which
left such a sinister mark on almost every
phase of the Census of that year. The
proportion of widowers at the present
Census remains what it was in 1891. But
the statistics of widowers lias no special
significance, as widowhood for males is

merely a temporary condition, except in the case of those far past their prime.
They simply mean that so many or such a proportion of widowers were not able
to secure successors to their deceased spouses when the Census cauo-ht them
on its schedules. The very high proportion of widows to widowers in the
total population, shows that widowhood, though not enforced as a custom
except by certain Hindu castes, is still in considerable vogue amongst; non-Hindus.
The position is best explained by saying that while, as regards widowers the*
prevailing sentimenr, liivours remarriage, as regards widows it deprecates
remarriage even in communhies which do not prohibit it.*

Census.
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placing implicit reliance on tiie excess of married females in these castes as
evidence of the prevalence of polyg-amy among them. If it is to be assumed that
for all the other castes which show a deficiency of married females, the missing
wives are to be found outside the State, it is equally probable that the excess of
married women in the above-mentioned castes had there husbands somewhere
beyond the borders. The Hindu and Musulman castes which have a conspicu-
ously larger number of married females than males may bo addicted to polygamy,
but it is impossible to say that the other castes are entirely h'ee from it.

147. Probable omission of polygamous wives.

Tn the previous Census Reports the prevalence of polygamy in this State

has been admitted. Mr. Mirza Mehdi Kban, the Officer in charge of the Census
operations in this State in 1891 and 1901, writing in the plenitude of his local

knowledge, declared in both his reports that polygamy obtained in these territories

and obtamed,ti)o, to a great extent. He expressed surprise that, notwithstanding
that the City couiaining the largest number of cases of polygamy, as also many marri-
ed women engaged as menial servants in the zenanas of the belter classes, the
proportion of wives to 100 husbands was only 97*. It is even less at this

Census. In view of the uniformly low proportions of wives exhibited by the

State it is impossible to thiuk that there has been no omission in the enumeration
of married women. It is probable that a man with many wives, even though he
may not think that there is any reason to be ashamed of it, may yet not feel

obliged to enumerate each of his spouses for the information of the Census official.

The enormous disproportion between the number of widowers and widows,
especially in communities where infant marriage and child-mothers are

uncommon, is in all [probability to be attributed partly at any rate to the fact

that, while the death of the husband in a polygamous marriage, widows at one
fell stroke several females, the death of one of his vvives does not make him a
widower.

148. Polygamy among Hindus.

Among the higher Hindu castes, a second wife is usually taken only when
the first wife is believed to be incapable of fulfilling the principal function,

according to Hindu ideas, of wifehood, that is, of becoming a mother. The only

other justifying reasons are those which would procure a divorce in communities
where divorce is allowed. In either case, the first wife suffers a sort of civil

death. She ceases to count in ihe affairs of life, and it may well be that she
ceases to be counted on the Census schedule also. Very often the Hindu who
has more than one wife marries a second wife, whoii his first wife is alive, against

his own better and more humane judgment, underpressure from aged parents

or the importunity of would-be parents-in-law with daughters verging on the

perilous age of puberty.

149. Civil condition by Religions—Hinduism.

Th(! statistics of the total po])ulation of the State, which have been review-

ed in the preceding paragraphs, are but the statistics of !ho Hindu community
slightly tempered by those of other communities, especially the Miissalman,

Not only does Hinduism claim a numerically overwhelming majority of His
riighne.«8 the Nizam's subjects, but the ideas of social and family life which are

in the air, so to speak, and insensibly permeate the consciousness of ahnost

every community, are those distinctively associated with tho Hindu social system.

The observations made on the general statistics are, therefore, largely those

suggested by those of the Hindu section of the population.

150. Influence of caste in propagating certain ideas bearing on marriage.

In the chapter on Caste, it will be necessary to explain how that system
has become the medium for tho propagation of certain social and personal habits.

Among these are, universality of marriage, and infant and early marriages.

Negative aspects of this propagandism are the rooted Hindu antipathy to re-

marriage of widows and to divorce. In view of the fact that the Hindu law does

not recognise such a thing as divorce—though the Sudra castes have judicially

• C«niu« Report of Ily.terabad, 1891, Part I, page 317.
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recognised customs p3rmittingit—a strictly qualified right to take a second wife is

accorded to married men who have no childron by their first wives. The ex-

tent and the degree to which these ideas are found to inspire the custom of a

Hindu caste, is a safe index of its position in the social scale. One of the most

interesting facts brought out by the Censuses in several parts of the country, is the

gradual assimilation of these ideas by castes which at one time were whollv

untouched by them. Nor is the insidious influence of these Hindu ideas confined

to the classes within the pale of the Hindu caste system. Mussulmans and
Christians are also largely affected by them. Rather is it more correct tn say

that Mahomedanism and Christianity have been powerless to root out these ideas

from the large section of their adherents who represent in themselves or through
their ancestors, near or remote, the success of their proselytising propaganda.

151. Civil condition by castes.

The Hindus as a whole have, as might be expected, the largest proportion

of married males and females of all the religious communities ot Hyderabad.

The actual proportions are 523 and 537 per 1,000 persona of each of the two
sexes, those for the whole State being 514 and 528, respectively. But the

above ratios high as they are, are the mean of those of several castes some
of which have much higher ratios still.

The palm in respect of married males is

carried off by the Koli caste with 592 per

1,000 persons. Next to it comes the Dhan-
gar,577, Liugayath, 566, the Maratha, 5i5.

the Brahman, 542, the Kapu, 538, the

GoJla, 530, the Komati, 527 and the Mahar
and the Munnur, 524. Such is the order

of precedence in regard to the proportion

of married males in each caste, as set forth

in Subsidiary Table V. This order is not

preserved when we come to consider

the statistics of the other sex. Then,
the Koli yields his palm to the Goundla who has 611 married females to every

1,000 of that sex, to the Muuimr, 607, and to the Dhangar, 593, and has to be

content with the fourth place with 685. The Golla and the ]\Iuttrasi follow

with 571 each, the Kapu has 565, next comes the Brahman with 556. Barring

the effects of migration and polygamy, a higher proportion of married females

than of married males, means that the total female population is less than the

total male population. Only two of the selected castes have a lower proportion

of married females than the average for the whole Hindu population.

152. The extent of the prevalence of marriage in a caste can be better

judged by looking at the proportion of the unmarried than at the proportion of the

married. For the latter does not include the " widowed " whu form a considerable

proportion of the females in most Hindu castes. The Munnur has the smallest

proportion of unmarried females, and the Madiiia, the Mahar, the Sale and the

Telaga, the highest, among Hindu castes. The Brahman is pre-eminent in

respect of the marriage of girls under the age of 5 years. In the next age-

period, 5-12, the Munnar proportion of unmarried girls is reduced to 385 per

1,000 females. The nearest approach to this figure is that of the Koli

who has 596 unmarried girls of this age in 1,000 females. The I.inga^ath has

the next lowest proportion, 603, and the Brahmin comes fourth with 633. The
Munnur and the Koli may thus be said to be the two castes most addicted to

early marriage in the State, with the Liugayath and the Brahman following close

behind. The Telaga, the IVlahar and the Maratiia have the largest number of

unmarried females in the age-period 20-40, namely 22 and 21 respectively in

1,000 of the sex. The Telaga has the largest proportion of spinsters at the age

of 40 and over. A peculiar feature of the statistics of the civil condition of the

Munnur caste, is worth notice. The proportions of unmarried, married and
widowed, lor both males and fiinalcs, remain the same at 20-40 and at 40 years

and over. There is no other instance of this kind in Subsidiary Table V. It is

Proportion of Married per 1,000
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as if there was a rule that no one, male or female, who was not married before the

twentieth year of age, should be married ever after. Even such a rule, however,
can not account for the constancy of the number of widowers and widows at the
last two age-periods.

153. Infant and early marriage by castes.

The castes which show the

Per 1,000 pertons undir 5 years.

largest

Caste.
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Married and widowed per
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tliat CenBua was higher than that of the three other Censuses of this State. As
the converts become consolidated into a community, they naturally reproduce

the customs of the community from which they are drawn. Child marriages

are not unknown among Christians, though, of course, they do not prevail

amongst them to the same extent as among Hindus. The Hindus have

II males and 31 females in every 1,000 persons under the age of 5 in the married

state; the Christian proportions are 5 and 8. In the next age-period, 5-10,

13 males and 36 femalus in 1,000 of each sex are married. That tho marriage state

is not quite so universal among Christians as among other commuuitios, is evident

from the fact that 12 females in 1.000 at between the 20th and 40th year are

unmarried, the corresponding figure for All Religious being 27. The number of

married females for 1,000 married males amongst Christians is the lowest of that

for any communily in the Slate, which, shows that this conmiunity has a large

proportion of immigrant males than the others. This is especially the case in

Marathwara.

158. Animists and Marriage.

The proportion ol married persons amongst Animists, unlike that among
Christians, has steadily and largely decreased during the lust 20 years. In 1891,

there were 538 married males and 550 married females respectively, in 1,000 per-

sons of each sex. In IDOl, they fell to 483 and 496, and at the present Census

they are hOO and 467. The fall at some of the age-periods is most remarkable.

Thus at 15-20 the number of married males in 1891 was 601, in 1901 it was
•108

; in 1911 it is 180. Only in the age-periods, 40-60 and 60 and over, do the

proportions show increases over those at the 1901 Census. The proportion of

married females is higher than in 1901 at the two preceding age-periods also.

It seems improbable that there has been any sudden change in the notions

regarding marriage prevalent among the Animists. It is likely that with the

younger generations of married men especially, it is becoming the fashion to

adopt Himhi idoas of niarri ge and to pass as Hindus. The married Animist

is under a strange temptiition to pass for a Hindu than the unmarried one. His

wife or wives would, by adopting the Hindu name and gods, appreciably advance

in the estimation ot village womanhood. When her child is ill she could have
the services of the local maaic-man. In several other ways the advantages of

belonging (0 an ancient established religion would be more apparent to women
than to men. And the transition is so easy. No recaiitation of old beliefs or

customs is demanded. The woman has merely to put on the red Kunkum
symbol of Hindu womanhood on her forehead and, if not a widow, a few glass

or other cheap I angles on her wrists. Child marriages are fairly common in the

community. Th 're is evidently no restriction on the remarriage of widows.

The Animists have the smallest proportion of widows in the population.
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE I.—Distribution by Civil Condition

OK 1,000 OF EACJi Sex, Religion and Main Age-period

at each of the last four Censuses.

Belioion, Sex and Aoe.

Uamarried.

1911. 1901. 1891. 1881

Married.

1911. 1901.

Widowed.

1891. 1881. 1911. 1901. 1891. 1881.

All religions.

Malks

0—5
.5—10 ...

10—16 ...

15—30 ...

20—40 ...

40—60 ...

fiO and over

Ke.males ...

0—5
5—10 ...

10—15 ...

15—30 ...

20—40 ...

40—60 ...

60 and over

Hindu.

\Iale^

0—5 ...

5—10 ...

10—15 ...

15—30 ...

20—40 ...

40—60 ...

60 and over

Females ...

0—5 ...

6-10 ...

10-15 ...

15—20 ...

30—40 ...

40—60 ...

60 and over

Musalman.

Males ...

n—

5

5—10 ...

10—15 ...

15—20 ...

30—40 ...

40—60 ...

60 and ovrr

Females

0—5
5— 10 ...

10—15 ...

15—20 ...

20—40 ...

40—60 ...

60 and over

499

997
983
935
831
248
41

31

R57

996
945
664
•-'14

41

20

18

B07

998
963
9S7
839
362
63

45

365

99o
918
695
328
63
SO
31

489

992
981

930
789
228
38
29

340

987
924
690
167
36
18

16

145
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE I—Distribution by Civil Condition

OF 1,000 OF EACH Sex, Religion and Main Age-period

AT EACH OF THE LAST POOR CENSnSES,

Religion, Sex atstd Age.

Unmarried. M arried

.

Widowed.

1911. 1901. 1891. 1881 1911. 1901. 1891. 1881.

8 9

1911. 1901,

10 11

1891.

12

1S81.

U

Animist.

Males ...

0—5 ...

5-10 ...

10—15 ...

in—20 ...

20—40 ...

40—69 ...

60 and over

Females

0—5
.5—10 ...

10—15 ...

15-20 ...

30—40 ...

40—60 ...

60 and over

Christian.

MALES ...

0—5 ...

5-10 ...

10—15 ...

15—2C ...

20—40 ...

40—60 ...

60 and over

Females

0—5 ...

5—10 ...

10—15 ...

15—20 ...

30—40 ...

40—60 ...

60 and Over

Jain.

Males ...

0—5 ...

5—10 ....

10-15 ..

15—20 ...

20—40 ...

10—lUl ...

60 and over

FrjJALEB

0-5 ...

6—10 ...

10—15 ...

16—20 ...

30—40 ...

40-60 ...

60 and over

564
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE II.— Distribution by Civil Condition of 1,000 of each

Sex at certain ages in each Religion akd Natural Division.
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE III.— Distribution by Main Age-periods and Civil

CdNDITION OF 10,000 OF EACH SeX AND ReLIGION.
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE V.—Distribution by Civil Condition of 1,000 of each

Sex at certain ages for Selected Castes.

CmU.
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Chapter VIII.

EDUCATION.

159. Statistical Tables.

The statistics with which this Chapter deals are contained in Imperial
Tables VIII and IX, and the nine subsidiary tables appended to it. Imperial

Table VIII gives the distribution of Education by religion and age, while table

IX gives the figures for selected castes. Subsidiary Tables I to VI are ab-

stracted from (he Imperial lables. Subsidiary Tables VII to X are compiled
from figures supplied by the Educational Department. Provincial Table II gives
the population of Talukas by religion and education.

160. Changes in method of enumeration.

The following extract from the Instructions of the Imperial Census Com-
missioner relates to the method of enumeration at the present and the three pre-

vious Censuses:

—

" lu 1881 and 1891 the population was divided in respeot of Education into three

categories— Learning, Literate and Illiterate. It was found, however, that the return of the

Learning was vitiated by the omission at the one end, of children who had not long been at

school, who were entered as Illiterate, and at the other, of the more advanced students, who were
classed as Literate. There were thus great discrepancies between the Census Return of the num-
ber of Learning, or children under instruction, and the corresponding Statistics of the Education
Department. It was, therefore, decided in 1901 to confine the entry in the enumeration sche-

dules to the two main categories of Literate and Illiterate. The same system has been main-
tained on the present occasion. The instructions to the enumerators have been slightly altered

in the hope of making them clearer, but their purport is the same, persons who could " both
read and write any language " were to be entered as Literate. In 1901, no general indication

was given as to the standard to be taken in applying the rule. On the present occasion it was
laid down in the instructions for the superior Census Staff that a person should be regarded aa
Literate if ho could write a letter to a friend and read the answer to it, but not otherwise."

In view of this change in the method of enumeration, it is thought
difficult to institute a precise comparison with the results of Censuses taken prior

to 1901. It has been suggested that the best plan would be to exclude from
the comparison persons under 15 years of age, and to add to the number
shown as Literate in 1891 all persons over that age who were then classed as

Learning.

i6i. Application of the above to Hyderabad.

So far as this State is concerned, the observations of the Census Commis-
sioner of India do not seem to have force. The Census figures under " Learn-
ing " both in 1881 ami 1891 were far in excess of the figures, supplied Liy the

Educational Department, of pupils under instruction, showing that there was
no omission at either end of those who should have been included in that

category. On the other hand the figures of the Educational Department at

the first two Censuses, would scorn to have been underestimates. The large

majority of elementary schools in and before 1891 was, as shown in Subsidiary
Table VII, "private" institutions not under the control or supervision of the De-
partment, and it is not improbable that it had no accurate information regarding
the numbers attending them. Since 1891, there has been a steady diminution in

the number of private schools, and an even more marked decrease in the num-
ber of scholars on their rolls. There were in 1911 about 30 per cent, more
private than public elementary schools ; but the total of scholars in the
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latter were over 72 per cent, higher. Owing to this fact, as well as to the in-

creasing eupervision exorcised over private schools by the Department, ihe num-
ber of scholars as given in subsidiary Table VII may be accepted as accurate.

i6a. Comparison with previous Censuses.

For these reasons, a comparison of the actual figures of literacy (includ-

ing Learning ) recorded at the present and previous Hyderabad Censuses is not

open to the objections urged by the Cen-

sus Commissioner. The marginal table

gives the population, the total number
classed otherwise than as Illiterates, and
the proportion of such to the population

at each Census. The figures for Learning
and Literate are lumped together for 1881
and 1891. The table shows a sfrik-

otherwise than as Illiterate since 1891.

at the 1891 Census. The population in-

CeaBus.
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Census.

1881..

1891..

1901.

1911.,

Learning
or Literate
nnder 15.

Scholars in

Elementary
Schools.

67,825

79,736

51,139

43,683

8,S20

63,514

80,743

76,065

163. Progfress of Education according to Age.

It is obvious from the totals of scholars given in Subsidiary Table VII for

the years 1911, 1901 and 1891, that

thoua;h the figure for 1911 shows a
decrease of about 2 per cent, as com-"

pared with that for 1901, it is nearly 29
per cent, in excess of that for 1891. The
marginal table compares the total num-
ber of scholars under instruction in the
elementary schools in the State with the
number of Literates under 1§ in the four
Census years. The figure in the second
column for 1881 and 1891 is the total

returned as "Learning." All the Literates

below the age of 15 in the present and in the previous Censuses, are accounted for

by the return furnished by the Educational Department which indeed shows a con-
siderable excess. In 1881 and 1891, the position is reversed, and the number of
" Learning " was in excess of the immber of pupils in the elementary schools. It

is obvious that the eSect of the change made in the schedule at the Census of 1901,
was to place about 37 per cent, of children in the Elementary Schools in the cate-

gory of Illiterate. The percentage so displaced at the present Census is nearly 43
per cent., the larger proportion being no doubt due to the more precise definition

of Literacy as the ability to read and reply to a letter from a friend suggested by the
Census Commissioner of India. At the present Census, to a larger extent than at

the previous one, scholars in the lowest standards have been classed as Illiterate,

^0.,=,,= Population Litfrvte
^^°^"''- under 10. under 10.
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advance as regards secondary education. Tlie number of scholars attending

secondary schools in the State was 13,826 in 1901 and 16,326 in 1911. The
number of Literates in the age-period 15—20 in thr same two years was 35,807

and 38,249 respectively. The close correspondence in the ditierence between the

two sets of figures, about 2,500 in each case, is convincing evidence that 15—20

is pre-eminently the age for secondary education in the State.

Persons at 5—iO ytart of age.

Census.
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586, followed by Buddhists 583, Jews 500, Brahmo-Samaj 222, Christiaus 163, and
Arya Sainaj 108. Amou^ the Hindus, the Brahmin has the highest proportion of

female literates, 25 for every 1,000 women, the Rajput, the Komati and the Sathani

following with 13, 12 and 10 respectively. All these castes stand high also in

the scale of male literacy, so that the relation, though a rather indeterminate

one, between male and female literacy is unmistakable. Among the Mussulmans
the Moghal and the Sayyid have the highest proportion of female literates, 30
and 27 respectively per 1,000 women, aud they staud also at the top of their

creed in respect of literate males. Of the 24,077 female literates no less than

10,550 are inhabitants of Hyderabad City, the proportion for the City being 44
per 1,000 women. Atrafabilda and Aurangabad have the next highest propor-

tion, 4 per 1,000. In point of women's education, Telingana is far ahead of

Marathwava, the proportions being 5 and 2 respectively. As in other respects,

the presence of the capital within its area gives Telingana an advantage over

Marathwara. The number of female literates in English is 3,561 ;
of this

number 1,912 or 53-7 per cent, are Europeans and Anglo-Indians, 738 are

Indian Christians, 355 Hindus and 328 Musalmaas. The
sio;nificance.

figures are of no

171. Literacy by Religion.

Glancing down the first column of Subsidiary Table I, the high ratio of

literacy of the Syrian Christian arrests attention. It is one thousand per mille,

and ail the one thousand are females. This phenomenon ceases to be extraor-

dinary when it is found that the Syrian Christian population of the State consists

of one person of the female sex. The Jew has 833 literates per mille, the Pavsi

723, the Buddhist 600. The Arya Samaj with 266 is much behind the Brahmo
Samaj with 417 literates per thousand persons. The Jain has 204 and the Sikh

173 literate persons for every thousand of his creed in the State. The proportion

for the Christian faith, including all sects, is 247, Animism is the least literate

creed, the ratio of Literates to total population being 1 to 1,000.

J72. Literacy among Hindus and Mahomedans.

Coming to the two principal religions of the State, the Musalman propor-

tion is much higher than that of the
Literat, per 1,000.

Hindus, the respective proportions being

59 and 23 per one thousand persons of

each creed. The marginal table throws

some interesting light on the relative

proportions of Hindu and Maliomedan
literacy in the Bombay and Madras Pre-

sidencies, and the Central Provinces and
Berar and in the three premier Native

States of India. The marked predomi-

nance of Mahomedans over Hindus in

point of literacy in the Madras Presidency, the Central Provinces and Berar and
the three principal Native States, is in striking contrast to their relative position

in the Bombay Presidency, where there are proportionately more Mussalu'aus than

in any of the other Provinces or of the Native States. The stimulus to education

among Mahomedans seems to be in inverse ratio to their numerical strength in

these provinces. It is wortliy of note that, contrary to the general tendency, the

superiority of the Musalman proportion becomes slightly less marked if the statis-

tics of female literacy is excluded, the proportion of male literates in the two
religions being 103 and 43 respectively.

173. Hindu and Musalman Literacy Compared.

The disproportion between Hindu and Musalman literacy is visible at

every age-period under 20. Three Hindu boys out of one thousand under 10 are

in school, the corresponding figure for Musalmans being 10. In the next age-

.period 10-15, the proportions are 35 and 78 respectively per one thousand boys

Province.
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ot each creed. Between 15 and 20, 142 Muealman youths per mille are counted as

literates, while only 59 Hindu young men of that age are included in the category.

The proportion of male literates above 20 and upwards is among Mahomedans
143 and among Hindus 62 per one thousand of the population of each religion.

The proportion of female literatee, however, is much higher at this age- period as

in all preceding ones for Musahnans than for Hindus, the figures being 14 and
2 per one thousand females of each reli-

gion respectively. It is evident that as

between Hindu and Mahomedan literacy^

the relative position was less unequal

ten years ago than it is now. The
marginal table compares the ratios for

the two religions at the present and the

two previous Censuses. For 1891, the

figures of " Literates " and " Learning
""

have been lumped together for the

purpose of this comparison. The im-

provement in the proportion of Musaltnan

literates is far from being commensu-
rate witli the growth of the Mahomedan
population, but the proportion of Hindu
literates has actually receded notwith-

standing that the Hindu population has increased by 17-7 per cent, during the

decade. The Hindu proportion determines the proportion of the whole State, and
Hyderabad cannot continue to remain on the present low plane of literacy when
all the rest of India is being swayed powerfully by a great tidal wave of educa-

tional advance.
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Marathi ...T.larathwara, Adilabad.

Canarer.e ...Galburga, Raichur and Bidar.

Urdn ...Throughout the State.

Telngii ...Telingana, Raiohnr, Bidar k Gulburga.

179. Literacy in Jagir Talukas.

This seems to be the proper place to call attention to the extremely low

proportion of literacy shown by several of the Jagir talukas. Provincial Table II

o-ives particulars of the population of talukas by education. Several of the Jagir

Talukas, in Marathwara particularly, have a considerable population, but the

number of literates in them is much below that of the other talukas.

180. Distribution by Vernaculars.

The statistical tables this year do not furnish particulars regarding the

prevalence of literacy in each of the

Littrate>: in earl, ffrnacuiar per 1,000 pertons, 190^. principal Vernaculars of the State. By
literacy is understood literacy in one's

„ ... ,.,, own vernaculars. At the last Census
Marathi * J^^

. <!• , •
1 r 1

c*narcse '*» the proportion 01 liierates m each oi the

Tefu"eu
'".*

...
'."'•

•• I'^e ^our principal vernaculars, Marathi,

Canarese, Urdu and Telugu were in-

. eluded in the Subsidiary Tables. The
marginal table is abstracted from them. It is not possible to find out the exact

proportion of literacy in each of the vernaculars this year owing to the omission

of the corresponding columns in the Tables, but in view of the importance of

such information to the Administration, an attempt is made to give a rough
idea of it by reference to the divisional

and district figures. The principal areas

where such of the Vernaculars is spoken
are indicated in the marginal statement.

The bulk of the population of Adilabad
is Telugu speaking. The proportion

for Marathwara excluding the districts of Gulburga, Raichur and Bidar may,
therefore, be accepted as a sufficiently correct estimate of the extent to which

literacy prevails among the Marathi-speaking people of the Nizam's Dominions.

This will be about 2o per 1,000 persons, which is higher than the proportion of

the whole of Marathwara, Raichur and Bidar are two of the three best literate

districts of Marathwara, and their elimination has the effect of raising the aver-

age of the rest of the division—Marathwara proper. The districts of Gulburga,

Raichur and Bidar, where Canarese is the principal Vernacular, have also a consi-

derable Telugu-speaking population. But lor the purpose of a rough estimate, a

fairly accurate result is obtained by combining the proportions given for the three

districts in Subsidiary Table II and dividing it by 3, to get the ratio per 1,000

persons. This comes to 22. Qrdu is spoken all over the State, so that district

ratios are no clue to the extent of literacy in that Vernacular. But the number
of Urdu-speaking persons is nearly equal to that of Mussalmans,—Urdu-speakers

1,341,622, Mussalmans 1,380,990^ The ratio of Mussalman literates to the total

Mussalman population is 58 in 1,000 persons. The Telingana proportion of lite-

racy would not be a precisely correct estimate for the Telugu-speaking population

Literates in each Vernacular per \,m peruns, 1911. O^ing to the exceptional position of Hy-
derabad City which is situated therein.

But it may be regarded as a broadly
correct proportion. It is 32 per mille. It

appears, therefore, that the Urdu-speak-
ing population has the highest proper,

tion of literates in the State, that the

Telugus come in next, the Marathas third,

Marathi ~. ••• 1'5

Canarese 0*0

Urdn 0-68

Telnga 16

and the Canarese last of all. The proportion of literates in each of the languages

to the total population will roughly be as stated in the marginal table.

i8i. Literacy in English.

It is worthy of note that though there has been a recession in respect

of literacy in the Vernaculars during the last decade, that literacy in English has

made remarkable progress. The proportion of literates in English rose from 13

to 20 per 10,000 persons of both sexes. For men alone the proportions were
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21 and 34 respectively. Reference has already been made to the fact that the

great majority of English literates are concentrated in Hyderabad City. Exclu-

sive ot these, the natural division ofTeliugana is less advanced than Marath-

wara, Atraf-i-balda and Waraugal and Medak in Telingana and Aurangabad and

Parbhuni and Bhir, Gulburga and Raichur in Marathwara have proportions of

„ , ,., . n r % inrvnn male Htcrates in English exceeding 10
Male literates tn Engh-th per 10,000 pertont.

, ^ r.r^r~ mi i

per 10,000 persons, ihe largest propor-

tion of English literates are found as

might be expected between the ages of 15
Madras ... I~l

Bombay H'>

Mysore .. .,. ... ••• 117

Baroda 90

Central Provinces and Berar .. ... 51

Hyderabad 34

and 20. Though as the marginal figures

show the Nizam's Dominions are behind

the principal British Provinces and Na-
tive States in Peninsular India, still the

rapid rise during the last 10 years shows that the working knowledge of the

English language is coming to be regarded in Hyderabad as elsewhere in this

country as a valuable asset in the battle of life.

182. Higher Education.

The statistics of University examinations given in Subsidiary Table VHI
shows a considerable faUing ofJ in the number of candidates who matriculated in

the year 1911. Out of 26 candidates only 2 passed, the corresponding figures

for 1901 being 112 and 18 respectively. This large decrease in the number of

students entering the University courses of study is but the reflex of the general

retrogression in the lowest stages during the decade. There is no change in the

figures relating to the Intermediate examination. The number of candidates for

the B.A. examination also showed a considerable decline. Altogether higher

education must be said to be languishing.

183. Books published in the State.

The ten years ending I'JIO show a very remarkable increase in the number
of books published in the State. As against 3 and 169 respectively in the two
previous decades there were 933 books issued. 883 of them were in Urdu and were
all published during the last three years of the decade. Arabic claimed the next

largest number of publications, namely, 25, and Telugu came third with 14 books
;

€ books in Persian, 2 each in English and in Marathi and one in Canarese make
up the rest.

184. Prospects ol Educational Progress.

The position of the population in respect of literacy and education

generally, as disclosed by the statistics compiled at the Census as well as those

supplied by the Educational Department, has been set forth in the foregoing

paragraphs. It is necessary to add that the Government of His Highness the

Nizam are fully alive to the significance of these figures and have in

contemplation measures which, it is expected, will lead to substantial improve-
ments during the next few years. It may, therefore, be confidently hoped that

the task of the writer of the next Census Report of the State will be a far more
pleasant one so far as the statistics of literacy are concerned.
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE I.—Education by Age, Sex and Religion,

Religion,
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE III.—Education by Religion, Sex and Locality.

Distfict and Natural Division.

State
Telingana ...

Hyderabad City

Atraf-i-balda

Warangal
Karimnagar ...

Adilabad
Medak

Xizamabad ...

Mahbubnagar

Nalgonda
Marathwara

Aurangabad...
Bhir

Nander
Parbhani

(julburga

Osmanabsd ...

Raichur
Bidar

NnMBBE PEB MILLE WHO ABE LITERATE.

Hindu.

Males. Females.

Musalman.

Males. Females

Animist.

Males.

;::
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE V.—Pkogress of Education Since 1881.

District and Natural
Division.

Ndmbeb of Literate per mille.

All Agea.

Males.

1911 1901
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI.—Education by Caste.

CASTE.
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VII.—Number of Institutions and Pupils

ACCORDING TO THE RETURNS OF THE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT.

Class of Institntion.
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE IX.—Number and Circulation of

Newspapees, etc.

Language.
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Chapter IX.

LANGUAGE.

185. Statistics.

Imperial Table X contains particulars as to the number of persons in the

State as well as in the several districts, who speak each of the languages spoken

in these Dominions. The enumerators were instructed to enter under language

the language which each person ordinarily used in his own home. In the case

of infants and deaf-mutes, the language of their mother was to be entered. The

entries in the Census schedules were found generally to be correct. In certain

cases synonyms were used, for instance, Musalmani for Urdu, but they have

been classified under the ordinary name in the table. Three Subsidiary Tables

are appended to this chapter showing the distribution of the total population by

language according to the Census, according to the classification adopted by the

LiiKTuistic Survey, the proportion of the population in each district and of the

principal castes speaking each of the languages.

186. Vernaculars of the State.

Of the total population of 13,374,676, the number of persons who speak the

lauo-uages, which are grouped together in Imperial Table X as Vernaculars of the

StaTe, is 13,219,118. That is to say, over 98 per cent, of the population speak

one or other of the 12 languages regarded as being indigenous in the State. The
marginal table gives the actual number

Telnga

Marathi

Canareee

Urdu ...

6,367,578

8,498,758

1,680,005

1,311,622

of persons who returned themselves

as speaking one of the four principal

languages of the State. Telugu, Marathi,

Canarese and Urdu are the only langu-

ages, each of which, is spoken by over

one million persons. These four together

account for more than 96 per cent, of the

population of these Dominions. The 8 remaining languages of the group,

(Vernaculars of the State) are, as their names denote, spoken by particular tribes.

Bhili is the speech of the Bhils, Goiidi of the Gonds and Lambadis of ihe

Lambadas. Six out of these languages, namely, Bhili, Kaikadi. Kolhati, Lam-

badi, Pardhi and Wadari are classed, according to the Linguistic survey, as

dialects of Gujarati. Of the remaining two languages, Yerakula is a dialect

of Tamil and Gondi is said to belong to the stage intermediate between Dravida

and And'hra. Of the Gujarati dialects, Lambadi is the mother tongue of the

largest number of persons. In fact, it is evident from Subsidiary Table III that

the speakers of Lambadi number nearly 100,000 more persons than the caste of

that name. In contradistinction to this, it is noteworthy that the speakers of

Bhili number less than the tribe of Bhils and that a large proportion of Gonds

have not returned themselves as speaking the Gondi language. Yerkula, on the

other hand, would seem to be spoken by many outside the tribe of that name.

187. Other Languages spoken in the State.

Languages spoken in the State, not included in the group of Vernaculars of

the State, are classified in three other groups, namely, Vernaculars of India

forei'T-n to the State, languages spoken in Asia outside of India, and European

languages. Of Vernaculars of India foreign to the State, Kajasthaui has the
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BsjaBthani

Western Hindi ..

Tamil

Gujarat!

Saetein Hindi

Arabic

En^lisb

50,208

37,814

25,027

14,984

6,609

5,683

8,843

largest uumber of speakers. Next to it

comes Western Hiudi, followed by Tamil
and Gujarati and Eastern Hindi. The
bulk of thoso who speak an Asiatic

language foreign to India, claim Arabic
for their mother tongoe, while all but a

negligible fraction of speakers of Euro-
pean languages in the State have Eng-
lish for their vernacular. The marginal
Table gives the actual numbers of those

who speak these languages.

Language.
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districts of Kaichur, Gulbarga and Bidar, and in Nander which belongs as much
to Telingana as to Marathwara in respect of its natural charactoristics. Owing
to the general reconstitution of the districts, a comparison of the statistics obtainod

at previous Censuses are not likely to be fruitful. In Karimnagar, Medak and

Nalgoada, over 90 per cent, of the population is Telugu-speaking.

190. Distribution of the Maratiii-speaking population.

Although the name of JMaro.thwara has been applied to all the districts

which are not included in Telingana, the Marathi-spoaking population does not

absolutely or relatively, occupy the same nuaicrical position there as the Tehigue do

in Telingana. IMarathwara crmsists of two clearly-marked linguistic divisions,

namely, Marathwara proper and the Karnatic districts where Canarese is the

dominant vernacular. In Gulbarga, for instance, there are only 37,749 jiersons

speaking Marathi, as against 680,617 speaking Canaref-e and 229,669 speaking

Telugu." The instance of Raichur is even more anomalous. The number of

Marathi-speakers in the district is only 3,311, while the number of persons

speaking Toliigu and Canareso is respectively 282,451 and 625,706. There is

no particular reason why these two districts should be included in Marathwara

rather than in Telingana, and there is at least one good reason against it. It is a

common complaint in the Canarese districts of the Bombay Presidency that

their educational interests have suffered owing to theii- being treated as part and

parcel of the districta of Maharashtra even to the extent of Marathi being taught,

instead of Canarese, in many of their elementary schools. The inclusion of the

Caur.reee districts in Marathwara is caleulaied to obscure tlio sr.ocial admiuietra-

tive and educational interests of the people who speak Canarese—a Dravidian

language. The distinctively Marathwara districts are Aurangabad, Bhir and

Purl.'haui in the Aurangabad division, and Oemanabad in the Gulbarga division.

In Bidar, the Canarese and the Telugu speakers together outnumbor the Mara-

Ihus, and Nauder, as observed above, panakes of (he oharacter of both natural

divisions. Speaking generally, the Aurangabad division, with Osmauabad

throwHi in, would exactly cover ]\Iarathwara, properly so called, and would form a

homogeneous administrative unit, Avith a common vernacular language and a

people inheriting the historical and cultural developments associated with it.

The Marathi-speaking population numbers less than 50 per cent, of I he total

population of Maratliwara, as the term is used in this report, but it would com-

prise over 80 per cent, of the population of the Aurangabad division together

with the district ()f Osmanabad.

191. Variations In the Marathi-speaking population.

The number of Marathi speakers in the population has increased by about

350 000 in the last thirty years, but others have increased much more, and the

result is that the former occupy a proporcionately less conspicuous position now
than in 1881. The heavy decrease, shown in the number of Marathas in 1901,

is due to the loss of population sustained by the Marathwara districts owing to

tho iamines of the preceding decade. They have recovered their lost numbers

durino- the subsequent decade, but they have done little more. Owing to the

different connotations in which Marathwara is used, it is not easy to institute a

comparison between the Marathi-speaking population of the natural division at

thi.? and the previous Censuses. Such a comparison on the basis of districts is

impossible owing to the reconstitution of the latter. But Telingana has through-

out remained a more or less constant and recognisable unit of territory, and it is

of interest to see how tho Marathi speakers in that division stand to-day as com-

pare:! with a generation back. At the Census ol 1891, there were reckoned 217

Marathi-speaking persons in 10,000 of the population of Telingana, at the present

Census, their proportion is 324. They constitute more than one-fifth of the

population of Adilabad. In other Telingana districts, their position is one of

numerical insignificance. lu Marathwara itself, tlxoir principal strongholds are

Bhir, Parbhaui and Osmauabad.

i
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192. Distribution of Canarese Speakers.

The Canarese speakers show au increase about 120,000 during the decade
but their proportiou per 10,000 of the population has fallen from 140 iu 1901 to

126, reducing them to the position which they occupied iu 1891. They have, in

fact, receded in the same proportion as the Telugus have advanced. One reason

of this small increase iu their actual numbers accompanied by a retrogression in

their proportional figure, is that they have not increased as much as the speakers
of the other languages during the decade. But, on the other hand, it has to be
remembered that the Marathi speakers suffered heavily in the decade previous

to 1901, while the Canarese actually increased in number and in proportion.

Since 1881, the population of the typically Canarese districts of Gulbarga and
Raichur has increased by 53 and 43 per cent, respectively. But the number of

Canarese speakers has increased in the same period by only a little over 35 per

cent. The district of Bidar suffered, no doubt, heavily in the faraines which
ushered iu the twentieth century, but Bidar has a larger Maratha than Canarese
population, and it is by no means certain that the latter suffered as much as the

former. Then, again, iu 1891, there were 113 Canarese-speaking persons in

every 10,000 of the population of Telingana. At the present, there are only 55.

Altogether, it would seem that between the Telugus on one side and the Mara-
thas on the other, the Canarese-speaking population is being hard pressed.

There is no evidence to show, and it is extremely improbable, that any appreci-

able number of them is giving up Canarese in favour of Marathi or Telugu as

their mother-tongue. Such a change would presuppose the prevalence of inter-

marriage between Telugu or Marathi speakers and Canarese speakers, to an

extent inconceivable in the present state of Indian social life. Parbhani is tiio

only district outside the Ivarnatic districts, where there are over 500 Canarese
speakers for 10,000 of the population.

193. Distribution of tlie Urdu-speaking Population.

The Urdu-speaking population is not confined to any particular district.

The number of persons who returned Urdu as their mother-tongue at the present

Census is 1,341,622 or 39,368 less than the Musalman population of the State.

Whatever the languages returned by these 40,000 persons might be, it is certain

that all those who returned Urdu as their mother-tongue are Musalmaus. In the

first two Censuses held in this State, Urdu was classified as a dialect of Hindi and
included Hindustani: since 1901, Urdu is treated as a main language, and the

figures for Hindustani are separately given. " The name ' Hindustani' when
denoting any particular form of speech," according to Dr. Grierson, "

is, properly

reserved for a language whose vocabulary is neither excessively Persianized nor
excessively Sanskritized. "* It is extremely doubtful whether those who
returned their mnther-tonguo as Hindustani had an accurate idea of what they

meaut. In popular language, the two words seem to be used practically as being-

synonymous with each other, and in any case, the addition of the 2^,280 persons

who returned Hindustani to those who returned Urdu as their mother-tongues,
will appreciably reduce the number of Musalmaus whose mother-tongue is not

indicated by the Census figures. It also enables a suggestive comparison of the
state of things in 1891 with that at the present day. Writing of the Urdu
(including Hindustani)! speaking population (pf this State in 1891, the Census
Superintendent observed :

—

''The toifil Musalman population of tliij Province is 1,138,660 ; anJ tlio number return-

ed :i3 spealcinii; Urdu is 1,11)8,882. Thus, it would at first si^ht apjipar that i\()ar)v 60,000
persons who ou<jht to have l}onn returned us speakini^ dialects ol Hindi liavo returned themsel-

ves as Speaking Urdu. ]!ut this is not so, as the Kayasths, Lodhas, Ifajputs, Khatries and
many others from the north. tliou<:li not Musalmans, have returned their parent toncuo as Urdu."

He added that the term ' Hindi ' was popularly applied in the Hyderabad
State to the dialects of the Hindus who use the Devnagari character, and to whom
belonged the Pardcsis, Purbhaiyas, &c., who, having immigrated into the State, ear-

ned a living either by military service or by serving as cooks and pandijas.X The
* Imperial Gazetteer, Vol. I, jiaije 360.

t Census Report of 1901, page IGo.

t CensuH Report of Uyil»ral]jd, 1891 Tart II, pages 81, 83.
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number of persons who returned Hindi iu that year was 77,o58. Separate figures

were not given for Hindustani iu 1891. Iu 1901, Hindi, Urdu and Hiudusiaui
were distinguished in the returns. The Hindi speikers had largely decreased,

their number being 28,767, The number of Hindustani speakers was 3,166. The
number of Urdu speakers was 1,158,490, as against 1,155,750, the number of the

Musalman population. There were thus, more Urdu speakers than Musalmans in

1901 also. In 1911, however, tilings have changed. Even with the hel]i of

over 24,000 Hindustanis, we are unable to account for the niolhor-tongue of the

whole Musalman population. Even after laying under contribution Arabic.
Persian and Pashto, there are over 8,000 Musalmans left without a distinctivelv

Musalman vernacular. Two conclusions follow. The first is that, under the
influence of the Hindi-Urdu controversy in Upper India, Hindus have altogether

given up returning Urdu as their mother-tongue. The second is, that for the

first time at the present Census, some thousands of Musalmans in these Dominions
retnrued a mother-tongue which was an Indian vernacular other than Urdu. The
Wusahnan population has increased during the last decade by J9'4 per cent., the

Urdu-speaking population has increased only by 15'8 per cent. Excluding
Hyderabad City, where nearly half the population are Urdu speakers, the largest

proportions of them are found in Gulbarga, Bidar, Aurangabad and Nander, which
are associated with the history of the ancient Mahomcdan Kingdoms of tho

Deccan.

Bhili ...

Gondi ...

Kaikadi

Ecdhati

Lambadi

Pardhi

Wadarai

Yernkala

194. Minor Vernaculars of the State.

Eight other languages are included iu Group A of Imperial Table X among
vernaculars of the State. The names
and number of persons returned against

each of them are shown in the marginal
Table. Seven of these languages are

classed as Gipsy Dialects in Sub-Table
I (rt), and, according to tho Linguistic

survey, as dialects of Gujarati in Subsi-

diary Table I (b). Dr. Grierson dismisses

the so-called Gipsy languages of India

in bis article in the new edition of the

Imperial Gazetteer, with the remark that

some of them are mere thieves' jargons,

others are hybrids developed in journeys

from place to place, and some real dialects

of well-known languages. But he speaks of Labhani, spoken by the Labhanas

or Banjaras, the great carrying tribe ol' Central and Western India as an ofifshoot

of Kajasthani.* The number of persons speaking Lambadi has increased nearly

100 per cent, since 1901 when it was according to Subsidiary Table I. a little over

120,000. The Lambadi speakers are found in Warangal, Nalgonda and Gulbarga.

The word Lambadi, as used at the present Census, includes Lamani or Baujari,

which was returned as their mother-iongue at the 1901 Census by 92,209 persons.

At that Census, speakers of Lambadi were enumerated iu Warangal, Medak and
Mahbubnagar— all Telingana districts—while the speakers of Lamani or Baujari,

in the Marthwara districts, numbered several thousands. At the pr( sent Census

Lambadi speakers were enumerated in all districts. Subsidiary 'J'ablo III gives the

sti'ength ot tho Lambadi tribe as 142,044. The difference between that number and

the number of speakers of the Lambadi language, is probably duo to tho fact that

the Lambadis are practically a sub-tribe of a large tribe, called Korvas in the last

Census Report, and that the language is spoken by other sub-tribes also. At

the 1901 Census, the number of Lara badis and Lamanas together exceeded the

number of persons speaking the languages bearing these names. Next to

Lambadi in importance, among the minnr vernaculars ot the State, is Gondi
which is spoken by over 70,000 persons. Here, again, we find a lack of corres-

pondence between the strength of tho Gond tribe and the number of persons

speaking the Gondi language. Here, however, the difference is in favour of the

• Imperial Gazttteer, Vol. I, page 868.

i
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Bajasthani

Western Hindi ...
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196. Non-Indian Languages.

The total number of persons iu the State, who speak non-Iudian languages

is 14,966. Arabic and English account for 14,526 of them. Arabic is spoken

by 5,683 persons, about 50 per cent, of them being residents of Hyderabad City.

English is spoken by 8,843 persons, of whom 7,219 were enumerated iu the

Capital City. Of the other languages, Persian is spoken by 250 persons. Thei^

has been a considerable falling off in the number of speakers of non-Indian

Asiatic lano:uao;es since 1901.

197. General Observations.

There is no evidence that, as amorg&t the four main languages

of the iStato, any one is displacing any other. Languages like Telugu, Marathi,

Canareso and Urdu are not merely convenient means of communicating

with one's neighbours, but embody (he religious, historical and festbetic

traditions of large communities. A Marathi-speaking man might learn

Telugu or Kanarese, Urdu or English, as a convenience but it is extremely

unlikely that he will adopt any of them as his mother-tongue. Mother- tongue

literally is the language of the mother. And in India, and specially among
Hindus, intermarriages between persons speaking different languages are extre-

mely infrequent. If there is any interchange of languages iu the State, it can

only be among the tribes speaking rude dialects which vary from district to

district. On the whole, all the available evidence shows that the number of

persons speaking one of the main languages tends to increase or decrease with

the ethnic group to which they belong. Although in the past, many aboriginal

tnbes adopted Aryan languages, no such movement is perceptible, at the present

day, except perhaps among the Animistic tribes.

198. Hyderabad City.

The marginal table gives the disliibution aocoiding to language of the

population of Hyderabad City. The
Urdu and Telugu elements have steadily

increased, and are the principal com-
ponents of the city population. Of the

rest, the Tamils have steadily improved

their position, but tiie Marathi-speaking

section has decreased. As regards

Rajasthani and Hindi, it is unsafe to draw
any conclusion as their connotation has

varied from time to time. The varia-

tions in the number of persons speaking

English as their vernacular call for na
remark.

Laaguage.
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE I.

—

Distribution op Total Population bv Language.

(a)

—

According to Census.

Language.

Bhili

Eanarese

Eastern Hindi

Pardesi

Gipsy Languages

Lambadi

Eaikadi

Waddari

Minor Gipsy Dialects

Goadi

Gondi

Koya

Gujatati

Gujarati

Minor Gujarati Dialects .,.

Maratbi

Marathi

Are

Minor Marathi Dialects „.

Panjabi

Rajasthani
Marwari

Minor Raj^athani Dialects...

Tamil
Tamil

Yerkala ...

Telugu ... •

Western Hindi
Urdu

Hindustani
Hindi

Minor Dialects

Other Indian Languages ...

Pashto

Minor Indian Languages ...

Asiatic Languagea
Arabic

Minor Asiatic Languages ...

European Languages
Englisli

Mimr European Languages

African Languages (Somali)

Total Number of Speakers.

1911. 191J

7,012

1,680,005

0,609

6,609

243,399

237,899

2,763

l,0i8

1,589

73,939

65,896

8,043

15,060

13,661

1,399

3,498,763

3,496,200

2,378

185

3,414

50,208

49,547

661

82,425
25,027

7,398

6,367,578

1,S79,43()

1,341,622

24,280

12,361

1,273

1,962
786

1,176

6,975

5,683

292

8,989

8,843

146

2

Number per
mills of

Population
of State in

1911.

2,836

1,562,022

136

186

124,822

120,894

2.880

940

608

75,564

59,669

15,895

16,253

15,064

1,189

2,898,788

2,895,864

1,464

1,410

2,659

59,520

67,777

1,843

34,396
27,475

6,921

5,148,056

1,191,047

1,158,490

3,166

28,767

624

4,492

1,565

2,927

10,367

9,987

4S0

8,051

7,907

144

1

126

Where chiefly spoken (District

or Natural Division).

18

18

6

5

1

1

1

261

261

3

2

1

476

103
100

AnrauKsbad.

Gulbarga, Baiohur, Bidar.

Aurangabad.

Warangal, Nalgonda, Gnlbarga.

Adilabad, Bhir.

Atiafibalda, Bbii.

Adilabad, Warangal.

Warangal.

Hyderabad City, Aurangabad, Gul-
barga, Parbhani.

Hyderabad City, Warangal, Qol-

Marathwara, Adilabad.

Karimnagar.

Hyderabad City.

Hyderabad City, Aurangabad, Par
bhaoi.

Hyderabad City.

Warangal, Atrafibalda, Nalgonda.
Telingana, Kaichur, Bidar, Gul-

barga.

Throughout the State.

Aurangabad.
Hyderabad City.

Hyderabad City.

Do.

Do

Do,

Do.

Do.

Do.
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE I.

—

Distribution of Total Population by Language.

(6)

—

According to Linguistic Survey.
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE II.

—

Distribution by language of the

Population of each District.

Dietrict and Natural Division,
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Infirmities.
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will not give up the hope aud expectation of finding a cure lor the infirmities of

their offspring until the failure of years leaves them absolutely without an excuse

wherewith to Batisfy even their own minds. In the case of girls the marriage-

able ao-e marks the hmit up to which parents will continue to exercise their own,

and to impose upon, the credulity of others. Another noteworthy feature of these

statistics is that the figures rise and fall with amusing regularity in the first half

and the second half of each successive decade. It would almost seem as if there

was a feeling of obligation in the popular mind to observe a strict veracity to the

decade while it was permissible to exercise some discretion as to units. Men and

women prefer to be ou the wrong side of forty, for instance, to being on the right

side of fifty, so long as the claims of conscience are satisfied by their admitting

the number of actual decades that they have spent on earth. This point has

been discussed in the Chapter ou the age distribution of the population. The
laro-eflt number of afflicted persons in one age-period occurs between 30 and 35

for both sexes. The next worst period is 40-45 for men and 60-65 for women.

204. Insanity.

Imperial Table XII,Part II, gives the distributon by administrative Divisions

and districts, while Subsidiary Table I gives the proportions of people afflicted for

every 100,000 of the population by Natural Divisions and districts. Blindness

claims over 60 per cent, of the total afflicted in the Mizain's Dominions. Tiie

largest proportion of iusanes is found in Hyderabad City which has 56 for every

10,000 inhabitants. This ilgure, however, includes 81 inmates of the Lunatic

Asylum attached to the Central Jail who are not natives of the Cit}' aud whose

Boiourn within its limits is wholly involuntary. If these are excluded, aa is but

fair, the City's actual proportion falls to 41 per 100,000 inhabitants. The map of

these Dominions printed below indicates the proportion of iusanes to the total

population of each district.

Medak district shows the nest highest proportion 43. The lowest afflicted

among Telingana districts is Adilabad, which has 23 iusanes to each 10,000 of its

population, while the highest in Maraihwara is only 12'5 tor Gulbarga. In fact,

insanity is very much at a discount in the Marathwara districts. The use of

narcotic drugs and spirits is the principal cause of insanity in the Nizam's Domi-
nions and it may be that they are less in fashion in Marathwara than in Telingana.

Another fact worthy of note is the high proportion of female to male iusanes
in Telingana as compared with Marathwara. In Marathwara the proportion of
female usually is 50 per cent., while in Telingana it is over 71 per cent, of that of

male lunatics. More than ony district in Telingana has proportionately more
female insanes than males. Warangal has 25 male aud 27 female insanes, and
Mahbubnagar 23 male and 24 female insanes for every 100,00i) of their popula-
tions. It is unprofitable to speculate as to the causes o^ these variation?. The
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statistics recorded in the Tables pertaiiiing to this Chapter are the least reliable

of those compiled in respect of infirmities, owing partly to the difficulties

in the way of accurate diagnosis, and partly to intentional concealment. Both
these causes aflect the statistics of insanes more than those of any other infirmity

included in the Census returns.

205. Distribution by Age.

Subsidiary Table II, gives the distribution of the afflicted population, the

statistics of wliich are to be found in Imperial Table XII, Part I, according to

age-periods. The real significance of this distribution can be gathered only in the

light of the observations offered in the Chapter on Age. Here it is sufficient to

mention that the age-periods 10-15 shows the largest number of lunatics of

both sexes. With the exception of a brief interval between the ages of 35 and
40, the proportion is maintained at a high figure till the age of 45 when there is

a sudden drop to less than 50 per cent, of the figure for the immediately preced-

ing age-period. Though tliere is a rather noticeable rise in the age-period

50-55, very few lunatics would seem to live beyond the age of 50. The largest

proportion of male insanes occurs between the ages of 25 and 30, and indeed

the period between 20 and 35 would seem to bo fraught with much peril for the

male intellect. This is perhaps due to the fact that it is about the most
stressful period of a man's life. It is significant that, for women, the period of

greatest risk from insanity is between 10 and 20. The strain of early marriage
and maternity is clearly visible in these figures.

206. Distribution by Caste.

Subsidiary Table IV gives the proportion of the afflicted in selected castes,

the actual figures are to be found in Imperial Table XII-A. The Sayyeds among
Mahomedans and the Telagas and the Komatis among Hindus have the largest

proportion oi female insanet:', namely 25, 26 and 25 respectively for every 100,000
persons of each caste, while the Animistic Lanibaba, the Hindu Maratha, Koly,

Dhangar and Lingayat have the least, their proportions being 3, 4, 5, 7 and 9

respectively. Tlae Mahar and the Brahman at either end of the social scale,

have the same number, 17, of female insanes, though as regards male insanes, the

Brahman with 50 per 100,000 persons is second only to the Komati with his 57

per 100,000, while the Mahar, with 17, is fifth best in the list being preceded by
the Animistic Gond with 6, the Hindu Maratha with 7, the Hindu Dhangar with

9, and the Lingayat with 15 respectively. Taking men and women together the

Maratha and the Dhangar would seem to be the least liable to have their mental

equilibrmm upset. The Brahman's excessive ceremonialism, the Komati's

abnormal concentration on his Cash-box and the Sayyed's "scroll and sanctities"

may be held to account for their high proportion of male and female insanes, but

there is no such pre-occupation to explain the same phenomenon as regards the

Gouudla, the Kapu, the Madiga and tho Maug. The truth seems to be that

accidental causes, such as the zeal and capacity of enumerators, have much to

do with the high or low proportion of the afflicted in any area or caste in the

present state of public sentiment in regard to the treatment of the insane.

207. Deaf-Mutism.

The reasons adduced for distrusting the figttres of the Census of 1901 for

the totals ot all the four infirmities, apply to each of them. They apply with

special force to deaf-mutism which is a congenital defect. Persons suffering

from it are short-lived. The proportion of such persons to the total number
living at each age-period should, therefore, show a steady decline. The number
of deaf-mutes, male and female enumerated in the present Census, is 4,421.

In the 1901 Census it was only 627. The number of deaf-mutes under the ago

of 10 in the present Census is 856 so that we have 3,565 additional afflicted to

be accounted for otherwise than by birth in the State. The actual number of

deaf-mutes under 10 is very probably much higher, owing to the reluctance,

already alluded to, of parents to return young children as afflicted with an
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mutes enumerated at

2,'.i38 over 10 j'ears

number of them were

to a great extent due

deaf-mute population

that the enumeration

of other classes, has

incurable malady. Even assuming that all the 027 deat'-

the 1901 Census were still living, where did the remaining

come from ? There is nothing to show that the larger

immigrants. Lt follows that the increase in the numbers is

to ihe figures for 1901 being much below the then actual

of the State. In any case, there is good reason to think

at the present Census of this class of afflicted persons, as

been more satisfactory than at any jirevious Census.

208. Distribution by Natural Divisions and Districts.

The subjoined map shows the proportion of deaf-mutes to the total

population of each district. Telingana has a larger proportion of deaf-mutes than

Marathwara, the figures being 38 and 29 per 10,000 of the population respect-

ively. Mahbubnagar has 56, Warangal 51, Nalgonda 43 and Modak 37. In

Marathwara, Nauder shows the highest proportion of deaf-mutism (38) and is

followed bv Bidar (36) and Gulbarga (35). Hyderabad City in Telingana and

Aurangabad in Marathwara have the least number of deaf-mutes, 16 and 15 per

10,000 persons:—

209. Distribution by Creeds and Castes and Sex.

Mahomedans are somewhat less afflicted with this infirmity than Hindus,

the actual numbers being 382 and 3,931 respectively, whereas the ratio of

Mahomedans to Hindus is less than 1 : 9. The Komatis are, again, unenviably

prominent, the proportion of deaf-mutes among them, 58 to 100,000 persons,

being the highest in the Nizam's Dominions. The Telagaa come next with 42.

Amongst Mahomedans, the Shaiks show the highest proportion, 30 per 100,000

persons. If the female figures are excluded, the melancholy predominance of

these castes in respect of this infirmity, is still further emphasized. The Komati

has 67, the Telagas 53, and the Shaiks 37 deaf-mutes to every 100,000 males.

210- Insanity and Deaf-mutism.

The Komati amongst the Hindus and the Shaik amongst the Maiiomedans

have also the largest number of male insanes. The coincidence is noteworthy

as lending support to the fact that cretinism and deat-mutism have often been

found in close association. In the All-India Census Report for 1901, the sugges-

tion was thrown out that deaf-mutism, cretinism and goitre may be due to the

injurious properties of the water of certain rivers, and that their distribution was

perhaps more a matter of locality than of class. The figures for Hyderabad do

not support such exclusive reliance on locality as the sole-cause of the infirmity.

Wo have seen above that the Komatis head the list among the castes of

Hyderabad, both as regards insanity and deaf-mutism. The districts of Mahbub-

nagar and Warangal which have the largest porportion of deaf-mutes, have by

no means the largest proportion of insanes.
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211. Blindness.

Blindness is by far the most common of the four infirmities. It is res-

ponsible for more than 60 per cent, of the total afflicted irom all causes. For one

thing, total blindness is not an infirmity which admits of doubt ur concealment.

Then,again, it appeals to the sympath}'' of neighbours and does not excite feelings

of loathing. Many persons who would be most reluctant to state that their

children or the women of their family were afflicted with insanity or leprosy,

would readily admit that they were blind, either wholly or partially. In fact, the

tendency often is to exaggerate any markedly defective eye-sight iulo total blind-

ness. As a matter of actual fact also, blindness is far more common than any of the

other infirmities. The glare of the summer sun, the use of smoky wood-fuel in

ill-venlilaied kitchens, and general carelessness and neglect arising from the

ignorance and poverty of the mass of the population, have a most injurious effect

on its eye-sight. The fact that this is the one infirmity where the number of

women sufferers ai-e nearly equal with, and in some districts and castes actually

more than, that of men, points to the main causes being insanitary dwellings

and ignorance. The subjoined map shows the proportion of the blind in each

district:

—

As observed already, Marathwara suffers more from blindness than

Telingana, though the two districts which have the highest proportion of the

blind in the Nizam's Dominions lie in either Natural Division. Parbhani, in

Marathwara, has I'JO and Mahbubnagar, in Telingana, 180 blind per 10,000 per-

sons. It is remarkable that in both these districts the proportion of blind females

is in excess of that of blind males. In Parbhani, the figures are 191 and 188,

and in Mahbubnagar, 181 and 186 respectively for 10,000 of each sex. Bidar in

Marathwaia comes third with 178 for both sexes, 179 for males and 177 for

females. The fourth placa is taken by Bhir, also in Marathwara. Hyderabad
City has the levvest blind in the State, the proportion being 43 per 10,000 per-

sons. Perhaps, the restful prospect afforded by the forest covered tracts of

Telingana are more favourable to the preservation of the people's eye-sight than

the bleak open spaces of Marathwara. Raichur, in Marathwara, has a re-

markably low proportion of blind, next only to that of Hyderabad City.

212. Distribution by Caste.

The Koniati caste heads the list iu respect of this infirmity also. Its pro-

portion is 264 males and 202 females per 100,000 persons. The nest most
afflicted class is the GoUa, with 145 males and 160 females, and the third on the

list is the Brahmin, with 152 males and 123 females. The Maratha, who is but

little affected l)y insanity and deaf-mutism, has a high proportion of persons

whoso eye-sight is more or less badlv affected. The proportion is 137 for males

and 160'for females. The Koli has 116 blind males and 137 females per 100,000.

Among the poorer castes women suffer more than mon from this infirmity, a clear

proof that it is closely connected with hard toil. All the three Mahomedan sects

for which statistics are given, have a very low incidence of blindness.
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213. Comparison with previous Censuses.

According to the figures given in the Census Report, the proportions of

blind to every 100,000 person, in the State were, in 1881, 119, in 1891, 92,

ill 1901, 12 as against 122 in 1911. As ah-eady remarked, however, the figures

for 1901, are palpably unreliable. The figures for Hyderabad City alone afford

a somewhat firm basis of comparison, and they show that there has been a not-

able improvement due no doubt to the growing popularity of modern methods of

treatment. This is also brought out by a comparison of the figures for 1881,

which would seem to be fairly reliable, with those of the current Census. The

hicrease of population in the thirty years has been 35 per cent, but the number of

blind is only 38 per cent, more than that in 1881. The almost rhythmic regu-

larity with which the figures rise at the age periods of 30-35, 40-45, 50-55, and

60-65, and fall in the second half of each of the decades, has already been noticed.

After the ao-e of 30 the number of blind women tends at almost every age-

period to exceed the number of blind men. One reason, no doubt, is that eye-

sif^ht is more neglected in the case of women than in that of men.

214. Lepers.

The first thing which attracts attention in the statistics of leprosy is that

there are far fewer women aftiicted with the dis'?ase than men. The proportion

for the whole State is 41 males and 15 females to every 10,000 of the population.

The proportion of lepers in each district is shown in the following map :

—

This disparity in

the liability of the

two sexes to this

disease is borne out

by the figures of the

previous Hyderabad
Censuses as also by
those of other parts

of India. Conceal-

ment may account to

some extent for it, but
there would seem to

be some intrinsic

cause making the

gentler sex more re-

sistant to this disease.

215. Distribution by Natural Divisions and Districts.

The average for Telingana is higher than for Marathwara, the pFoportions

bein" 30 and 27 in everv 10,000 of the population respectively. Osmanabad in

Marathwara, Medak and Nizamabad in Telingana have the higlio&t averages in

the Dominions, Nizamabad having the additional distinction of having the largest

proportion of women lepers.

216. Distribution by Castes.

Amongst Hindu castes' the Mutrasi comes first with 75 male and 20

female lepers, though the Komati is an easy second with 70 male lepers and 19

female lepers, to every 10,000 of the population. This caste would seem to merit

the attention of students of pathology as well as of sociology for its unenviable

predominance in every department of infirmity. The Munnur caste has G5 male

and 18 female lepers to every 10,000 persons, and is second in order of i)rece-

dence. The Madiga and the Mang, the Mahar, the Telaga, the Koli and the

Goundla have also high averages. The Shaik^ among Mahomedans, has the

hifhest average, but it is much lower than that of tiie above mentioned Hindu
castes. Among the Hindus, the Lingayath has the lowest proportion of persons

HufFering from this infirmity, and next to him comes the Brahmin. The largest

proportion of leiteis occurs at the ago-period 40-45, and the majority are persons

past 30.
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE I.—Number afflicted per 100,000 of the
Population at each of the last four Censuses.

District and Natural
Division.
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE II

—

Distribution of the Infirm by age per 10,000 of each sex.

Age

Total

0—5

B— 10 ...

10—15 ...

15—20 ...

20—25 ...

35 -SO ...

30—35 ...

S5— 40 ...

40—45 ...

45—50 ...

50—55 ...

55—60 ...

60 and over

I.N>ANE.

Male. Female.

1911 1901 1891 1881 1911 1901 1891
I
1881

1

10,000
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE III.—Number afflicted pee 100,000 Persons of each

AGE-PERIOD, AND NUMBER OP FeMALES AFFLICTED PER 1,000 MaLES.

Age.

Number afflicted per 100,000.

Insane.

Male. Female

Deaf-Mute.

Male. Female

Blind.

Male. Female.

Leper.

Male. Female.

Number of females afflicted per
1,000 males.

Deaf-
Mute.

Blind.

10 11 12

Leper.

13

Total
0-5

5-10

10-15

15-20
20-25

25-30

30-85

35-40

40-45
45-60

50-55

65.60

60 and over

23
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Chapter XI.

CASTE.

217. Caste. The Basis of the Hindu Society.

Hindu Society rests upon caste. Orthodox Hinduism is best known
amongst its votaries as VarsJirai/ia Dharma, which may be roughly rendered

int.o English as the social polity based on the caste system. Nor is the influence

of caste confined to Hindus. Though Mahomedanism inculcates the principle

of brotherhood amongst its followers and has, in practice, succeeded in giving

effect to it more than any other religion in India, even it has fallen under the

spell of caste. There are Mahomedan castes as well as Hindu castes, although

of course, the former are not so rigidly closed as the latter.

218. Origin ol Caste.

The question of the origin and development of the caste system has been

so much discussed that it is impossible to say anything new on it. The only

purpose of this paragraph is to call attention to the comprehensive treatment of

the whole subject by the learned authors of the Vedic Index published last

year. Their article on " Varna" is the latest authoritative pronouncement on

the origin and history of caste, and, on the whole, it is the most satisfactory yet

made upon it. Drs. Macdonnell and Keith incline to Risley's view that the

ultimate source of caste was the distinction between Aryan and non-Aryan.

While dissenting from Senart's theory which places the greatest stress on the

Aryan constitution of the family, they allow that the development of caste might

have been helped by the family traditions of some gentes or Gotras. In like

manner, while dismissing Nestield's opinion, that occupation was the one ground

of caste, as hardly worth serious criticism as an ultimate explanation of caste,

they regard it as perfectly certain that gilds of workers tended to become castes.

They conclude :

—

" There is no probabilty in the view of Senart or of Risley that the names of the old

classes were later superimposeJ artificially on a system of castes that were different from them in

oricin. We cannot say that the castes existed before the classes, and that the classes were

borrowed by India from Iran, ns Risley maintains, ignoring the early Brahmanic evidence for

the four VaVnas, and treating the transfer as late. Nor can we say with Senart that the

castes and classes are of independent origin. If there had been no Varna, caste might never

have arisen ; both colour and class are needed for a plausible account of the rise of caste."*

In other words, once the conception of hereditary castes as the natural

basis of society, got hold of the Indian mind, all social divisions, and groupings,

however caused, tended to run to caste. Differences of occupation, differences of

locality, and differences of dialect, all became starting-points of new castes.

219. Multiplicity of Modern Castes.

The question of the origin of the castes, however, is only of antiquarian

interest at the present day. The four original castes of Mauu have increased to

several hundreds, though many of the latter claim to be branches of one of the

first three castes. Whatever might have been the case in the remote past,

the o-eneral impression among foreign observers, viz., that Indian society is

divided so to speak, into a number of horizontal strata, each representing

a caste 'is, as Sir Henry Maine pointed out many years ago, an entire mistake.

• Vedic ludex of Names and Sabjecte, by Macdonnell and Keith (John Murray, 1912), Vol II, pp. 268, 389

and 270.
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" The real India " he wrote,

" contains one priestly caste, which in a certain, though a very limitod sense, is the
highest of all, and there are, besides, some princely houses and a certain number of

tribes, village-communities, and guilds, which still in our day advance a claim, considered

by many good authorities extremely doubtful to belong to the second or third of the
castes recognised by Brahminioal writers. But otherwise, caste is merely a name for

trade or occupation, and the sole tangible effect of the Brahminioal theory is that it creates a
religious sanction for what it really a primitive anil natural distinction of classes. The true

view of India is that, as a whole, it is divided into a vast number of independent, self-acting,

organised social groups trading, manufacturing, cultivating."*'

These observations are especially true of Southeru India where the
second and third castes of Manu never existed, and where the Aryan scheme of

caste was loosely superimposed on the Dravidian classes. A glance at any of

the Tables, relating to this Chapter, shows that Sir Henry Maine's observations

are true of the Hindu castes in this State. Except the Brahmin and the Rajput,

there are few other castes which can be referred to any of the first three castes

of Manu.

220. Statistic!.

An index of castes and tribes in this State, prepared for the present Census,

contains the names of 240 groups. Imperial Table XIII, which is the principal

Table for this Chapter, gives the number and distribution of 72 castes and tribes,

the rest being grouped as " others " under each main religion.

In the Census of 1901 the various castes and races were classified into

26 groups, the Hindu castes, according to social precedence, and the others each

under a separate group, and the minor religions ail in a single group. Each
group contained several castes, numerous sub-castes, many territorial or occu-

pational names and not a few vague names. In the present Census, only those

castes that contributed one per mille to the total population of the State are shown
iu Table XIII under their respective religions and all the minor castes have been

grouped under one denomination, " Others ". Imperial Table XIV gives parti-

culars regarding the civil condition of selected tribes and castes and Imperial

Table IX of their literacy. Two subsidiary Tables, appended to this chapter,

indicate respectively the traditional occupations and the variations in number
since tlie Census of 1881, of the several castes. It may be mentioned here that

during the decade, an Ethnographic Survey of the State has been conducted

under the supervision of Dr. Syed Sirajal Hassan, LL.D., and the mass of inform-

araation collected, awaits publication.

221. Accuracy of the Returns.

In spite of taking the necessary precautions, it was found that certain

sub-castes or titular, occupational and territorial names were shown in the caste

column of the Census schedules. Other errors such as the recording of some
vague word, the misrecording of a word unfamiliar to the enumerator and mis-

takes in the course of transference of entries from schedules to slips were not

uncommon. Similarity of caste names, such as Gandla (oil presser) and Goundla

(liquor seller), Jad (a weaver) and Jat (cultivator employed in the British Army),

Cachi (a vegetable grower) and Cutchi (a trader from Cutch), Kurma (a shepherd),

Kurmi (a cultivator) and Mala (a menial) and Mali (a gardener) also caused

confusion. The true castes had to be sifted out and classified under the proper

group. An index of all the rastes found in the State numbering 240 and showing

the sub-caste of each main caete was prepared beforehand. This greatly facilita-

ted the classification. The above may be said to be unintentional errors. There

are intentional errors also which affected the returns to a certain extent. These

were, (1) the return of some higher caste, by persons belonging to an inferior

caste than the one returned, and (2) the return of an old Varna name, such as

Sudra for the caste name. In the first case it- was impossible for the Census Office

to trace out the real caste, but in the second case the occupation of the person

helped to find out the caste. The different kinds of unintentional and intentional

• VilUgo communitice in the East «nd West, 4th edition, (John Murray), pp. 66, 57.
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errors which were detected during the course of tabulation and compilation

were of course corrected. The number of those errors that were not detected

must be too small to affect the caste returns and, therefore, the figures for the

various castes can be accepted as a fairly accurate record of their numerical

strength.

222. Caste and Traditional Occupations.

From what has been said above it is clear that while the system of caste

did not originate in differences of occupation, differences of occupation have come
to be associated with different castes in course o? time. The traditional occupa-

tions under which the several castes are grouped in Subsidiary Table I, are no

longer exclusively followed by a few castes, but so far as the majority of them
are concerned, they are still their principal occupations. The Brahman has

always allowed himself a wide choice of occupation. "The Greek authorities and
the evidence of the Jatakas" observe the learned authors of the Vedic ~ Index,
" concur in showing it to have been the general rule that each caste was confined

to its own occupations, but that the Brahmanas did engage in many professions

beside that of simple priest. The Jatakas recognize tho Brahmins as engaged in

all sorts of occupations, as merchants, traders, agriculturists, and so forth,"*

In tlie Mahabharata, as in the Maratha period of Indian history, Brahmins
have led armies. The office of Chief Minister to the Ruler has in most Hindu
States devolved on persons of the Brahman caste. Members of this caste have

also been more forward than others in taking advantage of Western education, and,

as a consquence, they occupy a proportionately large share of offices in the public

services. There are, besides, at the present day Brahman lawyers and Brahman
doctors. Very few Brahmans follow the traditional occupation of priest which is

no longer a remunerative one. Similarly, though to a less extent, the other lite-

rate castes of Hindus also, show an increasing tendency to take to occupations

other than those which have been traditionally associated with their caste. As
regards the masses, except where the introduction of modern appliances of conser-

vancy, railways and factories, have provided them with new, more regular and

better paid occupations, or where the introduction of law and order has made cer-

tain traditional occupations impossible, they still make a living iu much the

same way as their forefathers. The sweeper caste tends to disappear with the

introduction of mechanical processes for the removal and disposal of refuse.

The extension of railways and Tramway has an immediate effect on the

traditional carriers by pack animals, as soal, incidentally, on the castes which

regarded highway robbery as their traditional occupation. The application

of steam and of electric power to the weaving, oil pressing and other industries

has likewise the effect of breaking down the occupational basis of the castes

which follow these as their hereditary trades. It is not the weaver caste but

the agriculturists who furnish the largest contingent of our mill-hands. The
Lambada and Wanjara, traditional carriers by pack animals, do not become

railway porters and pointsmen. When once the caste occupation is gone, its

members are at liberty to turn their hand to any other and, as a rule, it is seldom

that they show a preference for an occupation which may be regarded as being

nearest to their old traditional one.

223. Variations In occupational groups.

The occupational groups are in some.respects more reliable than individual

castes, as a means of gauging the evolution of Indian society. Each occupational

group consists of several castes, some of which, at any rate, seem to be inter-

changeable. Some are merely a Sanskritised periphrasis intended to mask the

lowly position of some old caste, e.g., Panchamas for Pariahs. The variations in

the number returning each separate caste are, therefore, often apt to be the result

of changing fashions in nomenclature. This point will be further referred to in

a subsequent paragraph. Occupations, unlike names, or not easy to change, and

as pointed out above so far as the mass of the people is concerned, the traditional

• Vedic Index Vol. 11, p, 260.
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occupations, still retain their sway. It is, however, necessary to direct attention

to a prevailing- tendency, in this context. Occupations representing a more pri-

mitive stage of society than the agricultural, tend to die out as a consequence of

the settlement on land of the castes or tribes which originally followed them.
The old village industries, too, are becoming extinct, and this is another cause of
the increasing pressure on land. These movements will not be represented by a
statement which groups the several castes by their traditional rather than by
their actual occupations. Still it may be expected that some indication of these

tendencies will be discernible in the variations in numbers of the occupational
groups during a reasonably long period
of time. In the marginal table are includ-
ed the occupational groups each of

which number more than one million
persons. These three groups, represent-
ing the pastoral and agricultural indus-
tries, and village organization, claim
more than 40 per cent, of the population.
Only Hindu castes are included in the
groups, the non-Hindus and the Linga-

Occupational
group.

Total
I

^fumbe^
number, per mille.

Cultivators
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lu the Census of 1901, castes were classified into (26) groups according to

the social status of their people. Thus iu the Velama group several distinct

castes such as Nayars, Jat, Kayath, Balija, Manne, etc., were lumped together.

In the caste Velama, not only castes but diverse sub-castes were also entered.

For example the marginally noted divisions of Vysias

appear as castes. There are also certain names in the

caste column such as Komral, Kaikoli, Mothe, Chafri,

Bhatgar, and Metaiwad which cannot be correctly

placed under any. It was, therefore, a difficult task to

decide what all names iu column 1 of the table of

1901 should be grouped together to represent the

strength in 1901 of a certain caste. Discretion was,

therefore, to be used and all that was possible to

secure correct strength of castes has been done and the

figures iu columns 3, 6 aud 7 are the result. The variations should, therefore, be

ascribed more to the difficulty of the correct classification of the caste figures of

1901 than to real increase or decrease in the number of caste people.

Eomati.
Arw!i Komati.
Tetrana „
Gouri „
Neti „
Vani „
Vani Dekshavaath

„ Kasavanth.

„ Selavanth.
Doubbula Vani.

223. Castes which show a decrease in numbers.

In the chapter on Religion, the probable cause of variations in the num-
bers of the several religious communities of the State, have been discussed. It ie

convenient to recall here that Hindus have increased during the decade by 17'7,

Musalmaus by 19-4, the Christians by 13t5"l and the Animists by 337*14 per cent.

It would be interesting to discuss the variation in strength of the principal castes

of each religion from Census to Census, but this is impossible owing to the

widely different caste designations and groupings adopted at each of the preced-

ing Censuses. One example brings this out very clearly. Of the fifty and odd
castes of which particulars are furnished in Subsidiary Table II, four show an
actual decrease in numbers at the present Census. Three of them, namely, the

Brahman, the Kumbhar and the Lobar are Hindu castes, while the fourth the

Lambada is classed as Animists. To take the Brahman, first, it has to be noted

that in 1901, this caste showed an abnormal increase of over 146 per cent., while
* from 1881 to 1891, it increased only by

a little over 3 per cent. The net result

in thirty years is that this caste has
apparently remained stationary as re-

gards its numbers. The sudden and
large increase in 1901 and the equally

sudden and if somewhat smaller decrease

Variation
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1901. The Kumbhare, as their name implies, are potters. They are a Maratha
caste, the corresponding Telugu caste being known as Kummara. Tiie latter

has incrased by "20"8 per cent. That the large increase of 1901, accompanied by
the decrease of 1911, occurred in the Maratha caste, rather supports the theory

that there was a temporary influx of persons of the caste in the famine of 1900.

In 1901, the Kumbhar wae given as a sub-caste of the Kummara, and it may be
that the increase under the latter and the decrease under the former at the present

Census, are due to many Kumbhars returning themselves or being classed as

Kummaras, The third and only other Hindu caste which shows an actual decrease

is the Lobar. The decrease which is only 5'4 per cent, seems to be due to

natural causes. This caste is about equally distributed between TelingaTia and
Marathwara. The Lobars figure as one of many sub-castes of Ausalas in the

1901 Report, and the apparent decrease at the present Census may be merely a

matter of names. The Animist caste of Lambadas shows a decrease of 18'4 per

cent. This probably represents the proportion which has returned itself as Hindu.

226. Castes which show a small increase.

Caste
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sounds more classical aud the tendency now-a-days is for some castes to give

themselves t^ome hiffh-souQdiug name. The best-known example is that of the

Pariah who is usuallv spoken of as the Panchama or the man of the fifth caste.

The Teli and the Uppara are the only other Hindu castes which have increased

hv less than 10 per cent. The Teli is the oil-presser of Marathwara as the

Gundla is of Telingana. The caete showed a large decrease in 1901, and might

be expected to show a larger increase than 8*3 per cent, at the present. The

Uppara or the earth- workers caste showed an increase of only 3-7 per cent., but

this is a caste with many aliases, and it is also probable that members of it who

rise in the world or acquire skill in some other trade declare themselvea as

belonging to other castes. Of the Musalmau castes, the Moghul shows an

increase of only 4'4 per cent. The Pathans and Shaikhs have increased by

about 16 per cent., which is less than the rate of the whole Musalman community

in the State.

227. Castes which show very high increases.

The Telaga caste shows an hicrease of ,513-7 per cent. At the preceding

Censuses it has consistently shown a decrease of population, 16-1 per cent- in

1881-1891 and 76-5 in 1891-1901. As compared with its numbers in 18S1, that

at the present Census is only 21-1 per cent, more, which is by no means an

abnormal rate of growth. The Telagas, as the name indicates, is a Telugu caste,

and only a small proportion of them is found in the Maraihwara districts,

n here is a caste Telugu in that of 1891, but it is said of it that it is a more

linguistic group and represents no distinct caste. There is no caste of that name

to be found in the 1901 Report, owing to the Telugus having been included

among Brahmins. The result was an abnormal addition to the Brahmin caste

at that Census. The classifi'^ation of the Telagas as a separate caste, explains

the very large proportion of increase of that caste, and partly, also the considerable

decrease of Brahmins at the present

Census. The marginal Table gives the

names of Hindu castes which show rates

of increase exceeding 50 per cent. One
common feature of the statistics of all

the castes, is that they all showed decreas-

es, some of them very heavy ones, in

the Census of 1901. The Madiga is,

next to the Maratha, the largest Hindu
caste in these Dominions. It is a Telugu

caste corresponding to the Mang of

Marathwara. Its members are engaged

as village menials, and their traditional

occupations are basket-making and

leather working. They also supply the place of musicians for the low castes.

In the case of this as well as of the other castes which show increases much in

excess of the general average for the Hindus and for the State, the explanation

seems to be that several castes which were found at the Census of 1901 and are

not found at the present one, have for some reason or other returned them-

selvea or been grouped together under these names. Of Musalman oastes the

Syeds have increased by 42'6 per cent. The high increase of the Indian

Christian population is due, of course, to the success of misisionary endeavours at

conversion.

Madiga
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SUBSIDIARY Table I.—Castks classified according to their

TRADITIONAL OCCDPATION.

Gro'ip and Caste. Strength.

Number per
millo of the
populiition

of the State.

Group and Caste. 'strength.

Hunters and Fowlers

i. Bedar
J. Mutras! ,

Priests and Devotees

1. Biahmnn
3. GoBair.

Temple Servants

1. Satani
2. Others (Gnrav)

Musicians, Singers, Dancers,
Alimics and Jugglers

1. Others (Bogam)

Traders and Pedlars

1. Kctnati

Carriers by pack Animals ...

1, Lanibad:!
2. Wanjaii

Barbers

1 Mangala
NahvlCWatikJ

Washermen

Ohakala
Dhob:

Weavers, Carders and Dyers.i

Oevang or Ko-^hti ,

Racgari
Sale

Landholders

1. Rajput
'-'. Vclania „

Cultivators (including grow
ers of special products)

I. Hatkar
li. Kapu
S. Kcli
4. Kurmi
:<. Mali

j

t'. Maraiha
7. M.:nnur '

8. Telaga
II. Waklig;ii' 1

Forest and Hill Tribes ...'

1. r-oni '

2. Others '

(iraziers and dairymen ...'

1. Dbangar '

i. Delia
u. Kunna ••• •• ...

4. Others CQonli)

468,876

308,096
2C0,770

291,112

361,241
3!t,871

45 405

27,883
17,522

10,381

10,381

223,380

233,380

316,083

142,044

174,039

135,488

7G,.il4

58,?74

242,224

175,626

66,598

472,954

71,400

22,508

343,130

145,424

61,68.

83,787

3,367,750

67,934
(14 8,254
266,84(1

23,078
107,097

1,538,874

22»,35t

158,622

38,497

136,887

134,341

13,646

1,113,388

48«,609
400,760

144,688

19,331

35

ii;

V.I

22

20

I

1

17

17

24

11

1,^

10

6

4

18

13
5

35

5

2

25

II

252

5

48

20
2
8

115

17
34
3

10

•J

1

83

37
34

11

1

Fishermen, Boatmen and
Palkibearers

1 Bhoi
Ladaf
Others (Momin)

Tailors

1. Darzi or Simpi

Carpenters

1. tiutar

Masons

1. Uppara

Potters

1. Kumbhar
2. Kummara

Blacksmiths ...

1. Lobar

Gold and Silversmiths

I. I'anchal

-. Snuar

Brass and Coppersmiths
1. ethers (Kasar)

Oil Pressers
1. Tcli

2. Others (Gamlla)
'

Toddy Drawers and Distillers
1. Goiuila
2. Miga ;

8. Kalal

Leather Workers
1 Chambhar

j

2. OtU-r^
I

Basket Workers and
mak«rs

1. r.iiruit

2. Others CKrkala) ...

Mat!

Earth, Salt, etc.. Workers,
Quariers

I. \Va.hlar

Village Watchmen
Menials ... ...

1. Madiga
2. Mahar ... ,

:i Mala
1. Man..-

Others

1. Shaik
2. Ling.iyet

3. Sayycd
4. Pathsn ...

' Indian Christian .

6, .Moghal

7. Others (Dasari'' .

and

Number per
mille of the
populatioa
of the State.

177,004

177,004
30,721

6,196

47,947

47,947

69,205

69,205

57,000

57,000

151,986

72,504

79,482

47,844

47.844

205,747

117,710

88,037

14,522
14,522

69,959
56,944

13,015

406,321
306,071

24,911

76,389

90,882
70,618

20,264

26,511

24,498

2,013

131,799
131,799

2,282,941
804,393
689,543
448,046

340,959

2,158,613

985,019

757,611

189,574

185,148

45,908

83,411

11,942

13

IS
o

4

4

5

6

4

4

II

5

S

4

4

16

9

7

1

1

5
i

1

31

3S
2

C

10
in

170
60
52
33
35

161

74
57
It
10
s

s

1
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE II.—Vakiation in Caste, Tkibe, <fec., since 1881.

Caste, Tribe on Haci:.

Per-ous.

1911. I'JOl. IS'il.

Percentage of variatioii — Increusc +
Dtorcase —

1881.

1901

to

1911.

1891
to

1901.

1881
to

1891.

Percentage
of not

variation
1881 1911.

Hindu.

Bediir

Bhoi
Krahman
Chakala

Cbambbar
Darsi or Simpi
Uewang or Koshti
Dbangar

Dhobi
Golla
Gosain
GOundIa

Ilatkar

Ealal
Kapu
Koli

Koiuati
Kumbhar
Kummara
Knrma

LiDgayat
Lobar
Madiga
Mabar ...

Mali
Mali ...

Maag
Mangala

Maratba
Hnnnnr
Mutrasi
Nahvi (Warik)

Panchal
Rajpnt
Sale
Bakani

Sunar ..

Sutar
Telaga ...

Teli

Oppara
Velama
Waddari
Wakligar
Wanjari

Musalman.

Ladaf
Mogha
P:>than

SayTcd
Shaikh

Christian.

Indian ChriBllan

Animlst.

Gond ...

Lambada

208,096

177,004
261,241

175,626

70.618

47,947

71,400

488,609

66,598
460,760

29,871
306,071

67,934

75,339
648,254
266,840

223,380
72,504

79,482

144,688

767,611

47,844
804,393
689,543

448,046
107,097

.^40,959

76,514

1,638,874

228,354
2til),770

58,974

117,710

61,637
343,130

27,883

88,037
69,205

458,622

56,944

46,908

124,341

142,044

157,072

142,179

666,866
142,332

53,834

36,315
44,637

396,674

49,843
278,140

21,067
229,156

46,118
56,600

521,230

236,884

211,628

93,211
65,806

90,510

691 394

50,479

410,636
688,031

265.829

86,315
261,829
71,039

1,877,305

175,358

200,119

46,198

94,002

48,737

284,535

24,323

86,978

45,687

74,733
52,694

57,000
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Chapter XII.

OCCUPATION.

'228. Table XV, Parts A to E, and Table XVI, contain the statistical

material for this Chapter. The scheme of classiticatiou adopted at this Census, is

based on the one drawn up by Monsieur Bertillon and recommended by the Inter-

national Statistical Institute for general adoption so as to render possible
comparison of the occupation statistics of different countries. The number of

"groups" in the new scheme is 170. The necessity to preserve throughout the
scheme the distinction between industry and trade, made further reduction in the
number of groups impossible. Persons who make any article are in all cases
classed under " Industry," whether they sell the articles made by them to

middlemen or direct to the consumer, while persons who sell only and do not
make are classi6ed under " Trade." The following notes are provided in ex-
planation of the general principles underlying the system of classification :

—

A persou is classified in Table X V-A according to his principal occupation ; the number
of persons in each group who are partly dependent on agriculture is given, but otherwise
subsidiary occupations are not dealt with in this part of the Table, but in jjarts B and C.
Only those Government servants are shown in Sub-Class VII who are engaged in the (j-eneral

administration, including the administration of Justice. Members of the medical, irrigation,

opium, post office and other similar services are classed under the special heads provided for

these occupations. What is looked to is the actaal occupation and not the source from which
the salary comes or the ultimate object which it serves. This leads to a point of difference
between Table XV-E, Iiased on the special industrial schedule and the general occupation
table. In the former the industry is looked to and not the actual occupation of individual
employes—a carpenter in a brewery, for instance, is merged in the general head of brewery
employes. For the latter on the other hand only persons directly concerned with the
industry and trade, including clerks and menials, are classed under it, and not those with dis-
tinctive occupations of their own. Persons temporarily out of employ are shown under the
occupation previously followed by them. Many countries sub-divide each occupation according
to age and status (employer, superior staff or workman). This is done in Table XV-E which is

compiled from the industrial schedules, but not in the general occupation table.

Subsidiary tables, appended to this Chapter, contain particulars reiatinu-

to (1) the general distribution of the population according to occupation, (2) the
same by Natm'al Divisions, (3) the distribution of the agricultural, industrial,

commercial and professional population in Natural Divisions and Districts, (4)
the distribution of persons following occupations combined with agriculture
where the latter is the subsidiary, and (5) where it is the principal occupation,

(6) the occupations of females, (7) variations in the number following selected
occupations since 1901, (8) occupations of selected castes, and (9) distribution by
religion and occupation of the population.

229. The four main classes under which all the 170 occupational groups are
distributed : are (A) Production of Raw Materials, (B) Preparation and Supply
of substances, (C) Public Administration and Liberal Arts and (D) Miscollaneous.
Each of these classes is divided into sub-classes, and these agahi are sub-divi-
ded into orders. There are 12 sub-classes in all and 55 orders comprisino- the

170 group. Sub-table I shows that 6,287 persons in every 10,000 of the popula-
tion find support in occupations coming under the important class A Production
of raw materials. This and class B Preparation and Supply of material sub-
stances, account for 8,635 out of 10,000 persons. Public Administration and the
liberal arte, class C have only 559 persons dopendhig on them, while class D,
Miscellaneous, which includes beggars, criminals, lunatics, and prostitutes, covers
the occupations, or want of them, of 806, in 10,000 of the population.
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230. Production of Raw Materials.

This class has two sub-classes, the first compiieiug the oecnpations

which consist of the exploitation of the surface of the earth in one form or another,

and the second, covering those connected with the extraction of minerals.

Sub-class I has two orders: (1) Pasture and Agriculture and (2) Fishing and

Hunting. There are only 81 persons in 10,000 of the population who support

themselves, or arc supported by fishing and hunting.

231. Fishing and Hunting.

The actual number oi' persons concerned cither as workers or dependents

in each of these two occupations, is given in the margin.
HMtiQg 29,620

Fishing 78,269

Subsidiary Table VII hIiows that while the fishing-

population has increased since 1901 by 135 per cent., tho

number .of persons who follow hunting as their principal

occupation has increased by over 2,650 per cent. It is, of course, impossible that

this enormous increase can be due to natural causes. More accurate enumeration

probably accounts ibr a large part of tho increase. The Bhoi is the principal

fishermen caste in the State, and Table XVI shows that a considerable number oi

them, especially, females earn a livelihood as field-labourers and wood-cutters.

This is also the case with the Mutrasie who form the principal hunting caste

among the Hindu population of these Dominions. Fishing and hunting are not

occupations peculiarly suitable to women, and although a certain number of them
is returned as actual workers in them, it is not surprising that a larger number
belonging to these castes, should turn their hands to field labour. A single Bhil

is entered in the column of " Agents and Managers of landed estates." There is

a Ftage in the evolution of the hunter and the fisherman into a cultivator, when he

continues to follow his traditional occupations as subsidiary ones.

232. Pasture.

Hunting and fishing belong to the most primitive stage of human industry.

The next stage in the order of evolution is the pastoral. The total number of

persons who follow pastoral occupations in these Dominions is, including

dependents, 597,728 or 447 in 10,000 of the population. This is the third

largest Order in point ofvnumbers, the first being ordinary cultivation, and the

second, industries of dress and toilet. The number of persons following the

several special kinds of this occupation are given in the margin. Of these four

groups, cattle and buffalo breeders show

Cattle and baff.ilo breeders 42,480

Sheep, goat and pig breeder? .... ... 109,789

Breodcrs oE other animals (horses, mules,
camels, asses, &c.) 41S

Herdsmen, Shepherds, Goat herds 445,168

a decrease of about 33 per cent, and
breeders of horses, muh s, camels and
asses one of over 80 per cent. Sheep,

goat and pig breeders, on the other hand,

have increased by 475 and herdsmen by
108 per cent. Sheep and goat-breediug

is chiefly carried on in Marathwara,

Gulbarga and Raichui', being the princi-

pal districts for this occupation, but the largest number of herdsmen and
shepherds are found in Telingana, especially in Warangal and Nalgonda.

Pastoral occupations, however, are essentially nomadic, and tho presence of a

large number of persons following them in a particular district at the

date of the Census, may be due to seasonal conditions. The breeding of

horses and camels may be said to be practically disappearing as a distinct

occupation in the State. How far the decrease in the number of cattle

and bufi:alo breeders is due to the extension of cultivation during the ddcade,

is a point deserving careful investigation by the Administration. The Dhangar
and the GoUa arc the two principal live-stock raising castes in the State and a

considerable proportion of them, as shown in Subsidiary Table VIII, have become
field-labourers and cultivators. The females of these castes especially, have
practically deserted the traditional occupation. It is interesting to note that,

according to Subsidiary Table IV, while 10 1 in 1,000 persons engaged in fishing
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and hunting are partial agric\iltnript8,only 64 in 1,000, persons following pastoral

occupations are ot the latter class. In both oases, the proportion of paitiai

agriculturists is larger in Marathwara than in Telingana. There are 18 persons

in the State grouped together as engaged in the raising ot small nniinals such

as birds, bees and silkworms.

233. Agriculture.

Astriculturists are divided lor the purpose of the Census under three

heads, namely, (a) Ordinary cultivators, (j) Growers of special products and
market-fiardening, and (c) Forestry. Ordinary cultivators are, again, sub-divid-

od into (1) R-^ut-receivers, (2) Cultivators, (i) Agents and Managers, and (4) Farm-
servants and Field-labourers. The total number of persons depending on

ordinarv cultivation in any of the above capacities, or as dependents, is

7,619,505 or 5ii97 per 10,000 ot the population. The number of persons

under each of the four heads, and the variations in them during the

decade are shown in the marginal table. The extraordinary increase in the

number of rent receivers, ,if it at all

represents an actual tendency means
that the land is going out of the hands

Variation in Oroupt tngagei in Ordinary
Cultiiatioa. I(ji)

Group. Xnmber.
Variation
per cent.

Rent receivers...

Ordinary cnltivators ..

Agents, Managers, fcc.

Parm-serTants and
labourers

Field-

731,80.'i
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236. Preparation and Supply of Material Substances.

This is the second main class in the occupational scheme adopted at this

Census. It consists of three great Sub-classes, (1) Industry, (2) Transport, and

(p) Trade, Orders 6 to 9 comprisiug 12 groups come under the first Sub-class.

Orders 20 to 23 which cover 21 occupational groups, belong to the Sub-class

of Transport, and Orders 35 to 41 are assigned to Trade. The number of

workers uuder Industry have increased 11-2 per cent., that under Transport

by 93-7 per cent., and that under Trade 37-5 per cent, since 1901. These

percentages afford a rough measure of gauging the effect of improve-

ments in the means of communication and facilities of transport on Trade and

Industry. Trade, it is obvious, has responded more readily to the improved

facilities of Transport than Industry, as the latter term is used in this connection.

The reason is plain. Many of the commodities which find their way to outside

markets arc agricultural raw produce. The industry immediately benefited by

the expansion of roads and railways is the agricultural industry.

237. Textiles.

The proportion of persons who follow an industrial occupation is 1,400

in 10,000 of the population. 387 of these are assigned to Textiles. Of the

Textiles, cotton is the most considerable, and employs about three-fourths of the

total number of persons supported by textile industries. While the woollen in-

dustries have lost ground during the decade, judged b} the number of persons

supported by them in 1901 and a*, the present Census, the position of those which

have cotton for their raw material has been strengthened. The marginal table

compares the variations under the differ-

ent textiles duriuor the decade. While

Industry.

Varia-
tions per
cent.

Cotton ginning, cleaning and pressing

Cotton spinning, sizing and wcaying

Wool carders, spinning, etc.

Silk spinners and weavers

G2-9

+ H6-2

the cotton ginning, cleaning and press-

ing industry employs over 60 per cent,

more workers ihan in 1901, the increase

in the number of those engaged in spin -

ning and weaving is 7 per cent. This

contirms what has been said in the

preceding paragraph. Additional faci-

lities of transport have the immediate
effect, not of croatiui; industries (lor which
several other conditions are required) but

of stimulating trade, especially the export trade, in raw malerial. The expansion of

the area uuder cotton cultivation during the decade, as pointed out in a precedintj

chapter, has been phenomenal. The cotton grown has to be prepared ior trans-

port, and hence the large increase in the number of persons employed in the proces-

ses of ginning, cleaning and pressing. The depression of the woollen industries

is due to the fact that the indigenous methods are too slow and costly to withstand

the competition of machine-made goods. The increase in the number of silk-

weavers is evidently due to the more prosperous seasons during the decade. In

a rime of famine, the silk-weavers' produce is not much in demand. Jute spinning,

pressing and weaving appears for the first time at this Census among iadu.strios

giving employment to His Highness' subjects. The number of persons suppoiled

by processes of Jute industry is 1,098. More than 75 per cent, of those engaged
in Jute industries are found in the Parbhani District. Rope, twine and string-

making gives occupation for about 29,000 persons. In 1901, less than 1,000

were returned as following these occupations. There is a large decrease, of

nearly 100 per cent., under persons whose occupations have hair, camel and
horse-hair, and bristles for raw material. The dyeing, bleaching and other

cognate industries are in a more flourishing state than in 1901, judging from the

number of persons who returned them as their occupations.

238. Dress and Toilet.

It is noteworthy "that in a community mainly of agriculturists, the propor-

tion of persons who find employment in industries, connected with dress and toilet,

should be so high as 480 per 10.000 of the population. As might be expected
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of about 40 por cent, in t.ho number ol stone mid marble workers, masons and

bricklayers, and the decrease of 44 per cent, in that of persons engaged in the

trade in stones, bricks, plaster and so on. Trade in wood (not firewood) supports

21 per cent, more persons than in 1901, though the number of sawyers, carpen-

lers, turners and joiners is 1- per cent, less than in tbat year. The number of

individuals su| orted by trade in fuel has increased by about 950 per cent. The
iuciea^e ot 478 percent, in ihe number of dealers in sheep, goats and pigs closely

corresponds to the increase (475-4 per cent.) in that of breeders of these animals.

Furniiure industries as well as the trade in furnituie show n decided set-back in

the decade, for which it is not easy to find a satisiactory explanation. The num-
ber of fish dealers increased by over l,UOU per cent., although the number of

persons supported by lishing iocrtused only by 134 per cent. '1 he ratio of dealers

to fishers is 1 to 3, and the presumption that an import trade (by rail) in fish

might have sprung to account for the large increase in the number of dealers, is

rather made difficult b}- the fact that more than 50 per cent, of the dealers, are

found in Mahbubnagar, the larger part of which is not served by any railway, and

in Karimuagar which lies wholly out of the track of either of the railways

which traverse the State. Nizamabad which has the second largest fishing,

population in the Statu has comparatively fuw dealers in fish. The increase of

about 50 per cent, in the population supported by trade in readymade clothes

and shoes is a sign of the times.

242. Administration and the Professions.

Sub-classes VI, VII and VIII relate to the public ibrce, the public admin-

istration, and tlie professions and the liberal arts. The most noteworthy feature

of the statistics of the military population, is the decrease of 75 per cent, in the

Imperial Army. In 1901, this numbered 22,227, whereas in 1911 the number
fell to ;J,554. The Army of the State, on the other hand, shows an increase of

nearly .^0 per cent. The Police Force numbers over 3,000 per cent, more than in

1901, and the number of village watchmen has been augmented by 56 per cent.

The increase of the former evidently represents the results of the administrative

measures adopted to strengthen the Police Force. It is difficult to attribute the

increase of village watchmen to a policy of conserving and developing the indi-

genous village system in the face of the decrease of over 20 per cent, exhibited

in the nuniber of village officials and servants other than watchmen in the next

sub-class. The decrease of 31 "8 per cent, in the number of persons supported by
the public administration is evidently a.measure of the endeavours that are be-

ing made to introduce economy ai;d efficiency in the administrative system.

T'he piofessional classes in the State show an increase of over 80'per cent, over

the figure for 1001. Religion leads with an increase of 146 per cent. The in-

crease in the number of priests and ministers is nearly 950 per cent. It is

iuteresliug to note that 8,075 females are returned as actual workeis under
this head. This number is equivalent to 54 por cent, of the number of male

priests and ministers. The number of persons depending in some way or other

on the p;ofe6sion of law shows a decrease of 1'7 per cent. The deci'ease,

however, is ohiefiy in the class of lawyers' clerks, petition writers and other

camp-followers, so to speak, of the legal profession. The regular jirofession

iiselt shows an increase in numbers to the extent of 12*9 per cent. There is a

gratifying increase of over 60 per cent, imder medicine. Medical practitioners

have incrpased by 5>)'4 per cent, and inidwives, nurses, vaccinators, compounders
and masseurs by over lOG per cent. The school master is abroad in His High-
ness' Dominions as elsewhere, as is evidenced by an increase not far short of 150

per cent, in the number of persons connected with Public Instruction during the

decade. In the order of letters, arts and sciences, musicians and dancers in-

zreased by over 41 jjer cent., while authors, photographers, astronomers and
astrologers decreased by 12 per cent.

243. Persons living on tiieir lacome.

The returns show 28,377 persons in this sub-class as against 51,757 in

1901. No less than 22,852 of this class were enumerated in Hyderabad City.
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The income here referred to is income derived from sources other than agricul-
tural laud. It is probable that the decrease in this head, amounting to 45'] per
cent, during the decade, explains to some extent the large increase in the number
of rent receivers under the head of Agriculture. It may be also due to a reduction
in the number of pensioners of the State during the decade. Outside the City of
Hyderabad, a leisured class is practically non-existent iu these Dominions.

244. Domestic Service.

The increase under this head is 7*7 per cent. Cooks and water-carriers
and other indoor servants increased by over 9 per cent., but there was a decrease
of about 2i per cent, in the number of grooms and dog-boys.

243. Insufficiently Described Occupations.

The number of persons whose business was not definitely specified, was
considerably less at the present Census than in 1901.

246. Unproductive Class.

This includes inmates of jails, asylums and hospitals, as well as beggars,
vagrants and prostitutes. There was a total decrease in this group of about 30
per cent. The largest decrease was among iumates of jails, asylums and hos-

pitals. Beggars, vagrants, jjrocurers, prosiitutes, receivers of stolen goods and
cattle poisoners, show a decrease of nearly 30 per cent.

247. Distribution of the population of Natural Divisions and Districts by occupations.

The foregoing paragraphs are mainly based on the materials contained
in Subsidiary Tables I and VII. Subsidiary Table II gives particulars of the

distribution of occupation in the two Natural Divisions and Subsidiary Table III

furnishes similar but more general information for the districts.

248. It is clear from Sub-lable II, that Marathwara is the predominantly
agricultural division of the State. It has 665 in every 10,000 of its population
depending on agriculture while Telingana's proportion is 511 . There are only two
otlif r sub-classes in which Marathwara's proportions exceed that of Telino-ana,

and they are public administration and the professions and liberal arts. In every
other group, Teliugana is ahead and in many, far ahead, of Marathwara, and
this is excluding the city, for which separate figures are worked out in Sub-table
II. In respect of some of the industries, and of all the sub-classes commencino-
from transport, the city has, as might be expected, a very much higher ratio of
its population following them than either of the Natural Divisions. It has, as

noticed above, practically a monopoly of persons living on their income. It has
by far the largest proportion of persons engaged in domestic service. In fact, one
person iu every five residing in the city is a domestic servant of some kind or

othei'. Even of persons following insufficiently described occupations, the city

has a far larger proportion than Telingana or Marathwara. It has also the
highest proportion of persons belonging to the unproductive or disreputable group
in the occupational scheme. The four districts in which the proportion of agri-

cultural population to the total population exceeds 700 per 1,000 are named
in the margin. All four are IMarathwara
districts. The four districts which have
less than 500 in 1,000 as the ratio of

agrictiltural to total population are all in

Telingana. Karimnagar in Telingana
and Gulbarga in Marathwara have the
largest proportion of industrial to total

population amongst districts. The for-

mer has 239 and the latter 222 in 1,000
persons, following industrial avocations.

The only district in Marathwara which
has a commercial population exceeding

100 persons in 1,000 is Parbhani. In Telingana, on the other hand, there is only
one district, Adilabad, which has a commercial population of less than 100
in 1,000. The districts which show tho highest proportions in tliis respect are

Districts.
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produced by the

largest proportioo

given in the marginal table. The distri-

bution of the commercial and industrial

population, as indicated by the Census
schedules is their distribution on a
particular date at a particular time of tlie

year. Seasonal industries, the time for

which was past or had not come at the

time, are left out and the impression
statistics is thus inconclusive. The City has, of course, the

of persons following professions.

Districts.
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distant tanks, it has for centuries been specially assigned to women. And, per-
formed as it usually is by a group of neighbours and to the accompani-
ment of rural songs, it is perhaps less taxing than it seems to be. Cotton
ginning, pressing and cleaning as a predominantly female occupation is, of course,
a modern development. The preponderance of females among dealers in precious
stones, is worthy ot note. As regards other occupations, there is hardly one
in which females do not figure as active workers, though they do not occupy the
same position of predominance as in those referred to above. In many occupations
connected with the cultivation of land and the breeding of animals, women work-
ers take an important place. In industries, they naturally take a less prominent
part, though in some, as in basket-making, manufacture of soaps and perfumery,
tailoring and miUiuery, in industries concerned with refuse mattur, and, curiously
enough, among persons employed in the construction and maintenance of bridges,
they are not far behind men. Eeference has already been made to the large
proportion of women returned as priests and ministers. Indian women of most
castes have a keen commercial instinct, and they carry on a good deal of
domestic trade and money-lending unknown to their husbands or other male
relatives.

231. Occupation of Females by Caste.

Several tests have been proposed to gauge social precedence among castes.

An infallible one i? whether a caste does or does not permit its women to serve
as lield-laboui'ers. Of the more than fifty castes for which particulars are
furnished in Subsidiary Table VIII, 8 Hindu, and 3 Musalman castes

eschew field labour as fit occupation for their women. These are the
Brahman, the Komati, the Lingayat, the Lobar, the Panchal, the Rajput,
the Satani and the Sutar among Hindus, and the Moghal, the Pathan and the

Sayyad among Musalmans. Agriculture has always been recognised as a
noble occupation, and the proudest Brahman or Sayyad has no objection to his

females appearing as cultivators. Females of the Lingayat, the Mali, the

Maratha and the Wanjari castes, appear in the capacity of rent receivers, a fact

which shows that women in these castes are accorded larger rights of property
and all that they imply in respect of their position in the home and in the family.

252. Traditional and Actual Occupation of Castes.

Imperial Table XVI gives particulars of tlie occupation of certain selected

castes. Subsidiary Table VIII which is abstracted from it, is interesting as
showing to what extent the selected castes follow their traditional occupations
and how far they have diverged from it. It is evident that there is a great and
growing change in some castes in this respect. The traditional occupation of

the Bhoisis fishing, but only 402 per 1,000 of the castes now follow it. Others

have become field labourers, cultivators and domestic servants. The Brahmin
is by tradition a priest, but only 829 of the caste como under arts and professions

which include law and medicine as well as religion. The Chakalas are a caste

of washermen, and a considerable proportion of them are still washermen, as

800 in 1,000 of the castes are returned as following industries. The same is the

case with the Dewangs, who are weavers, the Goundlas and the Kalals who are

toddy sellers, the Komatis, who are traders, the Panchals who are artisans, and
several others. It is not necessary to say more here in view of the observations

contained in the last chapter on this point.

253. Mixed and Partial Occupations.

It has been observed above that the principle of the division of labour is

very imperfectly carried out in the economic scheme of Indian society. Not
only is the line between industry and commerce very faintly drawn, but indus-

tries themselves are often mixed up. The cultivator fills up his slack season by
working at almost any industry which does not take him far away from his land.

Certain other industries are followed in combination with cognate industries or

trades. Some others still have without any apparent reason come to be tradition-

ally associated with some others. A good illustration of this is the combination
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of the functious of a barber with those of a muHiciau, which is very common iu

this country. Imperial Tables XV B and C g"ive statistical information regard-

ing the subsidiary occupations of agricnhurists and certain other occupations

which are followed iu combuiation with others. Subsidiary Tables IV and V
give particulars of occupations pursued in combination with agriculture

either as a principal or subsidiary occupation. The rent receivers have natural-

ly the largest proportions of persons following subsidiary occupations among the

agricultural classes, the occupations most largely followed being those of agricul-

tural labourers audrent payers. Only 56 in 10,000 cultivators are rent receivers.

Administration and the professions furiiish the principal subsidiary occupations

of rent receivers, while the cultivators find an outlet for their surplus energies

as petty tradesmen, as cattle breeders and milkmen, as weavers, blacksmiths,

washermen, carpentnrs and so on. They may have preferences but they do nor.

seem to have any exclusions in respect of subsidiary occupations. Farm servants

and field-labourers are glad to eke out their earnings by turning their hand to

cooly work, mill labour, rice pounding, weaving and any other village industry.

Agriculture is followed as a subbidiary occupation by any class whicli has made
money enough to require investment, as also by the fishing and hunting tribes

which are glad to get a chance of adding to their precarious earnings by work-

ing on the fields. Public administration claims the larg«j.*t proportion of persons

who have agriculture as a subsidiary occupation. The mixed occupations for

which statistics are given iu Imperial Table XV C present a quaint combination.

Thus, figures are given showing how many fishermen are palanquin-bearers and

how many of the latter are fishermen, how many agricultural labourers are

shoe-makers ; shepherds ; basket-weavers; cattle-breeders ; milk-sellers
;

grain-

dealers ; monpy-lenders ; barbers ; musicians ; and vice versa.

234. Religrion and Occupation.

Subsidiary Table IX is of interest as showing the disiribution of the

population following each of the principal occupations by religion, and that of

each religion by occupation. Except the Jain and the Parei, who are pre-

eminently traders, all religions have by far the largest proportion of their

followers associated with agriculture as their principal occupation. The Hindu has

the largest proportion of his co-religloniets in agriculture and industry, the Jain

in trade and agriculture, the Musalman in agriculture and domestic service, the

Christian in agriculture, the Parsi in trade, agriculture and insufficiently describ-

ed occupations, the Aniniist in agriculture, and " others " in agriculture,

public admiuisiration, domestic service and the public force. The Hindu, of

course, occupies numerically the first place in every occupation, with the Musal-

man a close second and iu the public force, and in the public administra-

tion, among persons living on their income and in domestic service.

255. Industries in the State.

Imperial Table XV E contains statistics of factories, mills and other

places of manufacture iu the State, in which at least 20 persons were employed on

the day cf the Census. It is divided into four parts. Part 1 furnishes information

regarding the number, race, sex and age of workers in each factory, distinguish-

ing between factories in which mechanical power is employed and those in

which it is not, Part II contains the district figures without these details, and

Parts III and IV are designed to show the caste and nationality of owners

and managers respeciively. The last column in Part I contains remarks showing
the state of eacn industry at the time of the Census. There are in all !21

factories in the Slate, of which 7o were worked by mechanical power, chiefly

steam. The total number of persons employed in all the factories is 24,317

(19,4(U males and 4,856 females). Europeans and Anglo-Indians are to be found

only in the ranks of Managers and skilled workmen. The number of them

employed iu direction, supervision and clerical work is 1 13 (including 10 females).

The number of Europeans and Anglo-Indian skilled workmen in the factories in

the State is 230 ; over o(J per cent, of the former (actual number 57) are employ-

ed in the colliery and gold mines in these Dominions. 34 are engaged in
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Railway workshops

Direction, Stipervition and Clerical Work.

Industry.
Number of

enjplojes.

Teitile m.ustriea
Mines
Constructions and means of transport.

Metal industries

Food industries

Leather and olher industries

Industries connected with chemical
products.

This number iucludes the 10 females showi) as engaged iu

dhectiou, supervision and clerical work.

Only 6 Indian women are employed in

this grade, and all of them iu cotton

mills. The number and distiibution of

Indian males in superior employ in the

several industries is given iu the mar-

ginal Table. Only the principal indus-

tries are shown therein. 74 out of the

86 employed in inetul industries are em-
ployes of the mint, and 138 of those

engaged in construction and means of

557
343
115
86
83
51

34

Skilled Workmen^
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE I.

—

General Distribution hy Occupations.

Class, Sub-class and Order.
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE I.

—

General Distribution by OccnpATioNS

—

continued.

No. per 10,000 of
total population.

Class, StrB-CL.\ss aotd Obdeb.

Persons
supported.

Actual
workers

.

Percent"»ge in

each Clas8,i

Subclass aad
Order of

Actual
workers.

Depen-
dents.

Percent.ige of

actual workers
employed.

In
City.

In rural

areas.

Percentage of

dependentg to

actual workers.

In
City.

In rural

areas.

v.—Tbade

31. Baaks, establishments of credit, exchange
and insurance

25. Brokerage, commission .lad export
26. Trade in text'les

27. Trade in skins, leatiier and furs

28. Trade in wool

29. Trade in metals ,

80. Trade in pottery

31. Trade in Chemical product
32. Hotels, cafes, restaurants, etc

33. Other trade in food stuffs

31. Trade in clothing and toil jt articles ...

35. Trade in furniture

3t). Trade in building matjrials

37. Trade in means of transport

38. Trade in fuel

39. Tride in articles of luxury and those per-

taining to letters and the acts and
sciences ...

40. Trade in refuse matter
41. Trade of other sorts

C—Public Administration and Liberal arts ...

VI.—Public Force

42. Army
43. Navy

44. Police

yil.— PtTBLIO ADMIXISTU\riO>J

45. Public Administration

Vni.— Profession and liberal arts

4fi. Keligion

47. Law

48. Medicine
i'J. Instruction

50. Letters and arts and sciences

IX.—Peeso.n's liviso ok their income

51. Persons living |vincipally on their income.

D.— Miscellaneous

X.

—

Domestic service

52. Domestic service

XI.—Insufficiently described occnPATioNs ...

53. General terms which do not Indicate a de-
finite occupation

Xll.—Unproductive

54. Inmates of jails, asylums and hospitals ...

65. B 'ggars, vagnints, and prostitutes...

S4S

It;

3

61

11

6

2

181

293
1-2

6
1

12

19

35

"l81

559

133

51

72

259

;;g

70
5

23

17

35

21

31

808

3/5

315

2S4

384

S07

3

204

440
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE II.

—

Distribtiuon by occdpation in natural

Divisions.

Sub-classes and selectid orders.

No. per mille of the total population
supported in

Kataral Division.

Hyderabad City. Teliagana.

I.—EXPLOITAIION OF THE BUEFAKE OF THE EARTH

(a) Agriculture Corder 1) (groups 16)

(6) Pasture (order 1) (groups 9.]2) „

((•) Fishing and bunting (ordi.r 2)

((f) Others (order 1) (groups 7, 8 and IS)

II.—Extraction of minerals

III.

—

Inddstkv •« •••

(o) Textile industries (order G) ... «,

(J) Wood industries (order 8) ...

(c) Metal industries (order 0)

(d) Food industries (order 12) m

(d) Industries of dress and the toilet (order 18)...

(/) Other industries(ordors 7, 10, 11, 14 to 19)

IV.--TBAN6P0RT

v.—Tradf.

(a) Trade in food->tuffs (order 32 and 33)

(i) Trade in textiles (order 26)

(c) Other trades (orders 21, 25, 27 to 81 & 84 to Jl) .„

VI.—Public force •

vn.—Public administration

VIII.—Peofessioss and libi-.ral arts

IX.—Pehsonf living on their income

X—Domestic sf.rvice .,

XI.—iNStJFFICIBKTLY DESCPIBBD OCCUPATION

XII.—Unproductive

97

75

13

2

7

1

131

11

8

i

26

39

40

37

14S

75

6

61

me

54

49

4G

210

62

36

578

511

50

11

6

2

1S5

63

12

9

14

71

20

10

107

66

7

81

S

77

13

27

32

SI

Marathwara.

714

665

42

6

99

27

U

5

3

27

26

S

60

28

5

32

15

22

22

19
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE ii[—Distribution oi' THii Agkicultdral, Industrial,
Commercial and Professional Population In Natural Divisions and Disiricts.

Agricultural

District and Natural
Diyisiou.

an

Percentage on
agricultural po-
pulatioa of.

Actual
workers.

Depen-
ded tB.

ludustry Cinciuciiag miatt).

0-3 t>i

i-g

"

°3=C
.2 2 c «
£ "la's

o 's „*&

IPerceniage ou ia-

dustrial popu-
lation of.

Actual
workers.

Depen-
dents.

) 2 ;; 4 1 ;-.

1
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bUBSIDlARY TABLE IV.

—

Occdpations combined avith Agriculture

(where agriculture is the subsidiary occupation).

Occupation.

N uuiber per mille of actual workers
who are partially agriculturists.

I.—Exploitation ok the surface of the earth
(a) Agriculture (order 1 to tj)

(b) Pa.sture(order ],'J-;2)

(c) Fishing and hunting (^order 2)

((i) Others (order 1-7-8 13)

II.—Extraction of jusehals
III.—iNIirSTRY

(a) Textile (order 6)

(*) Woud industries (order 8)

(f) Metal „ ( „ 9)

(d) Ftod „ ( „ 12)

(f) Industries of dress (order IS)

(r) here (7, tO-11 and H to 19)

IV.—Transport
V— IRADE

(,i) Trade (orlcrs 32 and 33)

(b, Trade (order 26)

(r) Other trades (34, 25, 27 to 31 and 34 to 41 ;

VI —Public force
VII.— Public administbatiox
VIII.— Profession? and liberal arts
IX.— Persons living on their income
X.~ Domestic service ...

XI.— INSUFFICIENTLT DKSCRlBF.ri OCCCPATION
Xir.— CXPROBUCTIVE

Sta'e.

se
21
04

i<;i

130

21

se
iH

no
110
t9
•.'8

Gl

S6
90
92
80
74

133
09
SO
50
CO
54

Telingana.

35
30
62

no
146

""so
56
87

109
98
86
89
56
S3
88
)i2

78
59
ISO
94

11
S3
66
46

Marathwara.

18
11

68
255
n
36
98
83

94
111
109
lis
97
69
93
96
141
82

103
143
104
69
SI

49

SUBSIDIARY TABLE V.

—

OccupatiOxXs combined with Agriculture

(where agriculture is the principal occupation).

Landlords (Rent receivers).
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI.—Occupation of Females by Sub-Classes

AND Selected Okdeks and Groups (1911).

a

c
5

C5

Number of Actual
WORKEES.

OCCUPATION.

Males. Females.

Number of

females per
1,000 males.

2-75

113

14
1

2

4

S & 6

fi

7& 8

8

9-12

9

10

12

7^ k 15

14

15

1620

7617
16

HI -03

21-31

21

22
24

26

27
.^0

32-35

32

3G k37
36
37

38 k 44

41

42

^5-49

47

50-55

53

65

56-ee

56
58

69
GO

63
65
66

67-73

68

69
70

71

72

I.

—

Exploitation of the surface of the earth

1. Pasture a)td ayricuUtire

(a) OrJinary cultivation ...

Income from rent of agricultural land
Ordinary cultivators

Karm servants aid field labourers

{h) Growers of special products and market girdening
Fiuit, flower, vegetabls, betel vine, arccanut, etc., growers

(f) Forestry
Woodcutters, firewood, lac, catechu, rubber, etc., collec-

tors and charcoal burners

((?) Raising or farm stock

Cattle and buffalo breeders and keepers

Sheep, go.it and pig breeders...

Herdsmen, shepherds, goat-herds, etc. .,

2. Fishing and Minting
Fishing ,

Hunting ... ... ... ... ... ... .•

II.—Extractiox of minerals .. ..

3. Miut't .•• ... .*• ... ... •• ••• ...

Coal mines and petroleum wells ...

III.—Industry

6. Textiles ... ••• ... •-. ••• ...

Cotton ginning, cleaning and pressing

Cotton spinning, sizing a:id Weaving ... ...

Rope, twine, and string

Wuol carders and spinners, weavers of woollen blankets,

carpel;, etc. • .
Silk spinners and weavers
Dyeing, bleaching., printing, preparation and sponging of

textiles ••.

7. Hidei, shins, and hard ma/i >'iah from the animal kingdom
Tanners, curriers, leather dressers, dyers, etc.

S. Wood
Siwyere, carpenters, turners, joiners, etc.

Basket markes and ether industries of woody material includ-

ing leaves

9. Metals

Other workers in iron and makers of tools principally or

exclusively of iron

Workers in brass, copper and l)eU metal

10. Ceramics
Potters and earthen pipe and bowl makers

11. Chemical product n properly so called, and anilogous

Manufacture and refining of vegetable and mineral oils

Others (qoap, candlea, lac, eutcli, perfumes and miscellaneous

drug::) ... ... ... ...

12. I^ood induitries ••• ... .•• •••

Rice pounders, buskers, and flour grinders

Grain purchers, etc

ISutchers .•• .• •
Fish curers

Sweat makers, preparers of jam and condiments, etc

Toddy drawers
Manufactures of tobacco, opium and ganja

13. /nlustries of dnss and the toilet

Tailors, milliner-, dress makers and darners, embroiderers on
liuen ... ••

Shoe, boot aud sandal makers
Other industries pertaining to dress gloves, socks, gaiters, belts,

buttonss, nmbrelliis, canes, .etc. ...

Washing, cleaning and dyeing
Barbers, hair dressirs and wig malcers

2,721,445
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE Vi.

—

Occupation of Fkmale.s hy Sub-Classes and

Selected Orders and Groups (1911)

—

contd.

a
a

o

OCCUPATION.

Ndmbkk i<v Actual
WOJEKBRS.

Male Females.

Numlier of
females per
l,uii(j males.

7i-79

78

89

»1

93
93

94-105

98-102

98

99

101

lOS-lOi
103

106-138

106

107

107

108
108

709

to. Building iniiu»trief

Stone and marble worker?, masons, bricklayers

J8. Industr'H' of luxury and than; pertaining to literature and

the arti (ini leienorf •• •••

Workers in precious stones and metals, enameilers, imitation

jewellery scaveugers, makers, Kilder-;, etj

Tiiv, kite, casje, Kshing tackle, etc., makers, taxidermists, etc. ...

19. Induitriti conoerntd with rtfune matttr

Sweepers,acavenger9,duit and sweeping contractors

IV-—TUAUSPORT

21. Transport b)/ road

Persons employed on the construction and maintenance of

roads and bridges • ••

Cartowriers and drivers, coachmen, stable-boys, tramway, mail

carriage, etc., managers, employes (excluding private

servants) ... ... •. ••• •••

Pack elephant, camel, mule, ass and bullock owners and drivers.

S3. Traneport hy rail

Railwiiv employes o£ all kinds other than construction coolies.

V. Trade -

2i. Banks, ettabli-^hwentl of oredit, exchange and insurance. ..

Bank managers, money lenders, exchange and insurance agents,

money changers aud brokers and their employes

25. Brokerage rommistifn and export

Brokers, commission agents, commercial travellers, warehouse

owners and employes

26. Trade in textile*

Trade in piece-goods, wool, cotton, silk, hair and otiier textiles.

27. Tradt J» ihim, louther and furs

109 ;
Trade m skins, leather, furs, feathers (horn), etc

lli)
I

28. 'trade in wood

110 Trade in wood (nut firewood), cork, bark, etc

112 '30. Tride in pottery

118 j

Trade in pottery

tl3 '.31. JVade in chemical products

113 I Trade in chemical products (drugs, dyes, paints, petroleum,

eiplosives, ttc.)

ttilitla 33- noteh.ea/e,, restaurants, etc

114 Vendors ol wine, liquors, aerated waters, etc

115 Owners, managers of hotels, cook, shops, sarais, etc., and their

j
employes

116-124 \33. Ot'i'r trade in food stuffi

116
I

fish dealers -

117 Grocers and siUers of vegetables, oil, salt and other condiments

118 I Sellers of milk, butter, ghee, poultry, eggs, etc

IIM Sellers of Bvveetmeeats, sugar, gur and molasse

1-ji)
I

Cardamon Ixitel leaf, vegeiables, fruit and arecanut sellers ...

121 Grain aud pulse dealers

I S2 I Tobacco, opium, ganja, etc., sellers

12S D'salers in sheep, coats and pigs

1-24 Dealers in hay, grass and fodder

725 .34. Trade in eL tiling and toiltl art 'clet

1'>B Trade in readv made clothing and other articles of dri-ss and
• the toilet, hats, umbrellas, socks, ready made shoes, perfumes,

etc

I26kl27 3-5. Trade in turniture

1'J6 TTAda in furniture, carpets, curtains aud beddinj

41^144

87,021

34,780

33 079
34

7,976

1,976

57,557

41,919

15,891

21,226

449

7,se7

6,S2.<

357,389

7,313

7,;-ii3

794

794

32,680

32,680

6,765

6,165

2,593

2,693

2,50J

2,.503

713

718

6n,.1U4

59,248

76

775,556
fi,318

82,155
2,t9S

990
27 214

37,380

1,854

7,fi«4

1,288

4,688

4,688

2.960

2,am;

16,678

15,798

9,S31

9,452

35

7,69.9

1, «'.•;•

18,868

18,U04

1 3,203

3,666

357

69S
210

230,646

2,382
j

2,S82

532

632

9.108

9,108

S,163

2,163

S.(l05

2,005

3,211

3,211

394

394

65,721
i

6,i,656

65

85,557
7,722

21,919

6,209

1,188

28,019
H.Rl.'i

690

3,189

1,800

3,395

8,395

1,099

1,027

403
127

283

2HB

i,029

860

860

366

429

831

172

573

89
33

646

326

328

670

670

279

279

.,•57

S5I

77,)'

773

1,283

1,283

553

55.^

948
948

355

740

1,452

683
2,831

1,19S

1,030
S9C.

510
4 If,

1,39S

724

7S4

577

466
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI.

—

Occupation of Females by Sub-Classes

AND Selected Orders and Groups (1911)

—

condd.

occupation.

129 3"!. Trj.de in mtant of transport <

129
j

Dealers and hirers of elephants, camelg, horses, cattle, aeses,!

males, eto., sellers (not makers) of carriages saddlery, etc. ...|

130 3S. Trade in fuel !

139 Dealers in firewood, charcoal, coal, cowdung, etc.

131-133 39. Trads in articles of luxury and those pertaining to\

letters and the arts and sciences

131 ' Dealers in precious stones, jewellery (real and imitation),

clocks, optical, instruments, etc. .«. ...

132 Dealers in common bangles, bead necklaces, fans, smalll

articles, toys, hunting and fishing tackle, flowers, etc. ...|

l35kl3S 41. Trade of (ithtr sorts

135 Shop keepers otherwise unspecified

137 Conjurors, acrobats, fortune-tellers,

cariosities and wild animals
reciters, exhibitors of

139-143

1S9SC 140
140

144-147

144-147
147

US-160

14S-151

148
149

154-155

154

163

156
156

1.57-160

lost

160

161

161

1«1

162-163

163kl63
162

163

164-167

16i-ie5

Kit

11)7

16S-169

169
169

VI —Public FORCE

42. Army ... ... ... ... ... »•

Array (Mative States)

Vll.— Public .\dmisistbation

45. Publin administration ,

Village officials and servants other than watchmen ... ...

VIII.

—

Pbofessioxs and liberal arts

46. Religion

Priests, ministers, etc. ... ... ... ... ,

Religions, mendicants, inmates of monasteries, etc

4S. Medicine
Medical practitioners of all kinds, including dentists, occulistS;

and veterinary surgeons ...

Jlidwives, vaccinators, compounders, nurses, masseurs, etc. ...

49. Instruction

Professors and teachers of all kinds and clerks and servants

connected with education

50. Letters and arts and St iences

Others (authors) photographers, ariists, sculptares,astronomers,

meteo rologists, botanists, astrologers, etc

Music composers and masters, players on all kinds of musical

instruments (not niilitaiy) singers, actors and dancers ...

IX.—Persons living on their income ,

51. J'ersons living principally on their income

Proprietors (other than of agricultural land) fund and scholar-

sliip holders and pe!i3ioner4

X—Domestic service

52. Domestio sereice

Cooks, water carriers, doorkeepers, clerks and other employes
in unspecified oliices, warehouses and shops

Private grooms, coachmen, dog boys, etc. - ,

XL—ISSUFFICIENTEY DESCRIBED OCCUPATIONS ,

53. General terms which do not indicate a dejinite occupation

Manufacturers, businees men, and contractors otherwise

unspecified ... •• •. ... .••

Labourers and workmen otherwise unspecified ,

XII.—Unproductive

55. Beggars, vagrants, prostitutes

Beggars, vagrants, procurers, prostitutes, receivers of stolen

goods, cattle poisoners

Number of Actual
Workers
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SUBSIDIARY TABE VII.—Selected Occupations (1911 and 1901).

a
s

Occupation

.

Population
supportcil iu

1911.

Population
•upper ted iu

1901.

Percenfeigo

of

variation.

9

10
11

13

14

16

21

2i

IS
24

26

17
38
29
30

32

33

34

86

36

87

89

*1

12

47

SS

I—F.XPtOlTA TIO.\
EAUTU

Qraad Total ..

OF THE SOBFACE OF TUB

1. Pasture and Agriculture
(a) Ordinary cultivation ^

Income from rent of agricnltuial lanil

Ordinary cultivators

Agent.*;, managers of landed estates (not planters), clerks,

rent collectors, etc

Farm servants and field labourers

(7)) Growers of special products and market gardening

Tea, coffee, chincliona and indigo plantations

Fruit, flower, vegetjhle, betel vine, arccanut, etc., growers.

{«) Forestry
Woodcutters, firewood, lac, catechu, rnbbejjctc., collectors

and charcoal buruers
(d) Raising of farm stock
Cattle and buffalo breeders and keepers
Sheep, goat, pig breeders
Breeders of other animals (horses, mules, camels, asses, etc.)

Herdsmen, shepherds, etc ...

((1) liaising of small animals

2. Fishing and hnnting
Fishing
Huntin.; ...

II.—EXTRACTION OF MINERALS ...

3. mines

4. Quarries of hard rocliS

5. Salt, ete

III.—INDVSTIIY

G. Textiles

Cotton ginning, cleaning and pressing

Cutton spinningj sizing and weaving
.luto spinning, pressing and weaving
Rope, twine and string

Wool carders and spinners, weavers of woollen blankets,

carpets, etc

Silk spinners and weavers
Hair, camel and horsehair, bristles work, brush makers, etc.

Persons occupied with feathera

Dyeing bleacliing, printing preparalion and sponging of

textiles

7. Hides, skint and hard nutteria/t from the animal
kingdom ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

I anncr, curriers, leather dressers, dyers, etc.

Makers of tlie leather articles, such a8trunks,waterbagfl,ctc.

Furriora

Bone, ivory, horn, shells, etc., workers

S. tt'o'd

Sawyers, carpenters, turners, joiners, etc

Baslietmakers and other imlustries of woody material

including leuve'* .. ... ...

0. Mrt..l

Plough and agriooltural implement makers
Other workers in iron and makers of implements and tools

principally or exclusively of iron ... ... ...

Workers in brass, copper and bell meial

IV. Ceram'i's

Potters and earthen pipe and bowl makers

11. CItrmical products properly to-railed, and analogous.

Manufacture and refining of vegetable and mineral oils ...

13,374,676

S,3S9,71S

S,2S1,SS0
7,()19,.-)0.5

7.H1,803

4,1164,950

84,540

2,788,212

22,804

22,804

41,774

40,905

597,728

42,418
109,739

413

44.5,158

18

107,889

78,269

29,620

18,474

16,325

3,140

lp2,733

517.750

69,943

302,745
1,098

28,934

89,095

1,9(1
77

204

22,310

15,930
7,061

7,946
402
461

146,747

87,903

68,844

88,772
9

73,586

13,925

103,514
Ifl2,:i73

19,211

18,091

11,141,142

5,471,452

5,436,9S1

4,599.741
.••9.681

3,4rj,661

62,956

1,023.64 3

532,175
91

632,084
6,108

F,127

298,962

G4,055

19,070

2,664

213,183

34,471
3S,397

1,074

3S4

ISO

S4i

1,682,751

12,776

200

+ 53-3

+ 53-3

+ 65-6

+ 1,748-8

+ 170

— 451
+ 172-S
— 95-7

95-7

584 -4

697-8

99-9

83-7

+ 475-4

— 84-4

+ 108-8

+

+ 212-9

+ 134-3

+ 2,657-9

+ 4,712-5

+ 10,925-1

+ 11-2

462,721

42,932

280,604
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VII.—Selected Occupations (1911 and 1901)— contd.

a.

66
57
68

59
60
62
63
64

65

68

09

71

72

77

78

89

90

93

95

90

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

Occupation.

13. Food industrial

Rice pounders, hnskers, and flour grinders
Bakers and biscuit makers
Grain parchers, etc

Bntcliers

Fi5li curers

Makers of sugar, molasaes aod gur
Sweetmeat makers, preparers of jams and uoudiments, etc
Brewers and distillers

Toddy drawers

13. Indmtriei of drest and the toilet

Tailor milliners, dressmakers and darners, embroiderers
on linen •..

Shoe, boots and sandal makers >. ...

Washing, cleaning and dyeing
Barbers, hair dresser and wig makers

14. Furnituve industries -

75. Building indvstres ...

Excavators, plinth builders, and well sinkers ... «.

Stone and marljle workers, masons, bricklayers

76. Oonitruotionofmeansoftianpart

IT, Proiuoi ion and transiuisgimis of physical forsei (heat
liijht, electricity, miitire powsr, etc.)

15. Ill iustries of luxury and those pretaining to litera-

ture and /he arts and tciencn' ...

Workers in pre.cious stones and metals, enamellers, imita-

tion jewellery makers, gilders, etc.

Makers of banijles, rosaries, bead and other necklaces,

spangles, lingams and sacred threads

Mr
19. Induttriei concerned with refuse matter
Sweepers, scavengers, dust and sweeping contractors

IV.—TRANSPORT

20. Transport by wattr
Ship owners and their employes, ship brokers, ships'

officers, engineers, m.ariners and firemen... ... ...|

Persons employed on the maintenance of stream?, rivers

and canals (including construction)

Boat owners, boatmen and towmen...

SI. Jransport hy road
Persons employed on the construction and maintenance

of roads and bridges

Cart owners and drivers, coachmen, stable boys, tramway'
mail carriage, etc., managers and employes (excluding,

private servants)

Palkl, etc , bearers and owners
Pack elephant, camel, mule, ass, bullock owners and

drivers ••• ... *.• ... ••• ••• ••• •••

Porters and messengers

22. Transport hy rail

Kailway employes of all kinds other than construction

coolies

Labourers employed on railway construction

23. Poit oth'i-e, telegraph and telephone service

Post office, telegraph a ad telephone service

V.—TItADK

2i. Banh>t, ettablhhments of credit exchange and insurance

Bank managers, money lenders, exchange and insurance

agents, money changers and brokers and their employes

25. Brokerage, commission and export

Brokers, commission agents, commereinl travel ler^^, ware,

house owners and employe.^

Population
supported in

19U.

Population
supported in

I9U1.

119,24-!;

7,808
2,8i)J

2,082

21,192
13

249
1,652

443

79,852

642^48

70,859
369,048

214,921

85,880

255

111,174

2,149

101,530

2,910

78

97,951

93,489

2,871

6,72S

6,728

133,951

2,667

3,386
3S1

111,476

51,879

47,907

1,674

1,336

8,681

IS,609

13,794

4,S15

1,199

1,1119

1,134,368

22323

23,223

3,5SS

S.588

144,502
9,542

1,030

7,351

28,748

125

1,410

5,841

88,702

530,308

38,434

234,674
149,082
85,<J86

1,483

95,960

17,153
73,347

1,246

202

Percentage
of

variation.

+

+
+

+

+

4-

+

+

+

17-4

23-4

178-5
17-6

26-2

"9!l-3

171
92-4

9-9

21-1

84-J
14-li

441
0-1

— 62-8

15-8

38-4

253-5

— 61-S

98,3S7
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VTT.—SELEcrtD OccrPATiox^ ; 1911 and WOV—concId.

a
a

o

108

109

110

112

US

114
115

116
117

118
ll!l

120

121
123
123
124

125

127

128.

129

130

181

1S3

135
138

139
140

Occupation.
Population

Bujiported in

1911.

Popnlatiou
Bupportod in

19U1.

Percentage
of

variation.

38. Trade in textiles

Trade in piece-goods, wool, cotton,

textiles

silk, hair, and other

57. T>adeinskim,ltatherandfuri
Trade in tkins, leather, furs, feathers, horn, etc

58. Trade in wood ,

Trade in wocd (not fire wood), cork, bark, etc ,

29. Trade in metalt

30. Trade in poittry

Trade in pottery

31. Trade in r^liemiccd product!
Trade in chemical products (drugs, dyes, paints, pstroleum,

explosives, etc.)

32. Hotels, cafes, restaurant.^, etc

Venders of wine, liquors, aerated waters, etc
Owners and managers of hotels, cookshops, sarais, etc.;

and their employes

33. Other trade in food stuffs

Fish dealers ...

Grocers and sellers of Tegetable oil, salt and other con-
diments ••• ,.• ... ••• ••>

Sellers of milk, batter, ghee, poultry, eggs, etc. ...

Sellers of sweetmeats, sngar. gur, molasses
Cardamom, bctelleaf, vegetables, fruit and arecanut

sellers ...

Grain and pulse dealers

Tobacco, opium, ganja, etc., sellers

Dialers in sheep, goats and pigs

Dealers in bay, grass and fodder

!4. 'Jrade in clofJdng and toilet articles

Trade in ready-made clothing and other articles of dress
and the toilet hats, umbrellas, socks, ready-made shoes,
perfumes, etc

,

35. Trade in furniture
,

Hardware, cooking utensils, porcelain, crockery, glassware
bottle, articles for gardening, the cellar, etc

,

36. Trade in building materials ...

Trade in building materials (stones, bricks, plaster, cement,
sand, tiles, thatch, etc

37. Trade in means of transport

Dealers and hirers of elephants, camels, horses, cattle,

asses, mules, etc., sellers (not maliers) of carriages,
saddler.'i, etc

3S. Trade in fuel
Dealers in firewood, charcoal, coal, cowdung, etc. ^^

39. Trade in articles of luxury and iftose pertaining to

letters and the arts and sciences ..

Dealers in precious stones, jewellery (real and imitation),
clocks, optical instruments, etc

Dealers in common bangles, beads, necklaces, fans, small
articles, toys, hunting and fishing tickle, flowers, etc....

JO. Trade in refuse matter

41. Trade of other .iorts

Shopkeepers otherwise unspecified
Other trades (including farmers of pounds, tolls aid

markets

VI.-PVBLIC FOllCE

42. Armi,
Army (Imperial) ..

Army (Native Statet) .

81^39

81,139

1S,21S

15,218

S,511

8,611

059

11,228

11,228

2,ii>4

2,454

241,975

211,714

S61

391,941

24,9U0

112,156
17,040

4,656

97,,564

106,171

4,615

19,400

5,379

16,622

16,622

7,670

1,553

1,260

1,260

15,597

15,597

25,880
25,880

46^16

7,265

38,144

241,787
239.705

164,398

68,750

6,554
«j,i9(;

S8,648

28,648

5,4.^4

5,454

6,662

6,662

1,150

7,427

7,427

13,351

13,351

129,571

129,125

446

192,789

2,032

68,186

14,977

9,699

55,322

40,554

2,972

3,366

6,441

11,141

11,141

80,606

15,477

2fi53

2,253

14,565

14,665

2,437

2,437

45,630

4,794

38,710

303,568

276,102

793

104.312

64J6S
22,337
4J.341

+

+

+
+

+
+

f

4-

+

+
+

+
+

+
+
+

+

+

+

lS3-i!

1S3-3

179-0

1790

27 7

27-7

10-6

51-1

511

81-6

81-6

S6-7
87-1

41-4

103-3

1,128-3

91-9

13 7

61-9

76-3

161-8

56-3

478-0

11

49-1

4;il

62-7

89-9

44-1

44-1

70

7-0

-I- 961-9

-f- 961-9

1-5

51-5

14

SO-3

190

+

+

+

57-6

6-6

750
4'i-3
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VIl.— Selected Occdpationb (1911 and 1001). contd.

Q.
a
eb
C5

OccnpHtion.
Population

supported in

1911.

Population
supported in

1901.

Percentage
of

variation.

142

143

144
145

146
147

148
149
150
131

152

153

154

155

156

159

160

161

162

163

164

IflB

167

168

lO'.l

i3. Navy

4i. Police
Police

Village Watchmen

VTr.—POBLW ADMISISTR.rjrON

i5. Public Administration
Service of the State

Service of Native and Foreign States

Municipal and other local (not village) service

Villaga officials, and servants other than watchmen

YIIT.-PROFESSIONS AXD LIBERA LAR TS.

46. Religion •• ... •• ...

Priests, ministsrs, etc....

Religious mendicanta, inmates of monasteries, etc.

Catechists, readers, church and mission service

Temple, burial or burning ground ssrvice, pilgrim con-
ductors and circumcisers

47. Law ...

Lawyers of all kinds, including kaiis, law agents and
munhtiars. ... ... ...

Lawyers' clerks, petition writers, etc.

4S. 3IediciiU' ... ..

Medical praoHtiou-rs of all kinds, including dentists,

occulists, and veterinary surgeons
UidwiveSjVaccinatorSjCompounders, nurses, mR!seur.s, etc.

49. Instruction ... ...

Profes-iors and teacher? <if a'l kinds, and clerki, and ser-

vants connected withe lucation

50. Letten and arts and griences ... «.. ...

Olhsrs Cauthr>rs, photographer ;, artist*, sculptors, astrono-

m :rs, n :t : ) "ol )gist', b )taiist<, astrolog ixs, etc.)

Miui'3 cnu;)J5ers anl mi^Oi's, places on all kind? of musi*
uil ia^f.rammts (uot military) singirs, actors and
datieers.... ... ...

IX.—PEU^OSS LIVING ON tllEIlt INCOME

at. Periom lirinj prini'ipillii on their iwome ... ...

Proprietirs (oth .^r tuau of agricultural land), fund .and

scholar.^-iip lioldirs and pensioners.

X.-DOMESilC SERVICE

52. D.imetlie lervia ... ... ... ...

G )oka, water carriers, door-keepers, watchmen and other
i i-door servants. ... •. .,

Private grooms, coachmen, dog boys, etc

XI.—INWFFICIEVrLY DE.-iCHIBED OCCUPA
TIONS

5j. Oewral terms which do n"t indieite a definite

occupation. ... ... ... ... •• ... ..•

M mufacturers, business men and contractors, otherwise
unsp=cilied

Cashiers, ai-oountints, bookdccepers, clerks and the'r

employes in uospeoitied "tlicrts, warehouses and sliops

Labo irers and workmen otlierwise unspjcifiel

Xir.—VNPRODVCTIVE .„

.54. Inmates ofjiilt, asyliimx and hospitals

Inmitss of jails, asylums and hospitals

55. Beogari, vagrants aid prostitutes

Heg'ars, vagraiits, procurers, prostitutes, receivers of

stolen goods, cattle-poisoners ... ...

05,148
35,1.S5

60.518

346,134

346,134
4,567

l;;o,n8i

8,926
301,860

200,039

alOUlST
57,809
33,743

2,217

7,418

6,363

6,835
28

30,973

23,760

7,213

23,574

2-?,574

46,442

11,502

83,774

2$,377

23,377

28,377

421,147

421,147

406,181

14,966

380,148

380,148

6,828

R.07S

364,167

27(1,139

3,428

3,428

272,7 '.I

272,711

39,844

1,074

88,770

508,037

508,037
12,967

156,971

84,043

264,056

115,798

41.123
5,543

25,637

8,033

6,916

6,984

6,052

933

10,2SS

15,790

3,498

8,856

9,856

38,542

13,072

28,934

51,757

51,757

51,757

390,882

390,882

371,788
19,114

1,5-24,628

1,534,628

9,652

ioi,sn4

1,418,825

396,781

0,077
9,077'

3.s7,704

387,704

+
+
+

+

+
+
+

-f

-I-

-f

-f

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

1400
8,171-4

56

31 -S

31 8
64-7

16-6

893
20-5

80-5

146-0

942 9
81-6

26-8

7-2

1-7

129
J6-9

60-5

504
106-2

139-1

1391

20-4

12-0

411

45-1

45-1

451

77

7-7

9-2

21-8

— 750

— 75

29 2

— 920
— 74-2

— 30-1

— 62-3

— 62.2

— 29.6

— 5.).G
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VIII.—Occupations of Selected Castes—contd.

Caste and Occupation.

Number per
1,000 workers
eDg.igcd on
each occupa-

tion.

N'umber of

female
workers per
100 males.

Caste and Occupation.

Number per
1,000 workers
engaged on
each occupa-

tion.

Number of
female

workers per
100 males.

Nahvi CWarik)—ce/Kd.

Field labourers

Cultivators

Others

Panchal.

Industries
Cultivators

Others . . ..t

Rajput.

Public force

Cultivators

Trade
Others

5ale.

Imlustries

Field Labourers

Cultivators

Others

5atani.

Arts and Professions

Cultivators ,

Others

Sunar.

Industries

Cultivators

Field labourers

Others ,

5utar.

Industries

Cultivators

Others

Telaga.

Cultivators
Field labourers
Trade
Public Administration
Others

Ten.

Industries

Cultivators

Field labourers

Tr.ade

Others

Uppara.

Industries
Field labourers
Cultivators

Others

Velama.

Cultivators
Field labourers
Others

Waddar.

Industries
Field labourers

E.vtraction of minerals

Others

Wanjari.

Cultivators

Field labourers

Income from rent of land ..

Others

.199
128

Ho

775
120
105

477
163
67

293

736
l.Rl

71

62

577
114
309

728
87
95
95

764
139

107

504
263
54

11

168

589
108
102

78
123

512
186
134
168

722
162

116

626
138
41

195

692
200
45
163

219
70

91

29

95
38

40
51

51

49

63
248
61

93

70
40
58

22
69

S31

66

45

126

81

60
181
sr,

52

54

51

108
77
50

76
166
55
78

52
150

53

62

!68

76

93

59

99
22

16*

Moghal.

Domestic service

Cultivators
Public Administration
I'uhlic force ...

Others

Pathan.

Domestic service

Public force

Cultivators
Trade
Others

Sayyed.

Domestic service
Cultivators ...

Puldic Administnit'on
Public force

Others

5haik.

Cultivators
n.'.mestio service
Fiuld labourers
Public Administration
Publif; force

Others

Anglo-Indian.

Public Administration
.Arts and Professions
Others

Armenian.

Contractors

European.

Public force

Others

Indian Christian.

Field labourers
Domestic service

Cultivators
Trade
Raisers of live-stock

Others

Bhtl.

Fishing and hunting
Field laboureis ...

Cultivators

Others

Erkala.

Industries

Cultivators
Others

aond.

Cultivators

Field labourers

Kaisers of live-stock

Others

Lambada.

(_\iUivators

Field labourers

Transport
Kaisers of live-stock

Others

202
153

97

86
462

159

112
135

103
491

192
151
76
69

.512

164

137
134
68

68
429

210
142
648

1,000

470
530

316
166
149
69
52

248

270
168
76

COl

184

167

649

575
325
43

68

4 45

342
137
7-1

102

114
42

39

49

48

23
43

3S

32

41

33
46
94

31

1

148
19

131

89
108
29
6

37

28
201
31
94

54

43
58

57

176

30
84

48
193
62
20
84
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE IX.

—

Distkibdtion by Religion and occupation
OF 10.000 PERSONS.

Order and selected groups.

Distiibulion by occupation of 10,000 persons
Jollowing each religion.

e

d
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